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Combat the War Incitements Against the 

By Alexander Bittelman 

Never since the Great October So- 
cialist Revolution thirty-three years 
ago, the revolution which opened up 
a new epoch in the history of man- 
kind, have the imperialist slanders 
and war-incitements against the So- 
viet Union been carried on with such 
recklessness and violence. This is es- 
pecially so in the United States. And 
in the forefront of this contemptible 
and despicable “crusade” of war- 
incitement we find the “old and 
proven” servants of Wall Street— 
the reactionary trade-union bureau- 
cracy, Right-wing Social-Democratic 
leaders and the phony Truman- 
liberals. 
The reasons for this are all too 

obvious. The Wall Street monopo- 
lies and their agents in the labor 
movement are in deadly fear of the 
growing popularity of the Soviet 

foreign 
Union among the toiling masses of 
ill nations, countries, and continents. 

Soviet Union” 
(On the Thirty-third Anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolution) 

They fear that this will become 
8 . ; 

manifest also in the United States, 
despite all their “crusades.” The peo- 
ples of the world—whether in Eu- 
rope, Asia, Africa or the Americas 
—have come to love and trust the 
Soviet Union because it is the true 
leader in the world-wide struggle for 
peace, for justice, for real democracy, 
for Socialism. In country after coun- 
try, the masses have made it known 
in various ways that never, never 
will they fight against the Soviet 
Union. 
And what is Wall Street’s answer 

to that? More slander. More violent 

* Since this article was written, Comrade 
Bittelman, member of the Editorial Board of 
Political Affairs, and one of the national 
leaders of the Communist Party, was arrested, 
along with other leaders of the Party and other 
fighters for the cause of labor and peace—includ- 
ing Claudia Jones, Berry Gannett, and George 
Siskind—by the order of Attorney General Mc- 
Grath, in the drive against the peace forces, the 
labor movement. the Negro people and the Com- 
— Party, under the McCarran Act. At the time 
his issue went to press they were still held at 
Ellis Island.—Edstor. 
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war-incitement. More persecutions 
against all who dare to defend the 
Soviet Union and tell the truth 
about it. More of the fascist antics 
of McCarran & Co. More and speedi- 
er preparations for the opening of 
hostilities against the Soviet Union, 
i.¢., for the launching of World War 
Ill. 

Imperialist slander against the So- 
viet Union is nothing new. Ever 
since the birth of the Soviet Union 
the imperialists and their labor lieu- 
tenants have been trying to confuse 
and mislead the masses as to the 
true nature of the Socialist revolu- 
tion and the Soviet state. The his- 
tory of the last thirty-three years is 
replete with all sorts of lying inven- 
tions and forged documents designed 
to hide from the peoples the demo- 
cratic and Socialist nature of the So- 
viet state and system. There are 
many who still remember the years 
of imperialist “crusading” against 
the “nationalization of women” in 
the Soviet Union. This was the 
period when world imperialism, led 
by the monopolies of Britain, the 
United States, France, and Japan, 
was waging criminal wars of inter- 
vention against the young Soviet 
state. 

The imperialists and their labor- 
reformist flunkeys were defeated. 
They were defeated in their ideo- 
logical crusades as well as in the 
military ones. The Socialist revolu- 

tion triumphed over its external and 
internal enemies, and changed the 

course of world history. The Sovie 
Union created by the October Revo. 
lution later saved humanity from 
fascist slavery in World War II ang 
has thus made possible the victor 
of national liberation and of Social 
ism in large parts of Europe ani 
Asia. It now stands guard over th 
peace of the world and is leading 
the fight to prevent World War Il] 
which is being organized by the im. 
perialist and fascist camp headed by 
American imperialism. It stands fo 
the peaceful co-existence and com 
petition of the Socialist and capitalis 
systems. It represents the greates 
hope of mankind in the struggle w 
save the world from the madness of 
atomic war. 
Now, in the new world situation, 

Wall Street and its agents—Greea, 
Murray, Reuther, Dubinsky, Carey, 
Potofsky, etc., including the Truman. 
liberals—are seeking to engineer 
“crusades” against the Soviet Union 
on “new” issues. They are setting 
afoot new lies and slanders. Some of 
these are simply fantastic, but in their 
desperation the warmakers are de 
termined to try everything. 

For example: The Soviet Union is 
now being slandered and “crusaded’ 
against by Wall Street’s champion 
of “truth” on the ground that it rep 
resents a “new imperialism,” “Red 
imperialism,” a “Communist impe 
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rialism.” In lying inventiveness this 
beats even Hitler and Goebbels. It is 
superfantastic. But Wall Street needs 
it to confuse the masses who hate and 
distrust imperialism as to what im- 
perialism really is and to incite and 
prepare for war against the Soviet 
Union. 
Another example: the Soviet Union 

is slandered and attacked as being 
the same as Hitler-Germany, as rep- 
resenting a “Red fascism,” on the 
lying and fantastic ground that 
“Communism and fascism are the 
same.” Again, the purpose is obvious. 
It is to confuse the masses who hate 
fascism as to what fascism really is 
and to promote further the war-in- 
citments and war preparations 
against the Soviet Union. This im- 
perialist “big lie” has the purpose of 
isolating the masses of the American 
people from the world camp of 
peace, democracy and Socialism, 
which is being led by the Soviet 
Union. 
From the foregoing it is clear that 

the fight for peace—against a new 
world war and the growing fascist 
danger—demands a consistent and 
militant struggle against Wall Street's 
sanders and war-incitements against 
the Soviet Union. These slanders 
must be exposed and combatted hour 
by hour and day by day, because it 
is precisely under the smokescreen 
of these lies and slanders that Wall 
Street and its labor lieutenants are 
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organizing World War III, carrying 
on and expanding their criminal 
aggression in Korea, and paving the 
way for fascism in the United States 
by promoting reaction and fascist 
methods of rule. 
To expose these slanders we must 

first make clear what imperialism is. 

IMPERIALISM IS MONOPOLY 
CAPITAL AND NATIONAL 
OPPRESSION 

Imperialism stands for many 
things, all of which are reactionary 
and are based upon the exploitation 
of man by man and nation by nation. 
How can there be a “Communist” 
imperialism when Communism 
stands for the abolition of all forms 
of exploitation—class and national— 
and represents a new and progres- 
sive form of society supplanting the 
old and dying capitalist form? 

Further: imperialism has as its 
economic base monopoly capital. In 
every capitalist country, it is Big 
Business, finance capital, that is the 
backbone and motive power of ex- 
pansionism abroad, of the drive to 
secure domination over sources of 
raw material, of cheap labor power, 
of markets for the export of capital, 
of strategic military positions. In 
other words, imperialism is a stage 
of capitalism; the highest and last 
stage, as Lenin called it. How, then, 
can there be a “Red” or “Commu- 
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nist” imperialism when Communism 
supplants and abolishes the whole 
capitalist system, i.e., when it abol- 
ishes the capitalist monopolies which 
are the very substance of imperial- 
ism? How can there be a “Commu- 
nist” imperialism when there are no 
economic or class forces in Commu- 
nist society, or in Socialist society 
which is the first stage of Commu- 
nism, to drive that society to the ex- 
port of capital, to the search for 
cheap labor, to the fight for domina- 
tion and monopoly control of sources 
of raw materials and markets for the 
export of goods? Socialist society 
does not need it and there are no 
classes in it that are either interested 
in or capable of pursuing a policy 
of expansionism. 

Still further: imperialism means 
national domination and oppression. 
It represents the rule of the so-called 
“higher” and “superior” nation and 
race over the “lower” and “inferior” 
nation and race. It represents in most 
instances the domination of the 
“white” race over the colored races 
and peoples. Now, then, how can 
there be a “Communist” imperial- 
ism when Communism spells the 
abolition of all forms of national or 
race discrimination, inequality, dom- 
ination and oppression? More than 
that, Communism stands for friend- 
ship and collaboration between na- 
tions and peoples, on the basis of 
equality, for their common good and 

well-being. Communism stands fo; 

the principle that advanced nation 
must help those less advanced 
catch up with their sister nations fo, 
joint further economic, social ani 
cultural advances. They must help 
those that were kept forcibly in bac. 
wardness by British, French, Belgian 
Dutch, German, Japanese, Italian an 
—last but not least—American im 
perialism, over decades and cen. 
turies. In what way can imperialism 
originate from this sort of a Com 
munist principle? 

“Yes,” says the  labor-reformis 
flunkey of the Wall Street war-mon- 
gers, “but look at the Soviet Union: 
Since the end of World War ll 
hasn’t she grabbed for herself the 
Baltic provinces, the whole of Eas. 
ern Europe, part of Germany, China 
etc., etc., and isn’t this expansion 
ism and imperialism?” Having 
thrown out this smokescreen, Wal 
Street’s flunkey proceeds to crusade 
for a new world war, for “sacrifices 
by the people, for wage-freezes, no 
strike pledges, etc., etc. But what i 
the true situation? 
The true situation is this: in mak 

ing the fantastic charge of a Sovit 
Union “imperialism,” Wall Sweet 
and its agents are attacking, first, in 
relation to the Soviet Baltic, the ven 
idea of a union of Socialist states an 
nations. Further, they are denying 
the right of peoples and nations t 
go Socialist: They are denying th 
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right of peoples and nations to be- 
come independent. They are denying 
to independent nations the right to 
live in peace and friendship with the 
Soviet Union, to collaborate with it 
for the peace and well-being of their 
peoples. They are denying to inde- 
pendent nations and peoples the right 
to recognize the Soviet Union as their 
friend, helper and leader. And why? 
Because Wall Street is driving to 
establish its imperialist world domi- 
nation, is preparing a new world war 
for that purpose, is seeking to check 
and crush all democratic and Social- 
ist movements and peoples, and has 
already started direct aggressions in 
the Far East against Korea and 
China. 
Consider the full meaning of the 

attack that the Soviet Union has 
“grabbed the Baltic provinces.” Here, 
after decades of hard and self-sacri- 
ficing struggles against domestic and 
foreign fascism and imperialism, the 
peoples of Esthonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania have finally succeeded in 
reuniting their countries with the 
Soviet Union from which they were 
forcibly separated by world imperial- 
ism in its many efforts to overthrow 
and destroy the Soviet Union. These 
are historical facts. Now, when in 
the face of these facts, Wall Street 
and its agents resume their war in- 
citements against the Soviet Union 
for its “grab” of the Baltic provinces, 
they are actually calling for the dis- 
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memberment of the Soviet Union. 
They are in effect declaring that no 
people has a right to join the Soviet 
Union. This means a denial of the 
right of peoples to determine for 
themselves the forms of their state 
existence. This means a claim by 
Wall Street that it is going to decide 
the forms of state existence of other 
peoples. And to enforce that claim, 
Wall Street is organizing World 
War III. 

Consider also the full meaning of 
the lie that Soviet or Communist 
“imperialism” is dominating eastern 
Europe, China, etc. Now, the peoples 
of these countries have realized their 
age-long dreams. They freed them- 
selves from the miseries of feudal 
rule and exploitation, of age-old 
backwardness and poverty. In eastern 
Europe, the peoples freed themselves 
of the rule of native capitalism and 
its master, foreign imperialism, and 

‘are laying the foundations of a Social- 
ist society. In China, the people have 
achieved a victory of world propor- 
tions which makes possible the dem- 
ocratic unification of the country as 
an independent people’s Republic, 
its rapid economic growth and de- 
velopment, the building up of all pre- 
requisites to a subsequent advance 
to Socialism. 

In all of this, the Soviet Union 
played a most important and, in 
many respects, a decisive part. It 
was the leadership of the Soviet 
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Union and the decisive battles of the 
Soviet armies in the Second World 
War that saved mankind from fas- 
cist slavery and liberated the coun- 
tries and peoples of Eastern Europe. 
It was the help and guidance of the 
Soviet Union that enabled the peo- 
ples of Eastern Europe, led in strug- 
gle by their Communist and Work- 
ers’ Parties, to establish their own 
rule in their own countries, to estab- 
lish the system of People’s Democ- 
racies, and to initiate the transition 
to Socialism. And the liberation of 
China, achieved in historic battles 
of the Chinese people headed by 
their Communist Party, against for- 
eign imperialism—chiefly, American 
—and its Chiang Kai-shek agents, 
became a fact only because it was 
helped decisively by the victories of 
the Soviet Union, by its victory over 
Nazi Germany and fascist-militarist 
Japan, by the favorable world situa- 
tion arising from the tremendously 
increased influence of the Soviet 
Union in world affairs. 
Now, when in the face of these 

facts, Wall Street and its agents at- 
tack the fraternal relationships be- 
tween the Soviet Union and the new 
People’s Democracies of Eastern Eu- 
rope and the Chinese People’s Re- 
public as “Red imperialism” or 
“Communist imperialism,” they are 
really attacking the achievements and 
historic consequences of the Great 
October Socialist Revolution, which 
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took place thirty-three years ago. This 
revolution, which opened a new 
epoch in human history, marked « 
fundamental turning point in world 
history—a turning from the old capi. 

talist world to the new Socialis 

world. The rise of New Democracies 
in Europe and Asia expresses this 
new historical process. A Socialis 
world is coming into existence, So. 
cialist nations are being born, and 
these nations, in various stages of 
transition to Socialism, naturally and 
inevitably recognize the Soviet Union 
as their leader and helper, and ar 
freely and independently collabora. 
ing in the great cause of peace, de. 
mocracy and Socialism. 

This is one of the great conse 
quences of the October Revolution, 
which was never a narrow national 
affair but the greatest event in hv- 
man history, an event of world sig 
nificance, of international signif 
cance. This means that the Great 
October Socialist Revolution opened 
up the epoch of the triumph of So 
cialism and of the victory of colonial 
and anti-imperialist revolutions. It 
opened up the epoch of the united 
front of the working class with the 
oppressed colonial peoples agains 
imperialism. And this is what has 
been happening; victorious Socialis 
and colonial revolutions in various 
parts of the world; the consolidation 
of the united front of the proletariat 
with the oppressed colonial peoples 
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together with all democratic and 
peace forces of the world; and the 
rise of the camp of peace, democ- 
racy and Socialism, headed by the 
Soviet Union, which is the natural 
and recognized leader of this great 
camp. 

Naturally, Wall Street and _ its 
agents do not like it. They are mor- 
tally opposed to it because the camp 
of peace, democracy and Socialism 
led by the Soviet Union stands in 
the way of Wall Street’s drive to 
world domination. That is why Wall 
Street is organizing a new world war 
—to break up and destroy the camp 
of peace, democracy and Socialism. 
But we must help the masses of the 
American people to see clearly that 
what Wall Street and its labor lieu- 
tenants are attacking and are organ- 
izing a world war to destroy is not 
a non-existing “Red” or “Commu- 
nist” imperialism, but a very much 
existing and very much alive world 
camp of peace, democracy and So- 
cialism, embracing the majority of 
the human race and led by the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics. 
Wall Street and its agents also at- 

tack as “Red imperialism” the poli- 
cies of the Soviet Union in relation 
to the German Democratic Repub- 
lic. But what are these policies? First, 
they realize the Potsdam agreement 
regarding Germany which the sig- 
natories—the United States and Eng- 
and—are violating. Secondly, they 
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have helped the people of Eastern 
Germany—again in accord with the 
Potsdam agreement—to deal radically 
with the fascist criminals, to bring 
to the fore the democratic forces of 
the people, to lay the basis for the 
German Democratic Republic. Third- 
ly, the policies of the Soviet Union 
are enabling the German Democratic 
Republic to live and develop as an 
independent state, helping it to re- 
store and build up its economic, po- 
litical and cultural life on the basis 
of democracy, peace, and anti-im- 
perialism. Fourthly, these policies— 
in fulfillment of the major point of 
the Potsdam agreement for the cre- 
ation of one, united, democratic and 
peaceful Germany—are directed to 
opposing the violations of the Pots- 
dam agreement by the imperialist 
powers headed by Wall Street—vio- 
lations which have prevented thus 
far the unification of Germany, have 
systematically built up the Nazi and 
fascist forces, have suppressed the 
democratic forces, and are turning 
western Germany into a colony of 
American imperialism and into a 
military base for World War III. In 
short, the policies of the Soviet Union 
are fulfilling the Potsdam agreement 
for the creation of a united, demo- 
cratic and peaceful Germany. The 
imperialists are doing the exact op- 
posite, and in order to hide this fact 
—which cannot be hidden—Wall 
Street and its agents slander the So- 
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viet policies as “Red imperialism.” 
Furthermore: in attacking “Red” 

or “Communist” imperialism, Wall 
Street and its agents, including Tito 
and the Titoites, are attacking work- 
ing-class internationalism, which is 
most fully embodied in the Soviet 
Union as a union of Soviet Socialist 
states and nations, as well as in all 
its policies, domestic and foreign. 
Among other truths of world sig- 
nificance, the Great October Social- 
ist Revolution has also demonstrated 
that the only correct and effective 
way of liberation of oppressed na- 
tions from imperialism is the way of 
proletarian internationalism and not 
bourgeois nationalism. The way of 
bourgeois nationalism is the way of 
national separatism, rivalry and hos- 
tility between the toiling masses of 
different nations. It is the way of 
subordination of the working class 
and its allies to the bourgeoisie. It 
is the way of oppressing other na- 
tions and of capitulation to, and 
unity with, imperialism. On the 
other hand, the way of proletarian 
internationalism is the way of the 
fraternal unity of the, workers and 
peasants and all toilers of various 
peoples and their collaboration—vol- 
untary collaboration—on the basis of 
internationalism. 

This is the way—the way of prole- 
tarian internationalism — which 
guided the Great October Socialist 
Revolution in the liberation of the 
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oppressed peoples in the old empire 
of the czar. These are the principles 
that underlie the Soviet Union a; 
a union of Soviet Socialist Repub. 
lics. These are the principles that 
guide the relations of the Soviet Un. 
ion with all other nations and peo. 
ples in the camp of peace, democ- 
racy and Socialism. 
Wall Street and its agents call this 

“Red” and “Communist” imperial. 
ism. They do this in order to con- 
fuse and mislead the masses as to 
what imperialism is. They do this 
in order to hide the fact that Amer. 
ican imperialism is now the mos 
rapacious, most reactionary, mos 
aggressive and most warlike impe- 
rialism. They do this in order to 
hide from the masses the truth that 
the Soviet Union is fighting con- 
sistently for working-class interna- 
tionalism—for friendship and _ fra 
ternity between nations, for peace 
and peaceful collaboration. And it is 
this that Wall Street fears—the in- 
ternationalism and the peace policies 
of the Soviet Union. 

IS THERE AN AMERICAN 
IMPERIALISM? 

It is interesting that when the 
New York Times (Sept. 22, 1959) 
tried to give specific examples of 
Soviet “expansionism” in Asia, this 
is what it pointed to: The Mongolian 
People’s Republic—an independent 
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state in every respect, which main- 
tains relations of fraternal collabo- 
ration with the Soviet Union and is 
part of the world camp of peace, 
democracy and Socialism. As another 
example of Soviet “expansionism” 
in Asia, the New York Times point- 
ed to the non-existing Soviet “con- 
trol” of Dairen and Port Arthur 
and of the Manchurian railways. In 
doing so, this mouthpiece of Wall 
Street has once more revealed its 
determination to violate and break 
all international agreements signed 
by the United States government 
with the Soviet Union. In this case 
we deal with one of the Yalta agree- 
ments, entered into by the govern- 
ments of the United States, Great 
Britain and the Soviet Union, by 
which certain rights of the Soviet 
Union were to be safeguarded in the 
two Manchurian ports and in the 
railways. These matters are now be- 
ing regulated by the historic treaty 
between the Soviet Union and the 
People’s Republic of China. But 
Wall Street and its mouthpieces 
recognize no treaties and no agree- 
ments which stand in the way of 
their drive to world domination and 
a new world war. 

In the same Times editorial we are 
told once more that there is no such 
thing as an American imperialism. 
However, it is certain that the peo- 
ples of Latin America have a differ- 
ent opinion. One of the most wide- 
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spread and popular slogans and de- 
mands of all progressive and peoples’ 
movements in Latin America is: 
“Down with Yankee imperialism!” 
There is Puerto Rico—a direct col- 
ony of Wall Street. In the Philip- 
pines, the American monopolies have 
never been more dominant in the 
economic life of that unfortunate 
country; and, despite the appearances 
of “independence,” American impe- 
rialism is also the political and mili- 
tary boss of the country, on which 
it is imposing through its puppets 
a terroristic regime of the most ra- 
pacious colonial exploitation. 

But this is not all by far. Mac- 
Arthur and Truman are building up 
Japan as a colony of American im- 
perialism, as a base of war, as a 
means of aggression upon China 
with the aim of re-conquest, as a 
weapon for turning the Pacific Ocean 
into an American lake. McCloy and 
Truman are building up western 
Germany into a Wall Street base— 
a colony—economically, _ politically 
and militarily, for the conquest of 
Europe, for the opening of World 
War III to establish the world domi- 
nation of American imperialism. 

TURNING MARSHALLIZED 
COUNTRIES INTO 
DEPENDENT COUNTRIES 

What about western Europe and 
the Marshallized countries? These 
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are already well on the road of be- 
coming dependent countries, coun- 
tries dependent upon American im- 
perialism. Who can deny that? It 
is true that this whole business cost 
Wall Street very little. With all the 
“magnanimous” contributions of the 
Marshall Plan funds, the American 
government has spent from 1946 
to 1949 inclusive about 25 billions of 
dollars to subsidize Wall Street’s at- 
tempts to penetrate and conquer the 
economies of western Europe. This 
is rather a cheap price for turning 
western Europe on the road of de- 
pendence upon American imperial- 
ism. A very cheap price, consider- 
ing that these billions have been 
squeezed out of the toil and sweat of 
the masses of American workers, 
working farmers, and middle classes. 
The price begins to look even 

cheaper when we find that this Mar- 
shall Plan “philanthropy” is also 
helping Wall Street to grab more and 
more new economic (and political 
and military) positions in the col- 
onies of the Marshallized west Eu- 
ropean countries. By making the 
west European countries dependent 
upon itself, American imperialism 
has begun to displace them in their 
own colonies. And this covers quite 
a bit of the world: in the near East, 
in Latin America, in Africa, and in 
parts of Asia. American imperialism 
is taking over from the older im- 
perialisms, in some spots directly 

and in others indirectly, through sub. 

jugating gradually the life of the 
older imperialist countries. 

Not only is there in fact an Amer. 
ican imperialism but a most rap. 
cious, most aggressive, most rea. 
tionary and most warlike imperial 
ism. This is explained mainly } 
the historic fact that American in. 
perialism is making its bid for mo 
nopolistic world domination in the 
epoch of the general crisis of th 
capitalist world system. This world 
system is going under. The so-called 
colonial world is liberating itself and 
is acquiring the power to win and 
maintain its independence in united 
action with the growing Socialis 
forces of the world. Consequently, 
to attempt to establish imperialis 
world domination, as Wall Street is 
trying, in the present epoch mean 
to embark upon a course of ruthles 
wars and utmost violence agains 
whole peoples and nations. The end 
of this policy must be failure and 
catastrophe. And this is precisely the 
reason why American imperialism 
is so desperate, reckless, brutal, can- 
nibalistic, repacious, ultra-reaction 
ary and fascist. 

Korea abroad and the McCarran 
monstrosity at home demonstrate 
this truth. In Korea, American im- 
perialism is waging a war of de 
struction and extermination in a 
attempt to turn that country into: 
Wall Street colony and a base o 
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military operations against the Soviet 
Union and China. It is becoming 
ever clearer that direct armed inter- 
vention is the only way in which 
American imperialism can finally at- 
tempt to subjugate other peoples. 
These other peoples are now capable 
not only of protesting and resisting 
but of waging national wars of liber- 
ation and of winning them. 
At home, American imperialism, 

operating through Truman and his 
supporters, is establishing a police 
state and is introducing fascist meth- 
ods of rule, thus preparing the 
ground for a fascist regime. This 
kind of violent reaction against the 
people at home flows inevitably from 
Wall Street’s insane drive to world 
domination and world war. The 
American war criminals know full 
well that they must try to shackle 
the American people, especially the 
working class, to crush their most 
advanced fighters for peace and de- 
mocracy and living standards—the 
Communist Party—as they prepare 
to risk the unfolding of a new world 
war. 
This is the internal course of 

American imperialism today. It is 
the course of establishing a police 
state, of introducing step by step— 
and under the cover of democracy 
and “Americansm”—fascist methods 
of rule, of thus preparing the ground 
for the imposition of a fascist regime 
upon the United States. The Tru- 
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man Administration, supported by 
the reactionary trade-union bureau- 
cracy and the phony liberals, is the 
instrument of American imperialism 
for paving the way for fascism in the 
United States. We saw how this 
worked in the case of the McCarran 
Bill. Truman vetoed the bill in order 
to maintain among the masses the 
illusion that he is for democracy and 
against fascism; but he and his Ad- 
ministration have done nothing to 
mobilize their own party in Con- 
gress to sustain the veto while they 
have done everything to prepare the 
ground for McCarran and his fas- 
cist monstrosity. Yet it is precisely 
this traitorous gang of reactionary 
trade-union bureaucrats, Right-wing 
Social-Democrats and Truman-‘lib- 
erals” that has invented the dastardly 
fraud that Communism is “Red fas- 
cism,” that “Communism is the same 
as fascism.” And this fraud, as is 
well known, is now one of the main 
ideological instruments for the prep- 
aration of World War III. 

FASCISM IS THE OPEN 
DICTATORSHIP OF THE MOST 
REACTIONARY MONOPOLIES 

One need but ask this question: 
how did fascism originate and how 
did Communism originate? Who 
and what brought them into exist- 
ence, what are the consequences of 
their rule, where do they lead to? 

Fascism originated from capitalist 
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and imperialist reaction in the period 
of the general crisis of the capitalist 
world system. It came into existence 
as a means of crushing the revolu- 
tionary working-class movements, of 
destroying all forms of democracy, 
of preparing and bringing about a 
world war for establishing the world 
domination of the fascist powers. It 
came into existence as a means of 
enslaving the peoples of the world 
to the fascist imperialists, of destroy- 
ing the national independence and 
freedom of all peoples. It originated 
as a desperate method and instru- 
ment of saving the rule of the mo- 
nopolies and the reactionary feudal 
aristocracy—as a desperate gamble to 
save capitalism. 

Fascism is promoted, subsidized 
and brought to power (where this 
took place) by the most reactionary 
sections of finance capital and, in 
some capitalist countries, in combi- 
nation with the feudal aristocracy. 
In Germany, this was symbolized 
by Thyssen and Hindenburg, the 
former representing the most reac- 
tionary monopolies, the latter—the 
landholding aristocracy. In any analy- 
sis of the forces and factors promot- 
ing fascism, the role of clerical fas- 
cism, as epitomized by the reaction- 
ary Vatican, must be fully considered. 
The road of fascism to power was 

paved by the treacheries and betray- 
als of the labor lieutenants of the 
monopolies—the Right-wing Social- 

Democrats and trade-union reform. 
ists. The road of fascism to power js 
the road of fascization of the meth. 
ods of capitalist rule, the road of 
capitalist and imperialist reaction, the 
road of the growth of a police state, 
This is in fact the history of the ris 
of fascism to power in Germany and 
Italy. 

Fascism is the answer of the mos 
reactionary and warmongering se- 
tions of monopoly capital to the 
crisis and disintegration of bourgeois 
democracy when the monopolies can 
no longer rule with the methods of 
bourgeois democracy. Fascism is, 
therefore, the open terroristic dicts 
torship of the most reactionary, mos 
chauvinist circles of finance capital 

Fascist rule brought slavery and 
ruin. It brought to the peoples of 
Germany and Italy national disaster. 

This is fascism and fascist rule 
Does it look like Communism? Does 
it look like Communist rule? 
Communism originated in the 

dreams of the best thinkers and 
greatest minds of humankind—in the 
dreams of the masses everywhere of 
a system of social justice, of true 
humanitarianism. This beautiful 
dream came to expression in a truly 
wonderful way in the works of the 
Utopian Socialists—the French, Eng- 
lish, Russian, American, and among 
many other peoples. Then Commv- 
nism made a tremendous step for- 
ward. It was transformed from a 
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dream into a science. It became 
scientific Socialism, the Socialist 
theory based on the laws of social 
development and merged with the 
labor movement. This is how Com- 
munism originated — the Commu- 
nism of Marx, Engels, Lenin and 
Stalin. It came as an answer to capi- 
talist exploitation and imperialist op- 
pression. 
The Socialist state was brought to 

power—wherever it came to power— 
by the masses of the people headed 
by the working class. This was so in 
Russia, in the Great October Social- 
ist Revolution. This was so in the 
new People’s Democracies. In the 
Soviet Union this fact, symbolized 
by the hammer and sickle, was ex- 
pressed in the alliance of the workers 
and peasants, led by the working 
class, which is the substance of the 
proletarian dictatorship. In Germany, 
as already shown, the terroristic dic- 
tatorship of the most reactionary 
monopolies which brought Hitler- 
fascism to power was symbolized 
and expressed by Thyssen, the Ruhr 
magnate, and Hindenburg, the Junk- 
er-militarist. 
The road to working-class power 

was paved by revolutionary struggles 
for democracy, for more democracy, 
for the highest forms of democracy. 
The objective of the first stage of the 
revolution in Russia was the over- 
throw of czarism and all remnants 
of feudalism and semi-slavery and 
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national oppression; the next stage 
was the overthrow of imperialism 
and capitalism and the establishment 
of Socialism. 
The Soviet state came to power 

on the basis of a united working 
class, leading all oppressed and ex- 
ploited, headed by its Communist 
Party. In contrast fascism came to 
power in Germany and Italy because 
the working class was divided, split 
by Social-Democratism and _ trade- 
union reformism, with the petty- 
bourgeois masses demoralized and 
confused and debauched, with the 
most reactionary monopolies backing 
and directing the whole change. 
Communism in power—in the So- 

viet Union—organized and led the 
victorious building and construction 
of a Socialist system of society. It 
created the conditions for the initia- 
tion of a gradual advance to Com- 
munism, the highest stage of Social- 
ism, which realizes the great prin- 
ciple: from each according to his 
abilities, to each according to his 
needs. 
Communism in power saved hu- 

manity from fascist slavery. The So- 
viet Union was the leading and de- 
cisive force in defeating the fascist 
Axis in World War II. We empha- 
size: it was Communism that was 
decisive in defeating the fascist con- 
spiracy to enslave the world. This 
decisive power was led by Stalin; 
it was inspired and led to victory by 



Stalinism—the embodiment of every- 
thing that Marxism-Leninism stands 
for in the present epoch and of the 
genius of Stalin’s leadership. 
Communism in power brought 

glory and greatness to its peoples. 
It brought to the countries led by 
it the ardent love and profound re- 
spect of the whole of progressive 
mankind. It placed the mighty first 
Socialist state—the Soviet Union— 
in the position of leadership of the 
world camp of peace, democracy and 
Socialism. 

In brief: Communism brings lib- 
eration from class and national op- 
pression and promotes the freedom, 
well-being and happiness of all peo- 
ples. It stands for peace and equality 
of nations. Fascism brings slavery to 
the exploited classes and oppressed 
nations, promotes the terroristic 
rule of the monopolies, impoverishes 
further the masses of the people, 
develops to the utmost the chauvi- 
nist-imperialist ideologies of the 
“master race.” It brings war, national 
disaster and inevitable defeat. 
Communism is working-class in- 

ternationalism. It is embodied in the 
system and policies of the Soviet 
Union and of the new people’s de- 
mocracies. Fascism is the most ex- 
treme expression of reactionary bour- 
geois nationalism. This also takes 
the form of Wall Street cosmopoli- 
tanism which declares all ideas of 
national independence and freedom 
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as obsolete and even reactionary be. 

cause these ideas, and the struggles 
inspired by them, stand in the way 
of the drive of American imperial 
ism for world domination. 

Finally, from where does the pres 
ent process of fascization in th 
United States originate? From wher 
does the fascist danger come at the 
present time? Certainly, there can 
be no question about the fact that 
there is a process of fascization taking 
place in this country, presenting the 
people of the United States with th 
growing danger of the victory of 
fascism, and promoting step by step 
the establishment of a police state 
What other meaning is there to Taft 
Hartleyism, to the “loyalty” oaths 
to the inquisitions of the un-Amer: 
can committee, to the deportation 
hysteria, to the persecution and con- 
viction of the Communist leader 
and the drive to outlaw the Com. 
munist Party? What other meaning 
is there to the Mundt-Nixon-Mc 
Carran monstrosities, to the attempts 
to terrorize and outlaw the advocacy 
of peace and democracy? 

This is the danger of fascism. And 
it comes from the camp of imperi- 
alist reaction, from Wall Street, from 
the imperialists and warmongers. 
The process of fascization is carried 
through for the monopolies by the 
Truman Administration, by Wall 
Street’s two political parties. And 
the Communist Party is the main 
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target of this pro-fascist drive which 
seeks to destroy all civil liberties, to 
crush all progressive thought and 
movements, to enslave the American 
working class and the whole Ameri- 
can people. These same pro-fascist 
and fascist Wall Street monopolies 
are building up fascist elements and 
forces in all other capitalist coun- 
tries. They are doing so with Franco- 
Spain, with Greece. They are fol- 
lowing a similar line with France 
and Italy, especially concentrating on 
building up the fascists and Nazis 
in western Germany, as well as the 
fascist forces in Japan. All of these 
fascist activities are directed to the 
preparation of a new world war. 
Now, if Communism is “Red fas- 

cism” and if “Communism is the 
same as fascism,” why do capitalist 
reaction and fascism make the Com- 
munists their first and main target? 
Why does Wall Street, the chief 
source of pro-fascist reaction and fas- 
cism, plot a world war to destroy 
Communism? And why does Com- 
munism consider Wall Street and 
the monopolies the main enemy of 
the people? Why does Communism, 
if it is “the same” as fascism, make 
it one of its main tasks at the pres- 
ent time to rally the masses against 
the fascist danger and fascism? If 
Communism is “Red fascism,” why 
does Communism make its main 
fight for peace in the world today, 
for the prevention of a new world 
war, whereas the reactionaries, the 
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pro-fascists and the fascists are all 
hell-bent on precipitating a new 
world war and precisely against the 
Soviet Union? 

Consider the main lines of policy 
of the two camps into which the 
world is now divided. The camp of 
imperialism, reaction, war and fas- 
cism, led by American imperialism, 
advocating the inevitability of a new 
world war, is driving to a new world 
war and to fascism. The camp of 
peace, democracy and Socialism, led 
by the Soviet Union, believing in the 
peaceful co-existence and competi- 
tion of the two systems, fights to pre- 
vent a new world war, to defend 
and expand democracy, to liberate 
the oppressed nations and peoples. 
The first camp is dominated by pro- 
fascist reaction and fascism. In the 
second camp the Communists are 
in the forefront of struggle and 
leadership. How then can Commu- 
nism and fascism be “the same”? 
They cannot and they are not. And 
the inventors and propagators of this 
“Communism is the same as fas- 
cism” fraud know themselves that 
they are spreading a dastardly and 
criminal lie. Why are they doing it? 

ANTI-COMMUNIST LIES 
SERVE TO CAMOUFLAGE 
BETRAYAL OF LABOR 
BUREAUCRATS 

Let us state once more that this 
fraud originated with the reaction- 
ary trade-union bureaucrats, phony 
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liberals, and Right-wing Social-Dem- 
ocrats. In this fact alone there is 
considerable significance. This group 
of capitulators to imperialist and 
pro-fascist reaction, the reaction 
which paves the way for fascism and 
prepares a new world war, had to 
have this fraud to justify before the 
masses its support of the pro-fascist 
attacks upon the Communists and 
the Communist Party. These capit- 
ulators had to have this fraud to 
justify their betrayal of the Bill 
of Rights and of the revolutionary 
and democratic traditions of the 
American people and of the working 
class. They had to have this fraud 
to justify their treacherous policy of 
throwing the Communists and the 
Lefts in general to the wolves of 
pro-fascist reaction in the vain hope 
of saving their own skins—a vain 
hope because a triumphant pro-fas- 
cist reaction in the United States 
will spare the capitulators just as 
little as their prototypes were spared 
by the Nazis in Germany. This has 
been amply demonstrated even 
though only in its beginnings, in 
the Taft-Hartley Act, in the inquisi- 
tions of the un-American commit- 
tee, in the outbreak of McCarthyism, 
in the general witch-hunt of the 
Red-baiters, but especially in the 
monstrosities of the McCarran-Kil- 
gore Act. 
The most dangerous aspect of this 

fraud is its use to justify and sup- 

port Truman’s reactionary politicd 
course on the phony ground that ; 
is directed “only against Comm». 
nists.” This is what Truman hims¢! 
is saying. This is what the Greens 
Murrays, Dubinskys, Reuthers 
Careys, etc., are trying to sell to th 
workers and to the people generally 
But has not life itself demonstrate; 
that the Truman line of destroying 
the democratic rights of “Commu 
nits only” gives birth to, and 
strengthens McCarthyism, Munck. 
Nixonism, McCarranism? Has no 
experience shown that the Truma 
method of destroying the Bill of 
Rights “step by step,” under the vi. 
cious pretense of “for Communists 
only,” is stimulating and promoting 
the McCarran fascist monstrosities, 
paving the way for fascism, and 
building “step by step” a police state 
for the whole of the American peo 
ple, for all progressive forces, and 
not only for Communists? It is pre- 
cisely the special role assigned by 
Wall Street to the Truman Adminis 
tration and its labor lieutenants and 
phony liberals to pave the way for 
fascism in the United States and pre. 
pare World War III wader the guise 
of defending peace and democracy. 
It is in this special role, not in the 
class essence or main objectives, that 
the Truman outfit differs from the 
more open band of reactionaries 
and pro-fascists: Hearst, McCarran, 
McCormick, Dewey, Dulles, Taft, 
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Wherry, etc. It is for the special 
purpose of deceiving the masses of 
the American people that the “Com- 
munism is the same as fascism” 
fraud is perpetrated. Its intention is 
to hide the fact that the Truman 
Administration itself is paving the 
way for fascism. 

It is for the above reasons that 
the exposure of this fraud assumes 
first rate political importance. It is 
a major task calling for mass political 
education. It is inseparable from 
the crucial task of developing united- 
front struggles from below for peace, 
for civil liberties, for living stand- 
ards, for equal rights. The broad 
masses will learn to recognize Tru- 
man’s special role of deceiving the 
people in the course of struggle for 
their daily needs and precisely for 
those of their needs that the Truman 
Administration pretends to favor. 
By means of united-front daily strug- 
gles the masses must be helped to 
discover, in their own experience 
with the Truman demagogic prom- 
ises and professions, that the Tru- 
man Administration and its labor 
lieutenants are working for Wall 
Street, although in a “special,” dema- 
gogic way, in deceiving the masses. 
In these daily struggles we must 

project insistently the need of de- 
fending the civil rights of the Com- 
munists and of the Communist Par- 
ty. We must make the fullest use of 
the experiences of the American 
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masses with the Taft-Hartley law, 
the McCarran Act, etc., to demon- 
strate that to try to defend civil 
liberties in general “except for the 
Communists” is not only to try the 
impossible but to help reaction and 
pro-fascism instead of combatting it. 
In a similar way we must make the 
fullest use of the experiences of the 
masses to demonstrate that to fight 
effectively for peace and democracy 
it is necessary to combat systemti- 
cally the imperialist slanders and 
war-incitements against the Soviet 
Union. In the course of the daily 
united-front struggles of the masses, 
it is imperative to expose fully the 
fraud that the Soviet Union repre- 
sents a “Communist imperialism” or 
that “Communism and fascism are 
the same.” To expose and combat 
these frauds is to dissipate the smoke- 
screen behind which Wall Street is 
driving to fascism and World War 
III. 

TO POPULARIZE AND DEFEND 
THE PEACE POLICIES OF THE 
SOVIET UNION IS TO DEFEND 
PEACE, DEMOCRACY AND 
WORKING-CLASS 
INTERNATIONISM 

It is absolutely essential that the 
consistent fighters for peace and de- 
mocracy in the United States al- 
ways pursue the ideological and po- 
litical offensive on the major issue 
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of popularizing and defending the 
peace policies and the leading role 
of the Soviet Union. The reason for 
this is that it has become impossible 
to wage a consistent, a vanguard 

fight for peace and democracy in the 
present world situation without a 
consistent fight for the defense of the 
peace policies of the Soviet Union. 
From the standpoint of proletarian 

internationalism it has always been 
true that only those are real work- 
ing-class internationalists who always 
defend the land of Socialism, peace, 
and freedom, the Soviet Union, hon- 
estly and unswervingly. The Soviet 
Union is the embodiment and leader 
of the forces of proletarian interna- 

tionalism. By waging a consistent 
ideological and political struggle in 
defense of the Soviet Union against 
the imperialist slanders and war in- 
citements, we are spreading the 
ideals and building the forces of 
working-class _internationalism—the 

vanguard fighters for peace, democ- 
racy and Socialism. 

In waging this struggle, we must 
take full account of the fact that 
the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union, the Party of Lenin and Stalin, 
is the leading Communist Party of 
the world. It is the Party that or- 

ganized and led the Great Octeber 

Socialist Revolution. It organized 
and led the construction of Social- 
ism—the triumph of Socialism — 
in the Soviet Union. It led and or- 

ganized the struggle which defeate 
the fascist Axis in World War ]| 
It is now leading the world strugg. 

to prevent World War III, to hal 

imperialist aggression, to combat fas. 
cism, to defend peace and deme 
racy. It is leading the fight of th 
proletarian internationalists in sup. 
port of the struggles for nations 

liberation. It is leading the fight fo 
Socialism. 

By the magnitude of its achieve 
ments for the liberation of the masse 

and the progress of humanity, { 
which there is no comparison in th 
whole of man’s history, the Com. 
munist Party of the Soviet Uni 
has become the leading and mode 
party of Communism. It has be. 
come the greatest Marxist-Leninis 
authority, the source of the most pro- 

found theoretical and practical wis 
dom for all who fight for the gor 

of the masses, for the progress of hu- 

manity. It has become the greates, 
the most powerful, helper in the 
struggle for peace and democracy, 
in the fight for national freedom and 
independence, in the struggle to 

build Socialism. To recognize the 
leading role of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union and to act upon 
this recognition is to impart tremen- 
dous strength and confidence to the 
entire struggle of the present epoch 
—the struggle for peace, democracy 

and Socialism. 
Wall Street and its agents say that 
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to recognize the leading role of the 

Soviet. Union and its Communist 

Party in the fight for peace, democ- 

racy and Socialism is to be a “for- 

eign agent,” a “Soviet agent,” an 

“enemy” of the United States. This 

is imperialist slander and war-incite- 

ment. And the only effective way to 
meet it is the tdeological and political 

fiensive in defense of the Soviet 
Union as the leader of the world 

camp of peace, democracy and So- 

jalism. Communists and other van- 

guard fighters will carry on this line 

ff defense of the Socialist poli y of 

the Soviet Union as a defense of the 
principles and leadership of work- 

ng-class internationalism, based on 
the recognition of the leading role of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet 

Union. 
It is precisely to undermine and 

demoralize the fight for peace and 
lemocracy that Wall Street and its 
agents are making full use of Brow- 
der, the Titoites, the Trotzkyites, to 
create doubts, distrust, suspicions, 

und opposition to the leading role 
f the Soviet Union in the camp of 

peace and democracy. And these are 
only first steps on the path of get- 
ting the confused and demoralized 
elements into the camp of imperial- 
sm, war and fascism. Hence, it is 
f great importance to expose these 
machinations of the ‘Titoites and 
Trotzkyites for what they are: wreck- 
ing activities for the Wall Street im- 
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perialists, warmakers and fascists. 
To support and defend the peace 

policy of the Soviet Union is to 
make the masses of the American 
people realize that the very exist- 
ence of this powerful Socialist land 
is a source of strength to the Ameri- 
can working class and its allies in 
the fight against monopoly capitalist 
exploitation. It is to make the Amer- 
ican workers and all working peo- 
ple understand that the triumph of 
Socialism in the Soviet Union has 
created an inexhaustible treasure of 
experience for the revolutionary 
struggle to abolish exploitation, to 
abolish capitalism, to build a just 
social system, to establish true de- 
mocracy. It is to remind the Ameri- 
can masses that the Soviet Union, our 
great ally in World War II, was de- 
cisive in winning the victory and 
that this was so because the Soviet 
Union is a Socialist state and is led 
by the Party of Lenin and Stalin. 
It is necessary finally, to demonstrate 
daily the major truth of our time that 
the path of peace, democracy, eco- 
nomic security and general well- 
being for the American people is 
the path of friendship and collabora- 

tion with the Soviet Union. The 

other path, the one followed by Wall 
Street and its agents, is the path of 
war, crises and national disaster. To 
prove these truths to the American 
ypeople, to the workers, first of all, 
means to defend the best national 
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interests of the American people. 
This only proves once more that the 
popularizing and defense of the lead- 
ing role of the Soviet Union in the 
fight for peace is an organic part of 
the defense of the national interests 
of the American people. 

In celebrating the thirty-third an- 
niversary of the Great October So- 
cialist Revolution, we recognize once 
more the tremendous achievements 
of Stalin’s leadership in all fields. 
His genius has been decisive for the 
victories and achievements of the So- 
viet Union and of the entire camp 
of peace, democracy and Socialism. 
He is the Lenin of our time. 

To learn from Stalin, from }j 
teachings and leadership — fron 
Stalinism—is to learn how to figh 
for the interests of the working clay 
and all exploited, and how to win. | 
is to learn how to build and |e 
the vanguard party of the workin, 
class—the Communist Party—with. 
out which the working class canng 
achieve its liberation. It is to leam 
how to organize and lead the masse, 
how to learn from the masses, how 
to discover the best tactics and pol 
cies for the promotion of the strate 
gic aims of the movement — tk 
struggle for Socialism, for the find 
triumph of Communism. 
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By Henry Winston 

Wait Srreet’s aggression in Korea 
mirrors the world policy of United 
States imperialism. This policy threat- 
ens the whole of mankind with an 
imperialist world war to destroy the 
peoples’ movements for national and 
colonial liberation; their strivings for 
democracy and peace in all coun- 
tries; and their historic achievements 
in the Soviet Union, China, and the 
People’s Democracies. 
In pursuit of these criminal objec- 

tives, the ruling circles of our coun- 
try have undertaken at the same time 
to destroy democracy at home and 
saddle our class and people with a 
fascist regime. The danger that they 
will succeed is real and menacing. 
The task of our Party flows from 
this central fact. This situation makes 
it urgently necessary that the knowl- 
edge and the energies of our Party 
be concentrated and directed to the 
end of winning the working class 
and its allies in united-front struggles 
to defeat this policy and thus write 

_" Reporte (abridged text) to the Plenary Ses- 
sion of the National Committee, C.P.U.S.A., held 
oa September 19, 20, 1950.—Edzstor. 

Strengthen the Party Among the Basic 

Industrial Workers* 

one of the most glorious chapters in 
the history of our country in the 
fight for democracy and peace. This 
is the task placed upon our Party by 
history. 
The fulfillment of this task re- 

quires that we build and strengthen 
our Party ideologically, politically 
and organizationally as the vanguard 
Party of the American working class. 
The building and strengthening of 
the Communist Party involves ques- 
tions of inner life. But these ques- 
tions must be approached so as to 
help solve the problems of struggle 
for the united front of millions of 
American workers and toiling farm- 
ers, Negro and white, in the fight for 
democracy and peace against fascism 
and a third world war. The mag- 
nificent report of Gus Hall and the 
sub-reports of John Williamson and 
Ben Davis formulated in a concrete 
way the main political tasks before 
us. It is our responsibility to make 
this program the property of the 
millions. Our ability to do this will 
depend upon how quickly we are 



able to improve and readjust the 
functioning of our Party under the 
new conditions of class struggle. 
The struggle for clarity and united 

action in the shops and communities, 

involving masses with varying po 
litical and religious convictions, to 

stem the drive toward fascism and 
war will not arise spontaneously, but 
will depend upon the fulfillment of 
the vanguard role of our Party. That 
is why reaction seeks not only to 
weaken and isolate our Party but to 
destroy it, to make it impossible for 
the Party to function, to incapacitate 
it, imprison and in many cases an- 
nihilate its cadres. It wants to dis- 
perse and rout the membership and 
its sympathizers and force them to 
surrender to reaction and give up 
their Communist convictions. Need 
it be said that the enemy will not 
succeed ? 

McCARRAN LAW AIMED 

AT ALL LABOR 

The most immediate danger which 
gives a license to fascism in the 
United States is the McCarran-Kil- 
gore Bill. This bill, in addition to 
its registration features, provides, 
among other things, for a dragnet 
roundup and jailing, “in emergency,” 
of those who fight and defend the 
rights of labor and the Negro people, 
as well as those who oppose any 
and all aspects of the war program; 
for the tightening of immigration 
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laws in such a way as to permit {, 
cist elements into the country by 
to exclude Communists and othe 
democratic forces; and for the pr 
hibition of picketing of Fede 

courts. In the name of “anti-Com 

munism,” the bill strikes at the ver 
heart of democracy in general ané 

the working class in particular, Fy 
example, this bill establishes by lay 
that Communists cannot be em. 
ployed by the government and the 
no Communist can work in a & 
fense plant. Thus, by governmen 
edict the basic industrial workers ip 
steel, auto, electrical, mining, air 

craft, packing, chemical, as well ; 
in railroads and public utilities, can 
not be members of the Communis 
Party. What does this mean? | 
means: 

1) That the ruling circles of ow 
country, in the guise of anti-Com 
munism, are exerting the full force 
of state power in an all-out drive t 
weaken and undermine the fight for 
wage increases, pensions, upgrading 
for Negro workers; to smash the fight 
against speed-up and _ ultimately t 
re-establish the open shop and destroy 
free trade unionism. 

2) That the ruling circles of our 

country are striving to sap the mil- 
tancy of the labor movement, not 
only on economic questions, but 
prevent the emergence of united- 
front actions in the fight for peace 
and civil rights and to block the 
development away from the two 

party 
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party system of capitalism into in- 
dependent working-class political ac- 

tion. 

2) That the ruling circles of our 
country will labor reformists, 
Social-Democrats and Negro reform- 

ists up to the point when the mo- 

nopolists feel that this brutal policy 

has been carried out, follow ing which 

they will either incorporate such 

leaders as an organic part of the 
machine which oppresses the work- 
ers, or expel them from the labor 

movement altogether. 
4) That the ruling circles of our 

country strive to discredit the Com- 
munist Party and isolate it from the 
mass of workers in industry in order 
by legislative fiat to deny the leader- 

ship of its vanguard to the working 
class—in the fight for its immediate 

interests and its historical objective 
of Socialism. As can be seen, this 
bill, which would outlaw our Party 
in industry, is aimed fundamentally 
at the labor movement as a whole. 
The fight for the repeal of the Mc- 
Carran-Kilgore Bill, while involving 
the rights of Communists, is at the 
same time a fight to maintain, 
strengthen, and extend the trade- 
union movement in our country. 
The action of the U.E. Conven- 

tion in adopting a resolution for the 
repeal of this bill will find similar 
expressions in all unions through- 
out the country. The U.E. resolution 
asserted that the defense of the rights 

of the Communists was a precondi- 

use 
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tion for the defense of the rights of 
the labor movement as a whole. The 
leaders of the electrical workers rec- 
ognized that the attack upon our 
Party is but an excuse for an all-out 
pro-fascist This action is 
symbolic of sentiments that exist in 
all A. F. of L., C.1.O. and independ- 
ent unions and must be given organ- 
ized expression. The fact is that the 
entire trade-union movement is on 
record against the passage of this 
bill. But the boldness of reaction in 
pushing ahead is partly due to the 
fact that opposition has consisted 
primarily of formal resolutions and 
unilateral action on the part of un- 

and other organiza- 
And who shall that re- 

action is not emboldened in pushing 
its McCarran police-state legislation 
by the Red-baiting, expulsion, and 
union-splitting policy of long dura- 
tion on the part of the reactionary 
trade-union chieftains? The new 
stage of this struggle requires the 
development of militant, united-front 
action on a local and national scale, 
of a many-sided character to wipe 
this fascist legislation from the sta- 
tute books. Our Party must help the 
workers in industry to find that form 
of unity in which they can give 
united expressions for the defeat of 
this measure. Our Party must help 
to organize a crusade among the 
masses in the fight to preserve dem- 
ocratic liberties by organizing mass 

meetings, shop meetings, street meet- 

drive. 

ions mass 

tions. say 
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ings, forums, debates, radio broad- 
casts, visiting of organizations, let- 
ters and telegrams to Congressmen, 
delegations to city councils and state 
legislatures, memorializing them 
against this bill. In addition, mass 
petitions, round-robins, picket lines 
and other forms of action should be 
organized in shops to alert the work- 
ing class and the people generally to 
the fascist danger threatening our 
country. Every public leader must 
be made to state where he or she 
stands on this issue. The leadership 
of our Party to the masses was never 
more crucial than at this moment. 

PROMOTES PRO-FASCIST 
REACTION 

Many comrades have asked: would 
the enactment of the McCarran Bill 
mean that we have a fascist regime 
in the United States? The answer, 
of course, is no. By fascism we 
mean “the open terrorist dictatorship 
of the most reactionary, most chau- 
vinistic and most imperialist ele- 
ments of finance capital.” But it must 
be clear that the passage of this bill 
gives pro-fascist reaction full license 
and thus brings the danger of a fas- 
cist dictatorship much closer in our 
country. 
The aim of this bill is to outlaw 

our Party and to isolate it from the 
masses. Our aim is to maintain the 
legality of our Party and strengthen 
out ties with the masses. The goal 

of the enemy is fascism and wa: 
ours is peace and democracy. Many 
obstacles and difficulties confront 
in our work today, but in spite o 
the difficulties, the enemy will fai) 
we will succeed. We will succeed x. 
cause we have confidence in oy 
class, in our Party and in the ability 

of the masses to respond to the cor. 
rect program of struggle. 
Of course, confidence based om 

Marxist-Leninist understanding 
the relation of class forces is vey 
different from lack of vigilance based 
on wishful thinking. We cannot a 
ford to have any illusions about th 
new conditions under which we ar 
obliged to work. The monopoliss 
and their government have carried 
the process of outlawing our Pany 
to an advanced stage—and their aim 
is to outlaw all Communist ideas, 
political activity and mass work. 
Naturally, this obliges us to take 
new measures to safeguard the in 
tegrity of our Party and guarantee 
its functioning in the face of new 
difficulties. We have to be alert to 
all sorts of tricks, through whith pro 
fascist reaction attempts to penetrate 
our ranks and undermine our Party 
by sending into it spies, agents pro 
vocateurs, and traitors to the work 
ing class. We should be truly guilty 
of the gravest crime if we were to 
let ourselves be caught unawares by 
the advent of fascism, and thus per 
mitted the enemy to destroy ou 
Party or even to cripple it seriously. 
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But, on the other hand, we know 
that every attack on the Communist 
Party is an attack on the labor move- 
ment, the Constitution and its Bill 
of Rights, the economic welfare and 
civil liberty of the whole American 
people. Because this is so, the work- 
ing class and its allies will fight 
with us to defend the legal existence 
of the Communist Party, and we 
have already seen that when we fight 
boldly and correctly for our consti- 
tutional rights we need not fight 
alone. A few recent examples show 
that the democratic spirit still burns 
bright in the American people, and 
that as the fascist danger sharpens 
they become increasingly aware that 
it threatens non-Communist and 
Communist alike. 
Take, for example, what has de- 

veloped around the local bills en- 
acted in various cities to outlaw our 
Party. A little Mundt-Nixon regis- 
tration bill was passed in Los An- 
geles. Not a single Communist, anti- 
fascist, or progressive worker regis- 
tered. All that the police measure 
netted was two crackpots throughout 
the county. The Party did not go 
underground, but maintained its of- 
fices and courageously and _ stead- 
fastly continued to defend the vital 
interests of the workers. The Party 
is waging a valiant fight against these 
bills and is meeting with the warm- 
est response among all sections of 
the population. Instead of a decline 
in activities of Communist Party 
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members, there has been a rapid in- 
crease in the number of comrades 
participating in these struggles and 
a consequent expansion of the Par- 
ty’s mass work. The membership is 
rallying as never before. Our com- 
rades are on the streets with leaflets, 
selling the People’s World, knock- 
ing on doors of mass organizations, 
speaking before unions. The Party 
is succeeding in creating the widest 
unity of action in opposition to this 
measure. Similar bills directed against 
our Party were passed in Birming- 
ham, Jacksonville, McKeesport, Cum- 
berland, and other localities. In each 
case, our Party is organizing mass 
opposition to these bills and chal- 
lenging them in the courts as a vio- 
lation of constitutional liberties.* In 
Western Pennsylvania, Steve Nelson, 
Andy Onda, and Jim Dolsen were 
jailed under a hoary “criminal syn- 
dicalist” law. This may become the 
pattern for other states. New depor- 
tation arrests are taking place and 
in many cities difficulties are created 
to prevent our Party from communi- 
cating with wide masses of workers 
by withholding permits for street 
meetings, banning the Daily Worker 
from newsstands, refusing radio 
time, denying space in newspapers 
for advertisements, and refusing to 
rent meeting halls and office space to 
the Communist Party. The General 

~~ ® Since the delivery of this Report, the popular 
resentment has resulted in Federal Court reversals 
of the fascist ordinances in Los Angeles, Birming- 
ham, and Jacksonville.—Edstor. 
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Secretary 
Eugene 

of our Party, Comrade 

Dennis, remains in jail, 
while the convicted crooks, Congress- 
men May and Thomas, are set free, 
just as their Nazi counterparts are 

set free in Western Germany. The 
National Committee members of our 
Party are denied the right to travel. 
These vindictive and desperate meas- 
ures by the enemy indicate, not their 
strength, but rather their weakness, 
their dread of our potential strength 
among the masses who are more 
and more questioning the whole 
criminal policy of the bipartisans. 

It is within this framework that we 

must take note of the courage and 
heroism of our members who are 
battling on every front of struggle 
to defend the cause of the working 

class and the liberties of our people, 
who are raising high the banner of 
our Party. 

IMPLEMENT CONCENTRATION 

POLICY IN BASIC INDUSTRIES 

However, we must undertake to 
strengthen our Party so that we may 
multiply a hundredfold our mass 
work to the end of involving the 
masses in resolute, united-front strug- 

gle for democracy and peace. This 
means, above all, that our Party is 
undertaking an ideological struggle 
within its ranks against any concep- 

tions that overestimate the power of 
the imperialist rulers or underesti- 
mate the actual and potential strength 

of the working class and our Pary 

Tendencies in this direction could 

lead to fatalism and an abandop. 
ment of struggle; without resolu 
struggle against such Right-oppor. 

tunist conceptions, the Party will nw 

be able to play its vanguard tol 
among the masses. 

These tendencies manifest them 
selves in many different ways. By 

they all come down to this: an up 
derestimation of the necessary an 
indispensable leading role of « 
working class in the unfolding strug 
gles of the people. Either the organ. 
ized sections of the working cla 

are decisive, or they are not. I 
as we know, they are decisive- 
then nothing can excuse 
of our work in the basic 

tries, or failure to implement our 
industrial concentration policy. We 

are fighting for peace, and to de 
fend the Bill of Rights, for the rights 
of the Negro people, and for the eco 

nomic welfare of the masses. How 
can we carry on the struggle to win 
the workers for united action “in 
general,” if we do not try to wi 

them for united action around the 
concrete issues that confront them 
every day in the shops? It is in the 
shops, at the point of production 
that the class struggle originates an¢ 
rages unceasingly every hour of ever 
day. That is where the workers creat 
surplus value, and are robbed by the 

employers of what they create. Tha 
is where the workers experience mat: 
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killing speed-up, and the brutal op- 

pression of the capitalist system. That 

is where the Negro workers and the 
women workers taste the bitterness 

of their double exploitation. It is at 
the point of production that the 

working class comes into direct con- 

fict with the ruling class, and in 

practice discovers that the interests 

of these two classes are in fact irrec- 
oncilable. Hence, it is in the shops 

that the decisive forces in the camp 

of peace and democracy daily come 
up against the monopolists who head 

the camp of fascism and war. This 
is the basic front of the class struggle 
—a front from which we dare not 

be diverted and to which we must 

direct our major efforts on pain of 

suffering a major defeat. 
It should not surprise us that work 

among the basic industrial workers 
is today the most difficult work we 
have to do. On the contrary, the very 
fact that this is the decisive front 
explains why it is precisely here that 
Wall Street carries out its own “con- 

centration policy,” and makes maxi- 
mum use both of repression and ex- 

treme demagogy. If we Communists 

want to influence the course of events 
in American political life, we must 

breathe new life into our shop clubs 
and convert them into effective or- 
ganizers of the broadest united ac- 
tion in the shops. 

Around what issues can such ac- 
tions be organized? Some comrades, 
in answering that question, have a 
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tendency to confuse the role of a 
Communist shop club with that of a 
trade-union local or shop unit. For 
example, some take note of the fact 
that today the workers are concerned 
primarily with economic questions. 
From this, they incorrectly conclude 
that the fight for peace is not to be 
raised in the shops. But such a con- 

would mean leaving the 
working class at the mercy of the 
labor fakers who hand out the dema- 

gogy of the imperialist bourgeoisie. 
It would mean letting the struggle to 
prevent a third world war go by de- 
fault, without even trying to mobi- 
lize the masses of workers against 
the war preparations. 

clusion 

THE WAIT FOR BETTER 
TIMES PRETEXT 

In one case, the theory was ad- 
vanced that it was “necessary” to 
endorse American intervention in 
Korea in order to “save our trade 
union.” But in reality this false con- 
ception led to the adoption of a 
policy which not only endorsed an 
unjust imperialist war waged against 
the interests of workers everywhere 
and against a people fighting for lib- 
eration, but must lead to the under- 
mining of all free trade unions in 
our country. 

In some quarters there is a tend- 
ency to duck the fight for peace on 
the theory that we should wait for 
“better times.” But the imperialists 
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are not preparing for better times— 
they are preparing for a criminal 
atomic world war. There is no “bet- 
ter time” to fight for peace than 
when war threatens. All too many 
are those who advocate peace when 
there are no war clouds on the hori- 
zon. But they are sunshine patriots 
who would abandon the defense of 
peace when it is in peril. The test 
of the sincere advocate of peace. is 
his readiness to fight for peace pre- 
cisely when peace is endangered. 

Still another poor excuse for giv- 
ing up the fight for peace among 
the workers in industry adopts the 
opportunistic theory that all strug- 
gle, including economic struggle, 
must be put aside in wartime. This 
idea, the hall-mark of Social-Democ- 
racy, is, of course, extremely useful 
to the big employers, who go right 
ahead intensifying their exploitation 
of the working class while demand- 
ing an end to all protest against their 
war profiteering. It is peddled by the 
labor reformists, whose bourgeois na- 
tionalism and social-chauvinism thus 
lead them to betray the immediate 
economic interests of the American 
workers, as well as the cause of work- 
ing-class internationalism. It is in- 
teresting in this connection to note 
that the very trade unionists, includ- 
ing, it must be noted with shame, 
some Left-progressives, who tend to 
shy away from the fight for peace 
were also slow to see what was new 
in the developments on the economic 

front in the labor movement. Trail. 
ing behind the masses of worker 
they missed the bus when the figh 
for wage increases first emerged 
the dominant labor issue, replacing 
the question of pensions as the issue 
uppermost in the minds of the 
masses. In so far as it involves Com. 

munist cadres, such slowness in sens. 
ing what is stirring in the shops 
blunts the vanguard role of the Com. 
munist Party. 
The most flagrant manifestation of 

a Right-opportunist tendency is the 
failure to champion and explain the 
peace policy of the Soviet Union. 
We have unprecedented opportuni- 
ties to explain concretely why the 
Socialist state, the Soviet Union, by 
its very nature, is the most consis 
ent, the unfaltering champion of 
world peace. We should bring into 
the shops the debate about “why 
doesn’t the Soviet Union fight” which 
is raging in the capitalist press. We 
should utilize and popularize all 
available material and data—includ- 
ing those occasionally furnished in 
the bourgeois press by honest observ- 
ers—dealing with the vast peacetime 
construction projects under way in 
the Soviet Union’s transition to Com- 
munism, the rising living standards 
and cultural advance of the Soviet 
people, and the tremendous popular 
concern with world peace. We should 
be responsive to the American work- 
ers’ anger against war-profiteering, 
and help them understand that 
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where there are no war profiteers 
and no basis for war profiteers, there 
js no desire for war, no policy for 
war and conquest. Certainly every 
Communist must, by grasp of theory 
and pursuit of practice, further the 
conviction among all who struggle 
for peace today, that there can be no 
effective, resolute fight for peace 
without recognition and support of 
the leading role of the Soviet Union 
in that fight. 

OPPORTUNISM ON THE 
NEGRO QUESTION 

The Right-opportunist tendency 
expresses itself most sharply on the 
Negro question. The central weak- 
ness is the failure to wage the fight 
against white chauvinism by organ- 
izing white workers against dis- 
criminatory Jim-Crow practices. 
Basic to this weakness is the in- 
suficient understanding of the re- 
lationship of the fight against 
white chauvinism to the fight 
against the reactionary ideological 
pressures of the imperialist bour- 
geoisie in all other areas. As Lenin- 
ists, we must be the ones to help all 
workers to understand that there can 
be no such separation into compart- 
ments, namely, the struggle against 
white chauvinism as something sep- 
arate and apart from the struggle 
against Right-opportunist capitula- 
tion to the exploiters, the warmakers, 
the fascists. The fight is one common 
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fight. This recognition is vital to the 
promotion of the labor-Negro alli- 
ance. And this recognition starts 
from the shops. Hence, our Party’s 
industrial concentration policy can 
be truly that when it proceeds from 
that recognition. However, it must 
be said in self-criticism that this un- 
derstanding is not yet present in all 
areas of our concentration activity, 
which accounts for the deficiencies in 
the fight against lily-white shops, 
discriminatory firings of Negro work- 
ers from many industries, and the 
failure to enlist the white workers in 
the fight for upgrading of Negro 
workers. These weaknesses are in- 
terconnected with weaknesses in re- 
gard to struggle around the general 
political question of Jim-Crow in the 
armed forces, the poll-tax, lynchings, 
police brutality, and discrimination 
in housing, education, travel, etc. 

While emphasizing the struggle 
against every expression of Right- 
opportunism, we must recognize at 
the same time the need for an ideo- 
logical and practical struggle against 
all manifestations of “Left”-sectari- 
anism. Leftist-sectarianism also in 
effect overestimates the power of the 
monopolists and underestimates the 
possibility of moving masses in strug- 
gle for economic security, democ- 
racy and peace. This tendency is ex- 
pressed in different forms. Flowing 
from the premise that masses can- 
not be involved today in united-front 
struggle, the conception is advanced, 



and the conclusion drawn, that when 
things get better maybe the workers 
will find out that our Party has 
been in the right all along. This line 
of thinking expresses itself in the 
practical work of many comrades. 
Wherever such conceptions are pres- 
ent, you will find the fight for the 
united front absent. Thus, a situation 
arises where some comrades con- 
tent themselves with merely pro- 
claiming the principles of Marxism- 
Leninism without a resolute, day- 
to-day struggle to win the masses on 

the basis of united-front actions for 
peace, economic security, and civil 
rights, on the basis of a minimum 
program around which the masses 
are ready to act now. To put it 
crudely, this tendency states, “Either 
with us on our full program or no 
united front on any program at all.” 
This type of thinking does not help 
to strengthen the Party’s ties with 
the masses; it does not help to in- 
volve masses in struggle against fas- 
cism and war. On the contrary, it 
gives the reactionary forces in our 
country full sway without opposi- 
tion. Thus, a situation arises where 
forms of action, resolutions and slo- 
gans are put forward on which 
masses of workers are not prepared 
to act. The vanguard alone cannot 
win the fight against war and fas- 
cism. The fight can be won only 
with the working class, with the 
working class in the lead of the pop- 
ular coalition. “Left”-sectarianism is 
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a cover which shields Right-oppor. 

tunism. The two-front fight agains 

Right-opportunism and agains 

“Left”-sectarianism is the line of 
struggle to engage the masses in the 
democratic, anti-fascist, and anti-war 
struggle. 

STRENGTHEN 
SHOP CLUBS 

THE 

If in the past we sought to tum 
the face of the entire Party toward 
the shops, that need is even greater 
today. The most important task in 
this is the building an 
strengthening of the shop clubs hav- 
ing daily organized contact with the 
masses of workers in industry. It is 
through the club that the solution is 
to be found to the problems of the 
united-front action of the workers on 
a department, shop and plant level. 
It is here that masses of varying 
levels of understanding must be en- 
gaged in united action around the 
central issues. But the shop clubs 
must solve this problem at a time 
when the fight for the legal exist- 
ence of our Party presents itself as 
a major question. While the new 
situation places tremendous difficul- 
ties before us, nevertheless the shop 
clubs are functioning among the 
workers, who have not been won for 
the whole policy, domestic and for- 
eign, of the Administration. Nor 
have they been swept off their feet 
by anti-Communist hysteria. These 
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are favorable factors for us. But it 

is true that as a result of an unprece- 

dented offensive against us threugh 

the capitalist controlled press, radio, 

film, pulpit, and school system, as 

well as through the trade-union 
movement under reactionary domi- 

suc- 
. ‘ : 

nation, the Class 

ceeded in demobilizing the struggles 

enemy has 

of the workers, prevented the achieve- 

action on a 

basis, and disoriented 

ment of united labor 

class struggle 

the understanding of large numbers 
f workers as regards the role and 
functioning of our Party. To some 

extent this poisonous influence has 
seeped into the ranks of the workers, 
creating confusion in some quarters. 
But in spite of this, the desire of the 
workers for peace is unmistakable. 
It is manifesting itself in a growing 
lemand for peace, expressed con- 
cretely in the support given to the 
idea of U.S.-Soviet collaboration, the 

admission of China into the United 

Nations, and the question of with- 

lrawal of American troops from 

Korea. It is also expressed in labor’s 
almost unanimous opposition to the 
McCarran-Kilgore Bill. In addition, 
the demand for wage increases is 
growing in industry after industry, 
in spite of the mounting terroriza- 
tion. And if the workers have not 
been swept off their feet by anti- 
Communist hysteria, it is due in no 
small part to the past and present 
work of our Party in defending the 
interests of the workers. It is clear 
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that if we strengthen the role of our 
Party and of our Party shop clubs, 
in every respect, the workers’ resist- 
ance is bound to grow and we shall 
help resolve the contradictions be- 
tween the rank and file’s needs and 
desires and the slowness in develop- 
ing united-front action in defense of 
their interests. This is the decisive 
task that the shop clubs have to solve 
in this period, and that is why it is 
sO important to 

struggle against all tendencies which 
make it difficult for the Party to 
realize this task. Our shop clubs can- 
not work in the old way. The form 
of our Party organization has to be 
readjusted in order to defend the 
interests of the workers. 

In this respect, I believe that we 
have been moving all too slowly in 
solving a number of these problems. 

Further, we cannot be satished with 
a situation where the number of shop 

clubs is practically the same now as 
it was a year ago, and where there 
does not exist a political and organi- 
zational fight to extend them on a 
department and shop level. This is 
connected with the low rate of re- 
cruiting which has characterized our 
work over the past period. The pri- 
mary task we are confronted with 
today is to strengthen existing shop 
clubs, build new ones and bring the 
most advanced sections of the work- 
ers into the ranks of our Party. An- 
other weakness is practically the ab- 
sence of shop papers which can play 

wage a_ resolute 
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a tremendous role among the work- 
ers in answering the day-to-day prob- 
lems posed by the workers in the 
shops. The slowness with which we 
undertake to organize and give as- 
sistance to shop clubs in the issuance 
of shop papers is in reality an under- 
estimation of the ideological and 
political role that our shop clubs can 
play. Further, the decline in the 
circulation of our press, the Daily 
Worker and The Worker, as well 
as of our literature generally, indi- 
cates the need for practical measures 
to change this situation. Only to the 
degree that we help the shop clubs 
solve this particular problem can 
we say that we are organizing the 
political mass fight to answer effec- 
tively the questions in the minds of 
the workers and show them the path 
along which they can achieve the 
unity necessary to defend their class 
interests. This means that the work 
of leadership today must be judged 
on the basis of how it is orienting 
the Party as a whole and the shop 
clubs in particular by: 

1) helping to solve the ideological 
and political tasks faced by the clubs 
through strengthening their political 
education; 2) helping the clubs to 
develop the fight for the united front 
of workers on every level in a given 
shop and solving the political prob- 
lems that arise in the process of 
achieving unity among the workers; 
3) helping the clubs to find the or- 
ganizational forms most conducive 

to strengthening the Party's mas 
work and enabling them under th 
new conditions to guarantee cop. 
tinued leadership to the workers ip 
industry; 4) helping the clubs t 
solve the problem of leadership 
which should include not only the 
selection of people for the clubs bu 
also their training for more effe. 
tive leadership of mass work; and 5) 
helping the clubs to solve the prob- 
lem of editing and issuing shop 
papers, as well as increasing the cir. 
culation of the Daily Worker and 
The Worker. These are among the 
most important tasks that we can 
undertake at the present moment in 
our fight to win the working clas 
to meet the raging offensive of reac- 
tion. 

Let me in this connection re-state 
in part what we set forth at the Par 
ty’s 14th National Convention a 
regards the tasks and the methods 
of work of our shop clubs: 

If these clubs are to be able to play 
their rightful role, the entire level of 
our theoretical and political work has to 
be raised. If these clubs are to reflect in 
the shops and industries the vanguard 
role of the Party, we must assist them 
to become the policy-making bodies 
within the shops and industries, firmly 

grounded in the knowledge of Mart 
ism-Leninism. It is only in the struggle 
to realize such an objective that the 
clubs and individual members will b 
able to play the leading role in the de 
velopment of the united front on a 
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Through such methods these clubs will 

be able to work with, and give leader- 

ship to, broad sections of the workers 

in the struggle for the defense of their 

economic needs and to spur the workers 

to independent political action and class 

consciousness. More and more workers 

will thus come to realize the class na- 

ture and role of the state, the crisis in 

the two-party system, the harmful role 

of Social-Democracy and the reformist 
trade-union bureaucrats, the need for 

becoming fully involved in the develop- 
ment of the progressive movement, etc. 

EXPOSURE OF IMPERIALIST 
DEMAGOGY IS CRUCIAL TASK 

A crucial aspect of the struggle 
to win the masses for united-front 
actions is to expose in every way 
the demagogy of the imperialist 
rulers and their labor lieutenants. 
The ruling class resorts to the most 
cunning propaganda as it drives to- 
ward fascism and World War III. 
The slogans of the world democratic 
camp in World War II have been 
taken over and are now being used 
by the bipartisans as their own, as 
a cloak under which they prepare 
for a war of a different character, a 
reactionary, imperialist war. The 
masses of the people are being told 
that they are engaged in the same 
struggle as before, except that now 
the enemy is the Soviet Union. The 
tuling class takes advantage of the 
healthy, democratic aspirations of 
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the masses and attempts to turn these 
against the Soviet Union, against 
our most dependable war-time ally, 
the country which carried the brunt 
of the anti-Hitler struggle and helped 
save humanity from the scourge of 
fascist barbarism. Thus, imperialist 
war preparations in general, Wall 
Street’s armed aggression in Korea 
and threats of aggression in other 
parts of the world are dished up in 
the name of defending peace, democ- 
racy, and the small nations against 
“totalitarianism,” against Soviet “im- 
perialism.” Aware of the growing 
anti-fascist, anti-capitalist, anti-impe- 
rialist moods among the masses, the 
monopolists and their statesmen in 
effect deny the existence of capital- 
ism in the United States. They do 
not come before the masses as de- 
fenders of fascism, of capitalism, of 
imperialism. They even deny the 
imperialist character of U.S. capi- 
talism. They speak of the state sys- 
tem of the United States as being that 
of a “welfare state,” “free enterprise” 
system, and “democracy.” And Philip 
Murray rushes to meet his imperial- 
ist masters with obedient denial of 
the existence of the class struggle, 
or even of classes, in the United 
States! 

Such is the nature of the propa- 
ganda given to the masses daily 
through publications of the Un- 
American Committee, newspapers 
and magazines, radio and television, 
bourgeois politicians, liberals, Social- 
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Democrats, and _labor-reformists. 
Only our Party, with its Marxist- 
Leninist science, is capable of prov- 
ing to the masses that the big mo- 
nopolies are moving along the path 
of fascism and war and that the 
working class and its allies cannot 
defend the liberties of our people 
except through the united action of 
Communists and non-Communists. 
We must reach the masses, even 

though bourgeois channels of com- 
munication are closed to us, by un- 
dertaking in a most thorough and 
systematic way the building of the 
Daily Worker and The Worker, as 
mass organs to be read by additional 
tens of thousands of workers. We 
must issue and distribute popular 
mass literature which undertakes to 
answer in a simple way the ques- 
tions in the minds of the masses. We 
must turn with greater zeal to the 
issuance of mass leaflets and of shop 
papers. 

In addition, our Party must un- 
dertake to organize in all com- 
munities, forums, mass meetings and 

street meetings to counteract the vi- 
cious propaganda of the imperialist 
camp. The masses seek an alterna- 
tive to war and fascism. It is our 
Party that can provide those alter- 
natives, establish clarity within the 
ranks of the masses and organize 
them in united-front actions to de- 
fend their gains and liberties. It is 
clear that clarity cannot come by it- 
self. It will require the most pains- 

taking ideological, political, and or. 
ganizational work involving ever 

single member of our Party. Basic 

in this connection is the need to ex. 

plain, popularize, and defend the 
peace policy of the Soviet Union. I 
is incumbent upon every Commu. 
nist, every militant worker, every 
anti-fascist, to oppose the bipartisan 
policy of hostility toward the Soviet 
Union and its isolation from the 
world family of nations with an ag. 
gressive campaign for U.S.-Sovie 
collaboration for peace. The peace of 
the world can be saved only on the 
basis of U.S.-Soviet collaboration and 
peaceful competition, and since the 
policy of the ruling class of the 
United States is one of war for 
world domination, it wants no agree- 
ment with the Soviet Union. But 
since ours is a policy of peace, it is 
necessary to win the masses for 
U.S.-Soviet peaceful co-existence and 
collaboration. There are many in the 
mass movement who desire to see 
U.S.-Soviet collaboration. But there 
are tendencies among some to swing 
away from the fight to challenge this 
imperialist hostility to the Soviet Un- 
ion which is the very essence of the 
war policy of the Administration, 
on the grounds that the pressures 
are too strong. The failure to fight 
for collaboration between the United 
States and the Soviet Union weakens 
the fight for peace. And if there are 
timid souls who desire peace but 
desert this particular struggle, they 
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are bound to wind up in the war 

camp, as enemies of peace. Our 

Party must explain to the masses the 

nature of the Socialist system in the 

Soviet Union and show why the cor- 

nerstone of its policy is one of peace, 
national independence, democracy, 

and freedom for all peoples. In addi- 
tion, we must show how the Soviet 

Union is a living example of a state 

where the working class rules and is 
freed of capitalist oppression, while 

on the other hand U.S. imperialism 
is launching its fury at the Soviet 

Union, not because the latter is an 
imperialist state, but because it is a 
non-imperialist state which stands as 
the most powerful force in the world 
today for peace, against imperialist 

aggression and a third world war. 
We must show how in practice 

U.S. imperialism gives support to im- 
perialist France in its destruction of 
the national-liberation movement of 
the peoples in Indo-China; support 
to imperialist Great Britain in its op- 
pression of scores of millions of peo- 
ples in the colonies in Africa and in 
the Far East. We must show how 
U.S. imperialism is preparing to ex- 
tend armed aggression in Korea to 
other parts of Asia as well as to Eu- 
rope in its drive toward world dom- 
ination. We must expose the reac- 
tionary, imperialist nature of this 
policy. This is a major task con- 
fronting us at the present time. And 
while we undertake this task we 
must at the same time explain the 
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program and policies of our Party. 
To show that the theory of the Mc- 
Carrans, which maligns us as being, 
not a political party, but a “foreign 
conspiracy,” is an integral part of the 
whole drive toward fascism and 
war. We have to show that we are 
attacked, not because we are a for- 

eign conspiracy or advocates of force 
and violence, or saboteurs, but be- 
cause we are the only political party 
that the working class has in the 
United States, a party which serves 
the interests of our class and of the 
common people with heart and soul, 
and which has a program of struggle 
that can save American democracy 
and prevent the rise of fascism in the 
United States and the involvement 
of our country in a third world war. 
We must show that this slander 
against us is designed to isolate our 
Party from the masses and deny 
to them a program to defend their 
hard-earned gains, their liberties. The 
fight to involve the masses in defense 
of the rights of the Communists is 
inseparable from the fight to defend 
American democracy as a whole. 

These are some of the questions 
that must be tackled militantly at 
the present time, because these are 
the questions around which the ene- 
my hopes to achieve its despicable 
objectives. 

The strengthening of the Party 
work among the masses makes nec- 
essary a struggle against all bureau- 
cratic methods of work. Bureaucracy 
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tends to deny the involvement of all 
our cadres, members, and workers 
in the determination of policy, as 
well as its execution. It were well if 
we always bore ia mind in this con- 
nection the following words spoken 
by Stalin in 1937: 

It means that our experience alone, 
the experience of the leaders, is not 
sufficient to enable us to lead properly, 
that, consequently, we must supple- 
ment our experience, the experience of 
the leaders, with the experience of the 
masses, the experience of the Party 
membership, the experience of the 
working class, the experience of the 
people. 

it means that we must listen 
attentively to the voice of the masses, 
to the voice of the rank-and-file mem- 
bers of the Party, to the voice of the 

so-called “little people,” to the voice 
of the people. 

Further: 

We, the leaders, see things, eveny 
and people only from one side, I woul 
say, from above; consequently, ow 
field of vision is more or less limited 
The masses, on the other hand, s& 

things, events and people from th 
other side, I would say, from below, 
consequently, their field of vision i 
also to some extent limited. In order 
to find the proper solution to a problen 
these two experiences must be com 
bined. Only then will the leadership k 
correct. 

The application in life of sucha 
principle, in terms of the condition 
and experiences of the America 
workers, will enable the widest de 
velopment of constructive criticism 
and self-criticism and guarantee th 
fulfillment of our objective. 
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Trade-Union Tasks in 

Jobs, and Negro Rights” 

By John Williamson 

Tuere 1s much discussion today as 
to what can be expected from the 
American working class in this peri- 
od in relation to the struggle for 
peace, the struggle against fascist re- 
action, and the struggle in defense 
and for the improvement of its own 
economic conditions and standards. 
The report of Comrade Gus Hall** 

gives our Party an accurate estimate 
of the present situation, expresses 
basic confidence in the working class 
and outlines strategy and tactics that 
correspond to the present level of 
development. It is aimed at influ- 
encing the workers to help determine 
the outcome of events in their own 
interests. 

It is within the framework of that 
report that I will direct attention 
toa number of specific questions on 
trade-union work. Since the start of 
the Korean war, the movement for 
higher wages has systematically de- 
veloped, until it is involving workers 
in many important industries and in 
various sections of the country. This 

_* Report (abridged text) to the Plenary Ses- 
sion of the National Committee, C.P.U.S.A., held 
oa September 19, 20, 1950.—Editor. 

* Published in the October issue, under the 
title, “The Present Situation and the Tasks of 

Party.’’—Edgstor. 

the Struggle for Peace, 

movement has also taken the form 
of strikes, which in the last two 
weeks alone have involved more than 
a quarter of a million workers. This 
movement had its origin in rank- 
and-file demands, buttressed in such 
key spots as Ford and Chrysler, 
with slowdowns, department walk- 
outs, etc. Of significance also is the 
fact that involved in such strikes 
have been workers in Right-led un- 
ions and workers in industries such 
as utilities who have little experi- 
ence in struggle. The present wage 
movement, although not yet inclu- 
sive of all the trade unions, has 
broken through the previous oppo- 
sition of the trusts to any wage in- 
creases. 

As early as our Plenum last March 
we emphasized the need of develop- 
ing a movement for increased wages 
instead of the inadequate pension 
settlements. But it is only in the 
last couple of months that the work- 
ers have made the wage demand the 
issue. This development is explained 
by: 

a) the continued rise in the cost 
of living; 

b) the knowledge that in a short 

37 
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while there will be a 20 percent in- 
crease in the withholding tax on the 
wages of every worker; 

c) the fear that the Truman Ad- 
ministration will soon impose a wage 
freeze; 

d) the confidence that comes from 
rising employment; and 

e) the inability of the bourgeoisie 
and its labor lieutenants to arouse 
sufficient enthusiasm for the war’ in 
Korea to be able under the false 
flag of patriotism to influence the 
workers to hold back on their eco- 
nomic demands. 

In the face of this sentiment, which 
is also spurred on by the workers’ 
knowledge of the fabulous profits 
of the trusts, the government is pre- 
paring to step in to try to put the 
brakes on these wage demands and 
finally to impose a wage freeze. In 
his radio message to the nation, Tru- 
man emphasized: “For wage earners, 
the guiding principle must be: Do 
not ask for wage increases beyond 
what is needed to meet the rise in 
the cost of living.” The legislation 
adopted by Congress imposes wage 
freezes as a condition for price con- 
trols. William Green of the A. F. of 
L. implies full support to a policy 
of wage freezing if a gesture is made 
to reduce the growing gap between 
wages and constantly increasing cost 
of living. The CLO. Executive 
Board issues a program that it calls 
the “most important document ever 
prepared by a labor organization.” 

Actually it is a pledge of alloy 
support to the Truman war pro. 
gram and is intended as a means ¢ 
trying more effectively to chain the 
C.1.O. members to that war pro. 
gram. Among other things it echoes 
Truman and calls for “equality ¢ 
sacrifice.” It never even speaks ow 
against the danger of a wage freeze. 
It sounds the trumpet for labor-man. 
agement-government boards. It doe 
not mention the inhuman speed-up 

that increases in the factories. It even 

pledges overtime work. Phil Murra 
calls this C.1.O. program “unprece. 
dented.” It is, but only in the sens 
of its bald betrayal of the worker 
in tying them to the imperialist wa 
program. 

As the wage freezing program was 
still being readied, sections of Big 
Business decided not to meet heaé- 
on the growing demands and strug 
gles for wage increases. Rather, in 
collusion with some of the Social 
Democratic and Right-reformist 
bor leaders—and in the case of Ford 
and Chrysler actually through secre 
backdoor negotiations — they tried 
to head off the growing movement 
by granting as little as possible in 
wage increases in exchange for re 
newed long-term contracts and wor 
sening of overall contract conditions 
and weakening of the union shop 
steward system. In this way the door 
is opened to giving a free hand t 
the employers to increase still further 
the speed-up system. 
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While, no doubt, this conspiracy 

between sections of the trusts, gov- 

ernment and Right trade-union lead- 

ers may slow down the developing 
sweep of a big national strike move- 

ment, with all its political conse- 
quences at this moment, we must also 
see as highly significant the work- 
ers’ determination and readiness to 

struggle to increase their wages now. 
Even where they vote, as in Ford 

Local 600, to accept Reuther-imposed 
five-year contracts, you hear workers 
saying: “Don’t worry about the long- 
term contract. Didn’t we just bust 
wide open the present contract and 
secure a increase before it 
was due through our organized 
strength?” 
As a result of this upward devel- 

opment of wage struggles and gov- 
ernment maneuvering, there are 
many important lessons and new 
questions that must be clarified. What 
stands out in this first phase of 
struggle? 

1. Important sections of workers 
developed unauthorized struggles to 
force these wage increases; while 
there are increasing numbers of mili- 
tantly conducted authorized strikes. 

2. For the first time in many years 
there has been a cracking through 
of the sanctity of contracts. 

3. Wages and not pensions have 
again become the dominant issue. 
In addition in certain industries 
other issues (such as the shorter 
work week in the railroad industry 

wage 
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and the hiring hall for West Coast 
longshoremen) are paramount, but 
these are combined with wage de- 
mands. 

4. The rank and file actually gave 
leadership in this round and Murray 
and his Steel Workers Union did 
not. 

5- While a pattern approximating 
a basic ten cents an hour wage in- 
crease is gradually emerging, it is 
possible to increase this, as has been 
seen in certain industries. It is also 
possible to increase the total gain by 
other concessions as regards addi- 

tional wage increases for various 
types of work, additional paid holi- 
days, pensions, etc. A central weak- 
ness, however, in all these new con- 
tracts is the failure to establish 
guarantees against increased speed- 
up. 

6. It is necessary that we help the 
workers understand their own deci- 
sive role in these recent events and 
allow no illusions to develop regard- 
ing the employers or the Right trade- 
union leaders. We must help them 
draw the conclusion that with the 
same fighting approach, in addition 
to better organization, they can force 
other concessions on Negro job 
rights, curtailment of speed-up, the 
shorter work week, etc. 

DON’T TIE WAGES TO THE 
COST OF LIVING FORMULA 

There is one central question con- 
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fronting the workers that we must 
discuss further and regarding which 
we must work out a clear policy. The 
monopolists and the government, 
with the ready connivance of most 
of the Right trade-union leaders, are 
trying to establish as a principle that 
all the workers should worry about 
is maintaining their present wage 
standards. That is the thesis of Tru- 
man. That is the essence of the “es- 
calator” provision, which is being 
included in a growing number of 
contracts and over which the Har- 
vester workers in the U.E. continued 
to strike after all else had been set- 
tled although finally they were forced 
to accept it. This false theory of tying 
your wages to the cost of living is 
then made worse by the effort to 
impose long-term contracts on the 
workers, which means, in a war 
economy, driving down further the 
real wages of the workers. 

If the government wage freeze is 
delayed at this moment, it could 
well be in agreement with Murray 
of the Steel Workers Union. It is 
possible that the escalator principle 
may be incorporated into some for- 
mula for the steel workers by the 
Truman Administration when their 
wage reopener comes due (or even 
before that). This could then serve 
as the formula for a wage freeze on 
all workers with some escalator gim- 
mick as bait, all with the hope of also 
re-establishing some of the lost pres- 
tige of Murray. 

In all contract negotiations todgy 
it is imperative that the workers figh 
against long-term contracts of thre 
and five years. Within the life of an; 
contract the aim should be to includ 
the maximum number of wage n. 
openers. 

It is, however, necessary to exam. 

ine further what our attitude shoul 
be toward the increased inclusion ¢ 
escalator clauses in contracts. We 
must continue to oppose the inclu. 
sion of escalator clauses, to expox 

the Reuther and Trotzkyite claim 
that these are a “basic contribution’ 
to the workers, and to show that a. 
tually they have as their aim th 
impossibility of ever improving th: 
standard of living. At the same time, 
it is necessary to recognize that there 
has been a certain change in the a 
titude of workers toward the que 
tion of escalator clauses. 

Prior to the arrest of the economic 
crisis by the developing war ecor 
omy, workers were beginning to ex 
press discontent with the escalator 
clause in the General Motors con 
tract. However, at present, with the 
perspective of a constantly rising 
cost of living, workers have second 
thoughts and at least demonstrate 
an unwillingness to strike on this 
issue. We must therefore face this 
issue and state our position approxi 

mately as follows: 
1. We continue to work for the 

defeat of the inclusion of escalator 
clauses in negotiations and, if neces 

sary, 
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sary, by workers’ actions. 

2. If this is not possible, then the 

course must be to fight for such mod- 

ifications as: 
a. to get a one-way escalator clause 

which would be an increased cost 
of living clause. 

b. to fight for a separation between 

an escalator clause and a long-term 

wage freeze through long-term con- 
tracts. The escalator could be for a 
shorter period than the contract, so 
that there could be an earlier re-ex- 
amination of the entire basis of wage 
standards. 
Separate and apart from negotia- 

tions there are two basic isues on 
which all workers and unions should 
develop the most energetic strug- 
gle today, namely: 
Workers must constantly fight to 

improve basically their standards of 
living, and not be satisfied with a 
mere balancing of them with the 
cost of living. 
Workers must fight resolutely 

against all wage freezes proposed by 
Truman or the Social-Democratic la- 
bor leaders. 

WHAT NEXT IN STEEL, COAL 
AND ELECTRICAL 
INDUSTRIES? 

Let us now direct ourselves to an- 
other aspect of this issue. While wage 
increases have been won by the 
workers in important companies of 
the auto industry, in G.E. in electri- 
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cal, in farm equipment, leather, 
building trades, teamsters, ctc., there 
are two basic industries which are 
always key—steel and coal. In each 
of these, we must try to influence 
the workers to initiate and develop 
a movement for proper wage de- 
mands. In the steel industry where 
negotiations are to open soon, the 
anti-Murray sentiment which was ex- 
pressed on a trade-union level in the 
recent local union elections, should 
be influenced to speak out boldly, 
as was already done by the Inland 
Steel local, which demanded a 25- 
cent an hour increase. But this is not 
enough. Efforts should also be made 
to influence the local unions to ex- 
press themselves against any con- 
tract modifications in exchange for a 
wage increase, such as a further ex- 
tension of contract, a further curb- 
ing of rank-and-file action on eco- 
nomic grievances, the granting to 
companies of a free hand to change 
work and tonnage rates, etc. More- 
over, while we should actively sup- 
port the Steel Workers Union cam- 
paign for a union shop, this also is 
not a substitute for their necessary 
wage demands. 
What about the role of the pro- 

gressive-led Internationals in this 
wage fight? As a group they cer- 
tainly did not register the impact of 
their united influence and initiative 
in outlining a wage program that 
would have increased their prestige 
everywhere in contrast to the Right- 
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wing leaders. The basic reasons for 
this will be dealt with later. It is 
true that the main _progressive-led 
Internationals have projected or are 
projecting a wage program, with a 
number of important victories so 
far. It is also true that the majority 
of such unions won wage increases 
last year, when many Right-led un- 
ions demanded nothing or merely 
extended their contracts. 

A central weakness in this group 
of unions is their underestimation of, 
and at times resistance to, united ac- 
tion in the same industry or allied 
industries with the members of other 
Right-led unions. This arises firstly 
from an understandable bitterness 
against the Right-wing splitters and 
raiders; but it is wrong to allow 
this to degenerate into mere fac- 
tional bitterness in which the rank 
and file of both unions suffer. Fun- 
damentally it also reflects a confus- 
ing by these progressive-led unions 
of the rank and file of such Right- 
led unions with the Right leaders. 
This attitude is wrong and must be 
combatted. 

In one union you can see two ap- 
proaches. In the Harvester strike, 

the U.E. leadership made three sepa- 
rate appeals to the membership and 
leadership of United Auto Workers 
Union for joint action against the 
company, although even here nothing 
tangible was done to unite the mem- 
bers of both unions in demonstrative 
actions against the company. In the 

General Electric negotiations, wher 

the chain is split between ULE. ané 
I.U.E., two shortcomings were ob 
vious: 

1. Decisive forces in the top lead. 
ership of the union did not propos 
or adopt a fighting policy in mobi. 
lizing the rank and file against th 
G.E. company, although there wer 
numerous stoppages of workers in 
U.E. shops. 

2. The top leadership resisted a 
approach of real united action oj 
U.E. and I.U.E. and their member, 
It is true that a letter was sent to al 
local unions in the G.E. chain, 
whether in IU.E, LAM. o 
.B.E.W., warning against the m. 
neuvers of the company and the 
I.U.E., and calling upon all such lo 
cal unions to resist and reject such 
maneuvers. This letter was good a 
far as it went, but it lacked a call 
for joint demands, joint negotiation 
and above all united mass action oi 
the rank and file of both unions 
whether in or outside the shops. 
On both of these issues the stand 

of the Communists in the industry 
was clear and secured support in 
some local unions, but this was never 
able to be registered consistently or 
adequately on a national level. 
When Carey, for his own deme 

gogic reasons, called various LUE 
local strikes, the U.E. national lead: 
ership termed them phony, and re 
sisted all efforts of U.E. locals w 
join them on the picket. line or & 
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tablish other forms of joint action 

against the company. In cities such 

as Lynn and Cleveland the U.E. 
locals nevertheless adopted certain 
united-front actions with the I.U.E. 
strikers. Not to see the contrast be- 
tween the motives and schemes of a 
Right-wing leader like Carey and 
those of the thousands upon thou- 
sands of workers on strike in Lynn 

merely demonstrates where blind fac- 
tionalism can lead. 
The contract with G.E. just signed 

by U.E. is generally sound and is 
much superior to the I.U.E. settle- 
ment, in so far as it contains among 
other features three wage reopeners 
during the life of a two-year con- 
tract. We must see the shop strug- 
gles of U.E. workers as well as the 
strikes of ILU.E. workers as both 
contributing to this settlement. Fur- 
ther, the existence of a progressive 
union like U.E. and its alertness to 
company-I.U.E. maneuvering made 
it more difficult for Carey to sell out 
the workers. 
To the extent that our struggle for 

correct policy and tactics were ef- 
fective among the rank and file, 
we contributed to influencing the 
union to make some moves for 
united action, and also to preventing 
certain moves that would have played 
into the hands of Carey. 
Today, with the G.E. contract set- 

tled, the lessons of this struggle 
should be learned and quickly ap- 
plied by the workers in the Westing- 
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house situation. In this chain the 
workers should demand that U.E. 
should take the initiative in propos- 
ing joint struggle for a wage and 
contract program and in this way 
re-establish its influence over many 
Westinghouse workers who were 
misled by Carey. 
Another significant development 

was the joint negotiations conducted 
by the C.L.O. and A. F. of L. unions 
with the employers in the packing 
industry, which resulted in an eleven 
cent hourly cash increase plus three 
wage reopeners in the contract. 

In summarizing this first point, 
we see a growing determination of 
the workers to struggle. While the 
maneuver of the companies and So- 
cial-Democratic trade-union leaders 
may have slowed up the develop- 
ment of a strike movement of na- 
tional proportions, this need not 
dull the fighting spirit of the workers 
in the shops. The gains won by these 
first groups of workers are going 
to be equally demanded by all others. 
Soon, the growing burdens of the 
cost of the war in Korea, together 
with the tremendous outlay of Amer- 
ican imperialism in preparing for 
a third world war, will fall on the 
shoulders of the workers and their 
families; and once having learned 
their potential strength, it is possible 
to expect a renewal of struggles on 
a national level. The decisive thing 
is for us to have our roots among 
the workers in the shops and local 
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unions, to expose more effectively and 
convincingly than ever the Right- 
wing leaders and their policies of 
helping the companies, the govern- 
ment and the war makers; to see 
that the Left is alert and takes the 
proper initiative at each new stage 
of development, and always to fight 
for the maximum united-front ac- 
tion of all unions and especially of 
the workers and local unions in the 
same industry in support of common 
demands. In line with this section 
of my report we will present for 
adoption later a National Commit- 
tee statement on wage policy for 
mass distribution. 

WIN THE WORKERS FOR PEACE 
WHILE STRENGTHENING 
UNITY OF UNIONS 

If the same degree of clarity and 
determination to struggle for a pol- 
icy of peace existed in the ranks of 
trade unionists as is present with 
regard to economic issues, and if 
there were even the same extent of 
support for our Party policies on 
peace as on economic issues, we, of 
course, would have a fundamentally 
different and better situation. 

There is great confusion among 
trade unionists as to the anti-work- 
ing-class character of the war aims 
and preparations of American imper- 
ialism and there is lack of under- 
standing as to the imperialist charac- 
ter of American intervention in Ko- 

rea. There is a deep feeling for peay 
and fear of atomic war, as was dem. 
onstrated in the response of worker 
in signing the World Peace pledg. 
But as regards Korea there is conty. 
sion and even a mounting anti-Sovig 
feeling, although no enthusiasm an{ 
no jingoism are apparent except in 
isolated cases. As against this, ther 
is no articulate feeling or action 
against the war, although a certain 
wariness is manifest, as express 
in the resolution adopted by a num. 
ber of C.1.O. and A. F. of L. unions 
There is a mounting concern for the 
economic consequences of the wa 
and the policies of a war economy, 
as we have previously seen. This sit 
uation is present not only amon; 
the rank and file of Right-led traé 
unions, but in varying degrees als 
among sections of the membership of 
the progressive-led trade unions. 

In this situation, with the labor 
bureaucracy working full time to ti 
the workers to the war program of 
Truman and the bourgeoisie, with 
the growing fascist-like terror 
throughout the country, with e- 
couragement by the companies t } 
groups of jingoistically — inclined 
workers to terrorize active workers 
and even drive them out of th 
shops, we all know the difficulties 
and problems that confront the red 
fighters for peace in the shops and 
unions. 

Since Korea there have been two 
wrong tendencies among Commu 
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nists and Left forces in some trade 
unions. Some have tried to evade the 
issue or “sit it out.” Some have tried 
to skip the issue and refer to their 
past record of defending the inter- 
ests of the workers. The issue of 
peace or war, the issue of American 
intervention in Korea, must be met 
in the trade unions, with the par- 
ticipation of trade-union leaders. It 
cannot be ducked. The starting point 
in the activity of Communists in 
trade unions on such a controversial 
political question is to get agree- 
ment on the right to discuss the is- 
sue and project different solutions, 
to get agreement on the right to dis- 
agree, and, above all, to get agree- 
ment that this democratic procedure 
must be followed up with a deter- 
mination that no one will be allowed 
to split the union. 
Of course, we cannot dismiss or 

underestimate some of the real prob- 
lems that exist in the trade unions. 
We must help Communists see their 
responsibility in finding answers to 
these questions while maintaining 
their influence with the workers. 
The tactical questions such com- 
rades in trade-union leadership face 
is how to defeat the overall ideologi- 
cal influence of American capitalism 
and, while not yet able to win the 
mass of workers for a correct position 
on the war, not to lose their leader- 
ship. Clearly a compromise position 
is involved. What should be the 
proper procedure for such a com- 
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promise? To my way of thinking, 
it is one of developing and winning 
support for a policy that does not 
yet express in the full and maximum 
sense what needs to be said in the 
situation, but which does not for 
one instant approve even in part the 
war policies of American imperial- 
ism. This approach has been adopted 
in various places with substantial 
success. However, it is also necessary 
to sound two notes of caution in ap- 
plying this policy: 

1. Trade-union comrades must be 
on guard not to underestimate the 
pro-peace sentiment of their mem- 
bership and use that very under- 
estimation as an excuse for not 
quickly enough projecting and fight- 
ing for an adequate policy. 

2. Trade-union comrades have a 
responsibility constantly to raise the 
level of understanding of their mem- 
bership on opposing the imperialist 
war developments, on the basis of 
their own experiences and new facts. 
A tendency that is wrong and 

harmful is the practice of certain 
top trade-union comrades of pushing 
through the adoption of a full or 
practically full Left-wing program 
in some top committee of a union 
in which they occupy leadership 
without properly estimating the level 
of understanding or development of 
their members and with no adequate 
preparation among them. Experi- 
ences of this type have resulted in the 
rejection of the position of the lead- 
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ership by big sections—sometimes 
majority sections—of the member- 
ship below. This sort of action does 
not enlighten workers, does not ac- 
tivate them in the struggle for peace 
or against imperialist intervention in 
Korea. It lessens the prestige of the 
leaders, sometimes brings to the 
fore an aggressive Right-wing group 
and endangers the positions of the 
Left trade-union leaders. 

HOW TO FIGHT FOR PEACE 

The fact that there are such prob- 
lems even in progressive-led trade 
unions indicates several things—the 
failure of the leadership over a 
period of time to involve the major- 
ity of the membership in the ham- 
mering out of basic policies, the 
substitution of Party leaders in top 
positions for an active and ever- 
growing Party organization and in- 
fluence among the membership and 
the failure of the Party with its sum 
total strength systematically to in- 
fluence the workers ideologically and 
develop their class consciousness. 
While the basic responsibility for 
this lies with the Party, some Party 
members who have been trade-un- 
ion leaders for five, ten, or fifteen 
years could well ask themselves, 
“What is the sum total value of my 
leadership for that long period of 
time, if the level of class conscious- 
ness among the workers I have been 
leading is not basically higher than 
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in those places where there are no 
Communist trade-union leaders?” 
The basic problem today, when 

workers who are ready to suppon 
militant-democratic trade-union pol 

cies and elect Communists and Lefts 
to leadership but are not yet read 
to take a forthright stand for peace 
and against American imperialist in. 
tervention in Korea, is that they de 
not see the relationship between the 
trusts whom they fight in industry 
and the role of these trusts in formu. 
lating the political and war policies 
of the country. They do not see the 
connection between the employer or 
trust they struggle against in industry 
and the role of that same class enemy 
in running the government through 
the two old parties. Consequently 
they can still be confused as to who 
and what represents the interests of 
the nation. 

To us these things are very clear; 
but obviously they are not clear to 
decisive masses of workers. Yet, 
these same workers will adopt contra 
dictory positions. At the longshore 
caucus of the International Longshore 
and Warehousemen’s Union on the 
West Coast, the same men who 
adopted a fundamentally false and 
vicious anti-Soviet resolution pledg- 
ing support to Truman in the Ko 
rean intervention, also adopted reso- 
lutions criticizing the Truman gov- 
ernment for imprisoning their leader 
Harry Bridges, precisely on the war 
issue. They also demanded wage in- 
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creases, voted to strike if the hiring 

hall was taken away, voted against 

extending screenings to 
workers in non-war shipping and 

determined that everyone should get 
his equal share of work. Clearly, these 

workers were wrong on the key and 
basic issue, but with their attitude 

on other questions and in the course 

of experiences they will gain in strug- 

gles around these other issues, they 
can be won to a correct position on 
the war if the Party and Left forces 

help them draw such conclusions. 

Many similar experiences could be 

security 

cited. 

It is also important to advance 
the struggle for a correct political 
position against imperialist war, by 
effectively linking it up with the 
struggle on issues the workers do 

more  clearly—against 
wage freeze, controls, long-term con- 
tracts, abolition of hiring hall, no- 
strike pledge or law, loyalty screen- 
ings, Taft-Hartley Law, etc. 
While our Party must intensify 

the popularizing of a full rounded- 
out program against the American 
imperialist war program and actions, 
Communists and those they influ- 
ence in the trade unions must learn 
how to take partial issues that will 
move workers in a correct direction 
and develop mass support and strug- 
gle around them. While the most 
elementary form will be in relation 
to the issues mentioned above, it is 
also possible and necessary to take a 

understand 
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stand and win support on the partial 
but important political issues already 
mentioned in Comrade Hall’s report, 
such as: against policy of “preven- 
tive war,” for mediation in Korea 
by the full U.N. Security Council, 
against a third world war or atomic 
warfare, for direct negotiations be- 
tween the governments of the U.S.A. 
and the Soviet Union, exposure of 
the demagogic use of Negro troops 
in Korea while Jim Crow and dis- 
crimination continue at home, for 

the withdrawal of the American fleet 
from Chinese waters and the seating 
of the People’s Republic of China in 
the U.N. 

Even workers who mistakenly sup- 
port Truman in Korea can many 
times be won to support action on 
one or another of these partial de- 
mands. 

SUPPORT THE LABOR 
CONFERENCE FOR PEACE 

This brings me to the role, status 
and perspectives of the Labor Con- 
ference for Peace. The movement 
had an auspicious beginning in the 
Chicago conference which was heard 
throughout the world, as was evi- 
dent from its literature as well as 
from reports of our own Party dis- 
tricts. But, frankly, there is today no 
organization such as was visualized 
in Chicago. 

The Labor Conference for Peace 
declared that it conceived of itself as 



a medium {or enlisting tens of thou- 
sands of workers in shops and local 
unions, irrespective of their politics 
or affiliation into a loose, non-Party, 
labor, peace movement. It further 
visualized itself as the main mass 
movement for peace. We declared 
that all Party trade unionists would 
work in the Labor Conference for 
Peace—but only as a minority. The 
Conference did not conceive of itself 
as a movement from the top down, 
but from the bottom up, with its 
main emphasis on the simple issues 
and tasks that would enlist tens of 
thousands, organized into loosely 
functioning committees in shops, lo- 
cal unions or even industrial com- 
munities. With such a conception, 
this would give the broader peace 
movement the working-class base 
and leadership it was and still is 
so badly lacking. 
Was the perspective adopted by 

this Conference correct? I think it 
was. However, today there is practi- 
cally no Conference. In city after 
city there is not even a functioning 
committee, far less membership com- 
mittees in shops and local unions. 
While the L.C.P. provided an im- 
portant medium for collecting a sub- 
stantial part of the signatures on 
the World Peace Pledge, little or- 
ganization was built. 
What happened? It is clear that 

those working in this organization 
and those guiding it never conceived 
of it as a broad organization. The 
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approach was not one of a united. 
front body from the bottom up. h 
the progressive-led Internationals | 
am afraid the thinking was that th 
L.C.P. was not necessary. Where it 
was built—and the best organiz. 
tions seem to have existed in New 
York City, Chicago and Detroit~ 
there were wrong tendencies, even 
among some Party members who 
were active in it, to view it as, 
substitute for our own Party. This 
was not only seen insofar as the 
narrowness of membership and lead- 
ership was concerned, but too often 
the L.C.P. issued literature with de. 
mands that were far beyond the pos 
sibility to mobilize mass trade-union 
support around them. 
An analysis of the reasons for this 

situation, it seems to me, raises sharp 
ly two ideological questions—the un- 
derstanding of the leading role of 
the working class in the struggle for 
peace, as against the important but 
general and shaky middle-class base; 
and, secondly, the extent to which 
we are really fighting for the appl- 
cation of the united-front tactic to 
move and organize masses whom our 
Party cannot yet reach or influence 
directly. In assessing responsibility 
it is clear that the National Com- 
mittee, including the trade-union 
committee, must assume the first re- 
sponsibility for not vigorously fight 
ing through and realizing the proper 
conception, program and activity of 

a united-front organization. 
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Is there still need for a peace or- 

ganization of rank-and-file workers? 

Decidedly so. The L.C.P. is still a 

sound conception of organization; 

but it should be built and activated 

by broad masses of trade unionists, 

as originally conceived. This Plenum 

should endorse this united-front ap- 
proach and then demand from the 
districts that Communist trade un- 
jonists contribute to this hard but 

necessary job. 

HEIGHTEN THE STRUGGLE FOR 
JOBS FOR NEGRO WORKERS 
IN INDUSTRY 

I now pass to some aspects of the 
Negro question in the trade unions. 

1. The struggle for jobs for Negro 
workers is key today in the struggle 
for Negro rights. While continuing 
to battle on the legislative field for 
such demands as F.E.P.C., the strug- 
gle for jobs in industry is paramount. 
This should be developed inside and 
outside the trade unions. It means, 
among many other activities, that 
each union should be won now to 
fight for a non-discrimination clause 
in its contract; that each union should 
already now begin to fight for em- 
ployment of Negro workers and for 
abolition of existing lily-white shops; 
that the unions should also develop 
an organized drive for upgrading, 
for opening of all skilled crafts and 
the inclusion of young Negro work- 
ers in the many plant apprentice 
schools; that the trade unions should 
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fight for the establishment of train- 
ing centers for all unskilled workers, 
with special attention to the inclu- 
sion of Negro workers; and that 
community struggles should be de- 
veloped for employment of Negro 
workers in areas where new shops are 
being opened. 

2. To succeed in this struggle ne- 
cessitates clearing up two ideological 
questions. What are these? 

a) Some comrades ask: Is it cor- 
rect for the Party to fight for jobs 
and all related demands for Negro 
workers in industry, when this will 
mean, in effect, aiding the imperialist 
war effort? 
The unequivocal answer is—yes, 

it is correct to make this fight. While 
the comrades raising the question 
may have good intentions, it actually 
reduces itself to a Leftist phrasemon- 
gering in favor of abandoning the 
struggle on behalf of jobs for Negro 
workers. While we are striving to 
influence the industrial workers con- 
cerning the character of the war and 
the fight for peace, the struggle for 
jobs for Negro workers must be 
waged. 
The employment of Negro work- 

ers in industry will actually make 
easier our Party’s task of enlightening 
all trade unionists as to the imperial- 
ist and anti-working-class character 
of the war and their involvement in 
the many-sided struggle for peace. 

b) Today the Social-Democratic 
trade-union leaders and the Negro 
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reformist leaders are joining together 
in demagogically proclaiming that 
now is the time to realize the ob- 
jective of Negro rights. But, they 
emphasize to the Negro people, this 
cannot be achieved by opposing the 
war. To the bourgeoisie they say, 
“Grant Negro rights because we 
need manpower, and furthermore 
you can help win the war in Korea, 
if you show the peoples of Asia that 
there is no discrimination against 
the Negro people.” 
We must expose the demagogy of 

such leaders, and especially explain 
the following points: 

This approach was used in the 
last war, but the jobs of the Negro 
workers were quickly wiped out after 
the war. The question of jobs for 
Negro workers must be approached 
not as something that must be geared 
to manpower needs, but as an issue 
that proceeds boldly from the prin- 
ciple that Negro workers are en- 
titled to jobs. 

Enslavement of the colonial peoples 
and war against their national inde- 
pendence can never help the Negro 
workers at home in their struggle 
for jobs and equality. This war, in 
fact, gives greater power to those 
who are the worst oppressors of the 
Negro people. 
The Social-Democrats who slan- 

derously accuse us of “using the 
Negro people” are guilty today of 
this most cynical pro-imperialist ma- 
neuver. 

3. It is necessary to reiterate the de. 
cisive role of the developing move. 
ment of Negro Labor Councils thy 
were stimulated by the highly su. 
cessful Chicago Trade Union Confer. 

ence for Negro Rights. We have 

read of such Councils being organ. 
ized in Seattle, Cleveland, Washing. 

ton, D.C., Boston, Newark, Detroit 

in addition to New York and Chi. 
cago. 
To help these Councils fulfill their 

role and extend their influence, Com. 
munists active in them should sup. 
port the policy of developing activi 
ties that correspond to the specific 
program of the Councils and should 
combat any tendencies toward the 
adoption of positions that would re. 
sult in the isolation of the Councils 
While there will no doubt be plenty 

of leeway in activity of the Councils 
in each city, the Communists in such 
Councils should understand that the 
program adopted at the Chicago 
Conference remains a valid guiding 
approach for their local activities. 
We must say that the model contract 
clause adopted at the Chicago Con- 
ference has not been seized upon by 
all Left-wing and progressive trade 
unionists as a medium of circulariz- 
ing every single local union and shop 
committee in city after city, around 
which tremendous discussion and 
activity, among white and Negro 
workers, could be developed in the 
struggle for jobs for Negro workers. 

4. There has been progress in a 
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number of Progressive-led trade un- 

ions, especially U.E. for the first 

time, in organizing the struggle for 

Negro rights within the unions them- 
selves and involving the unions in 

the general struggle. However, these 

are just mere beginnings and should 

be so understood. 

Similarly, while definite headway 
is being made in the election and 
development of Negro workers into 
various posts of operative leadership 
in the trade unions, this objective 

nevertheless is far from complete, 
ind Communists in every union, 
progressive as well as Right-led, must 
constantly be alert to it. Of consider- 
able significance was the integration 
of Negro steel workers into many 
of the slates that swept pro-Murray 
forces out of office in the recent local 
union elections. 

In summarizing this first section 
of my report I would like to empha- 
size that I think we have answered 
the first question posed as regards 
what can be expected from the Amer- 
ican working class in this period. We 
must reject the idea that the work- 
ing class is in full partnership with 
Truman and that it cannot be count- 
ed upon to develop an effective strug- 
gle for peace. We must reject the 
idea that in the struggle against pro- 
fascist reaction in our country, we 

must write off the organized labor 
movement and the powerful Negro 
people’s movement. We must also 
reject the idea that the ability of the 
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American capitalists to maneuver and 
obstruct the current developing wave 
of strike struggles means that we 
must conclude that there will be no 
big mass economic battles in the near 
future. All of this is defeatist think- 
ing and would lead to the conclusion 
that the workers cannot engage in 
big battles now. It flows from an 
attitude of no confidence in the 
working class, and adoption of a no- 
struggle policy in the unions and 
by the workers. It consequently leads 
to no consistent fight for daily appli- 
cation of a policy of united labor 
action, whether on a shop or indus- 
try-wide basis. 

At the same time, the American 
working class has a tremendous re- 
sponsibility to the American people 
and to the peoples of the world. 
It is the force that can help deter- 
mine the issue of peace or war; that 
can, in unity with other peace forces 
of the world, stop the drive of Amer- 
ican imperialism to dominate the 
world. 

But this responsibility cannot be 
fulfilled merely by a willingness to 
engage in economic struggles while 
failing to oppose the reactionary for- 
eign policy of the government; by 
passivity toward the war adventures 
of the bi-partisans in Congress, with- 
out an organized drive for peace; 
or by a failure to disassociate itself 
from American chauvinism and es- 
pecially anti-Soviet incitement. 

True, this will not happen by it- 
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self. It needs bold but skillful lead- 
ership and especially the learning of 
lessons by the masses in the course 
of struggles. It especially needs an 
intensification of the exposure and 
defeat of the influence of the Social- 
Democratic and Right reformist lead- 
ers like Green, Murray, Reuther, Du- 
binsky, etc., among the workers. But 
this will not be done merely by name 
calling. It will be done by a combi- 
nation of patient explanations that 
unmask these gentry, in addition to 
the development of mass struggles 
and an effective application of the 
united-front tactic with the workers 
still under Right-wing leadership. 

Rather, we must see that as the 
great burdens of the Korean war 
and the preparations of the madmen 
of American imperialism for World 
War III are unloaded upon the backs 
of the workers and their families, and 
as the full meaning for Americans 
at home is registered from the role 
of American imperialism in destroy- 
ing the national independence of 
peoples and nations in the Far East 
and in resurrecting Nazism in West- 
ern Germany becomes clear, that the 
way will be opened for some big 
struggles. 

TRANFERRING THE MAIN 
WORK TO WORKERS IN BASIC 
INDUSTRY AND RIGHT-LED 
TRADE UNIONS 

For all the above tasks to be most 
successfully carried out, it is impor- 

tant that we keep before us as a cep. 
tral objective several things that wer 
underscored in our trade-union rep 

lution of last March. In it we stated: 

Our Party must at all times be guided 
in its trade-union work by the objective 
of maintaining contact with and infy. 
encing the main body of workers in 
the organized labor movement . .. th 
main attention of the Party must k 
concentrated on the main body of work. 
ers and trade unions, not only on the 
progressive-led Internationals. 

While there is general acceptance 
of this orientation in words, and 
some change in emphasis and activ- 
ity, it is not yet what is necessary or 
what the Party expected. Nationally 
we have made an effort to give more 
attention and leadership to the «- 
tivity in the steel, auto, electrical 
and maritime industries, but we mus 
recognize that there has been no 
basic change in attention to the coal 
miners, the railroad workers, and the 
A. F. of L. unions. During this pen: 
od, more systematic attention and 
leadership was given to the work ia 
the electrical industry than at any 
other time in our Party history. As 
a result, we hammered out a Party 
program for some very complex situ- 
ations and, above all, carried through 
a struggle for Party consciousness 
and main reliance upon the Commu- 
nists in the shops and local unions. 
In the course of this we correctly 
parted company with some trade 
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union leaders who had previously 

been associated with us. With others, 

we will work on a united-front basis 
from now on. Everywhere we fight 
that the Left forces shall be inde- 
pendently organized and that they 
shall have their own program, for 
which they shall fight among the 
workers while always ready to enter 
into coalition agreements with well- 
intentioned, even though inconsis- 
tent, progressive forces. In the period 
ahead we must yet battle through 
and defeat all opposition to consid- 
ering work among members of the 
IU.E. of equal and necessary im- 
portance as activity among workers 

in U.E. 
In the Districts the main emphasis 

in actual work is also not yet satis- 
factorily transferred to the workers 
in the basic industries and to the big 
unions under Right-wing leadership. 
There are, however, some important 
experiences in various districts that 
can be brought forward in the dis- 
cussion. 
Furthermore, our emphasis on 

work in Right-led unions has borne 
important results, even though it has 
not been uniformly carried out in all 
Districts and all industries. But we 
must emphasize especially now the 
great need for intensifying and quali- 
tatively improving our efforts in this 
direction. 
We have many concrete proofs to 

show that even under difficult con- 
ditions much can be accomplished 

when we base our work among the 
rank and file and pursue a policy of 
united front. The example of the 
achievements of the Communists and 
progressives in the Ford plant is one 
I already mentioned earlier, where 
they demonstrated their ability to 
weather many attacks and to develop 
the wage struggle among the rank 
and file. 

Lately in the local union elections 
we had the very important develop- 
ments in a number of steel locals 
which showed that the policy of con- 
centration and united front breught 
important advances there. 
Above all, we must emphasize now 

the following: 
1. The importance of each indi- 

vidual Communist developing the 
maximum initiative and resourceful- 
ness in working with his shopmates 
in such a manner as to earn their 
respect as a fighter for their most 
immediate needs. Raising issues and 
slogans around which the workers 
in the shop can be united, creating 
an atmosphere wherein it will be 
possible to bring forward at least 
in discussion, if not for immediate 
action, propositions in support of 
peace and against all aspects of the 
war drive. 

2. We must help our comrades in 
the shop to establish close contact 
with those who are already more in- 
clined to progressive thought through 
belonging to progressive organiza- 
tions in the communities or reading 
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progressive papers. 
3. We must guard against throw- 

ing our comrades in the shops (espe- 
cially those in Right-led Internation- 
als and locals) into the kind of ac- 
tivity which will lead to their dis- 
missal from the job or expulsion from 
the unions. 

4. The task of developing militant 
workers into class-conscious workers 
and toward Party membership must: 
be carried on systematically by dis- 
cussions with individual workers, by 
small gatherings where Marxist lit- 
erature is discussed, and by the 
spreading of basic literature as well 
as current material. 

5. It is imperative that our com- 
rades, especially in the Right-led 
unions, constantly develop and bring 
forward new militant workers, both 
men and women, who will fight on 
issues, and that we carefully avoid 
creating situations where our com- 
rades constantly come forward them- 
selves on every issue, thereby curtail- 
ing their own effectiveness. 
A fight to realize the above ap- 

proach in the shops is in the last 
analysis decisive in the period ahead 
for our ties with the masses of the 
workers and against our isolation. 

VARIED FORMS OF LEFT-WING 
MOVEMENT IN THE TRADE 
UNIONS 

At certain stages of development 

the absence of a particular medium 
of activity, direction, and leadership 
can spell the difference between moy. 
ing forward or going back in influ. 
encing the trade unions and their 
millions of members. 
We recognized this previously and 

for over a year had expressed the 
opinion that the interests of the un. 
ions who had been expelled from 
the C.I.O. as well as the interests 
of the entire labor movement, com- 
pelled these unions to co-ordinate 
their activities and find the most ef- 
fective forms of co-operation and 
joint action on a national level. That 
is why, although it came a_ year 
later, we greeted the announcement 
of discussions about co-ordination 
by the expelled progressive-led In. 
ternationals, as reported in the pub- 
lic press. While this is still equally 
urgent today, developments are such 
that the trade-union movement can- 
not go forward, unless there is a 
crystallization of an active Left-wing 
movement in all unions without any 
exception. 

Without this there is no common 
goal or nationally co-ordinated ac- 
tivity of the Left forces who are pre- 
sumably striving individually for the 
same program and aims. There is a 
growing gap and even complete in- 
difference as to activities between 
the Left-wing as represented within 
the progressive-led Internationals and 
the Left-wing rank-and-file move- 
ments in the Right-led unions of 
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CLO. or A. F. of L. There is, of 

course, no organized co-ordination 

of the progressive-led Internationals 

themselves on a national level. Clear- 

ly, with such a situation, this impor- 

tant section of trade unionists will 

find difficulty in making real prog- 

ress. It is now time for the entire 

Party to mobilize all Party trade 

unionists to express readiness to join 
with other trade unionists on all 
levels in this task in every town and 

city. 
Such a Left-wing trend in the trade 

unions, irrespective of its organiza- 
tional forms, will have to work out 
for itself a common orientation, per- 
spective and program and a knowl- 
edge of where it is going and how it 
is going to get there. In such discus- 
sions Communist trade unionists 
should consider proposing that the 
objective shall be to challenge the 
program of reaction ana its labor 
representatives as it unfolds among 
the workers and affects the trade 
unions, to expose the anti-working 
class character and effects of the class- 
collaboration policies of the top trade- 
union officialdom on the life and 
conditions of the workers and their 
trade unions and to organize strug- 
gles on single issues that aim at en- 
listing majority support. The Left- 
wing forces should project into the 
present trade-union movement the 
fighting traditions of militant demo- 
cratic unionism in America. It must 
challenge the policy of government- 
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approved unionism, of government 
wage freezes, “loyalty” oaths and 
screenings, of  Taft-Hartley-engi- 
neered N.L.R.B. elections. It must 
have a fighting approach on all is- 
sues, infusing the workers with ideas 
around which they can be most ef- 
fectively united in common struggle. 
Such a Left-wing trend will have 

to work out its own national pro- 
gram, a good draft of which is rep- 
resented in the Declaration of Prin- 
ciples that appeared in the first issue 
of the republished magazine, March 
of Labor, although such programs 
will undoubtedly be further concre- 
tized industry by industry. 
The reports we receive indicate that 

discussions are already taking place 
among workers as to how to go 
about organizing such an overall 
Left-wing movement in the trade 
unions. Some trade unionists project 
the idea of one co-ordinating center 
nationally and in each locality that 
would unite all progressive-led un- 
ions and all the Left-wing rank-and- 
file groups in the Right-led unions. 
Others, more correctly, in my opin- 
ion, point out that if these Left-wing 
trade unionists tried this, it would 
be wrong, since it would endanger 
the rank-and-file movements in the 
Right-led unions. However, just be- 
cause it is not advisable to proceed in 
this direct way does not mean that the 
Left wing in the trade unions should 
remain disorganized and splintered 
up. They themselves must find ef- 



fective forms of co-ordination and 
united action. 
Under these circumstances it is 

necessary that the members of the 
trade unions who adhere to the poli- 
cies and activities of the Left should 
in their discussions combine their 
own experiences with previous ex- 
periences of American trade union- 
ists. —The Communists or our co- 
workers should not hesitate to par- 
ticipate in such discussions and join 
with the large sections of non-Com- 
munist Left-wing trade unionists in 
hammering out answers to these ques- 
tions. Without having finalized opin- 
ions on such questions, it does seem 
to us that there are four main lines 
of action that should receive consid- 
eration: 

1. Among the workers in each in- 
dustry the Left-wing should be or- 
ganized in support of a program 
that represents the best interests of 
the workers in the industry and 
unions of the industry. They should 
aim at winning maximum adherents 
from members and local unions. The 
specific forms of loose organization 
should vary from industry to indus- 
try and should be decided by those 
concerned. Such Left-wing forces, 
while popularizing their own pro- 
gram and projecting their own can- 
didates, should also follow a policy 
in union elections of joining with 
broader forces on minimum pro- 
grams. 

2. The workers in the unions con- 
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cerned should try to influence th 
speeding up of the national co-ord. 
nation decided upon and publicly 
announced some months ago by the 
representatives of the great majority 
of the progressive-led Internationals 
expelled by C.I.O. No doubt, th 
crystallization of such national oo 
ordination was held up due to, 
number of reasons, such as differ. 
ent levels of development in various 
unions, the fact that over a period 
of a year some unions were already 
expelled from C.1.O. and others not, 
the continued illusions that som 
unions could avoid expulsion, the 
tendency toward going it alone on 
the part of some Internationals, etc, 
While the city coordinating com. 
mittees of the locals of these pro- 
gressive-led Internationals are not 
dependent upon national co-ordina 
tion, certainly its establishment will 
strengthen them. 

3. Support should be given to the 
republished Left-wing trade-union 
magazine March of Labor which is 
independent of such a national co 
ordinating committee. The two is 
sues that have appeared demon- 
strate its role and purpose and how 
useful it can be. In many respects, 
establishment of guarantees for the 
continued publication and mounting 
circulation of this magazine is the 
most important factor in all aspects 
of the building and activating of 
a Left wing in the trade-union move- 
ment. The magazine can provide the 
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medium for reaching tens of thou- 

sands of members in all unions with 
qa Left-wing program and with an 
exchange of experiences of members 

of different unions. The magazine 
can serve as that bridge between the 
separately existing Left-wing move- 
ments in various trade unions. If it 
had tens of thousands of readers, the 
magazine would normally become 
a powerful organizational force in 
each city, industry and union. 

4. Supplementary to these organi- 
zational forms of the Left-wing 
movement in the trade unions, there 
will also exist the various united- 
front bodies on a local or national 
level. 

It is clear, comrades, that there 
does not yet exist such a varied type 
of Left-wing organization in the 
trade-union movement today. It is 
understandable why this discussion 
goes on today, for it is evident that 
the organizing of this Left-wing in 
the trade unions today is the most 
decisive, key and urgent task that 
confronts all trade unionists at this 
moment. 

ESTIMATE OF PARTY WORK 
IN TRADE-UNION FIELD 

In these last six months we have 
stepped up our struggle for Party 
policy among our members in the 
trade unions, especially in trade- 
union leadership. The main struggle 
today continues to be against right 
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opportunist tendencies — especially 
the tendency to evade sharp political 
issues of a controversial character 
and concern oneself only with so- 
called pure-and-simple trade-union 
questions and, in a few cases, to 
avoid a class-struggle policy even on 
economic issues. This latter tendency 
is connected with defeatist feelings. 
Almost nowhere is there a real or- 
ganized fight for united labor action 
by those unions where the Left is in 
the leadership, a situation which 
leads to isolation from the masses of 
the rank and file in Right-led trade 
unions. While considerable progress 
has been made in the struggle against 
white chauvinism in the ranks of 
our trade-union members, this task 
is far from complete and must be 
relentlessly carried forward. 

Irrespective of what industry or 
union we may have in mind, or 
what city or state we are working 
in—irrespective of whether it is a 
Left-led or Right-led union—the 
great emphasis we placed six months 
ago on united working-class action 
from below as the key to developing 
all aspects of “fight back” struggles, 
remain equally true at this moment 
and must be our guiding policy 
everywhere. 

The single biggest job today is to 
learn to rely upon the mass of our 
Party members in the trade unions 
and not just on a few leaders. In 
fact, the main reliance upon the 
Party rank-and-file will help strength- 



en the position of Party members 
in positions of trade-union leader- 
ship. If organized and given proper 
leadership by the respective Party 
bodies, these are a tremendous force. 
Our Party Committees in industries 
where there are progressive-led trade 
unions must concentrate their main 
efforts on clarification and execution 
of policy on major political ques- 
tions, rather than try to substitute 
themselves for the union or to cross 
every “t” and dot every “i” of trade- 
union policy and practice. 

Irrespective of the growing diffi- 
culties of functioning in this period, 
among many things, two are de- 
cisive: 

a) There must be a greater fight 
than ever before for ideological clar- 
ity on the part of comrades in trade- 
union work and guarantees must be 
established with reference to reading 
and discussing Party newspapers, pe- 
riodicals, and literature. 
b) There must be guaranteed, ir- 

respective of how many new forms 
may have to be resorted to, the regu- 
lar functioning of the Party mem- 
bers in an organized way. 

Before concluding this report, let 
me say a few words on the func- 
tioning of the trade-union depart- 
ment and an estimation of our work. 
Despite all the difficulties of the last 
period we have tried to hold fast to 
the main policies in the report and 
resolution on trade-union work 
adopted last March. With many ap- 
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parent weaknesses for which th 
trade-union department bears th 
first responsibility, the things 
which we have tried to hold fa 
were the emphasis on transferring 
our main attention and work to th 
basic industries and the non-Lef 
unions, alerting the Party to the pos 
sibilities of developing shop and 
trade-union struggles on the wage is 
sue as well as other grievances, jn. 
fluencing the workers to fight for 
sound peace policy and against Amer. 
ican intervention in Korea, consoli- 
dating the Left-wing and organizing 
it in its varied organizational forms 
and developing its activities. Within 
each of these fields of work there 
has been headway made, but there 
are also serious shortcomings. I have 
tried to indicate them throughout 
the report, and if any given field of 
work were examined _ separately, 
these could be gone into in greater 
detail. 
The trade-union department has 

had many difficulties of personnel 
reductions nationally and in the dis 
tricts, of serious gaps in the func 
tioning of the remaining personnel, 
of growing difficulties in meeting 
with comrades in the trade unions, 
and, not unimportantly, the serious 
consequences of the government-n- 
forced ban on the National Labor 
Secretary’s right to travel, which 
means his inability to visit the res 
of the country where the main in- 
dustrial workers and trade unions 
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are to be found. As distinct even 

from other departments in the Party 
National Office, the difficulties of 
meeting Party members in the trade 
unions and learning from them, as 
well as transmitting Party thinking 
and policies, has become a major 
obstacle to effective work. Lastly, I 
would urge the reconstitution of the 
trade-union departments in those 

districts where they were virtually 
wiped out and the guaranteeing of 
consistent leadership in our trade- 
union work, under any and all cir- 

cumstances. 
In conclusion, let me re-emphasize 

the decisive importance of work 

among the trade-unionists in the dif- 
ficult period that lies ahead. We have 
a sound policy. We must under all 
circumstances defeat the efforts of 
the enemy to isolate us from the 
workers and their trade unions. 
There are such dangers in a number 
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of districts and industries today. We 
must be so rooted among the work- 
ers and work in such a skillful way, 
making all the tactical adjustments 
necessary without ever compromising 
basic working-class principles, that, 
come what may, Communists will be 
at work shoulder to shoulder with 
workers in the shops and unions. 
While the bourgeoisie in its fury of 
desperateness is intensifying its at- 
tacks upon us, it is inevitable that 
the way will be opened for the in- 
volvement of broad sections of work- 
ers and their unions in struggle 
against unloading the cost of the 
war upon the workers, against the 
growing pro-fascist reactionary as- 
saults and, in the course of this, 
against the imperialist war drive it- 
self. This Plenum, in the report of 
Comrade Hall and all others, equips 
our Party for the fight ahead. 

Due to exigencies of space, we are compelled 
to postpone publication of the report by Pettis 
Perry to the September Plenum of the Na- 
tional Committee, C.P.U.S.A., titled, “Further 
Strengthening the Fight Against White Chau- 
vinism.” This important Report will be pub- 
lished in our next issue —Editor. 



The National Question and Leninism 
(An Answer to Comrades Meshkov, Kovalchuk, and Others) 

By Joseph Stalin 

[Dated March 18, 1929, this im- 
portant work was published in 1949, 
in Russian, under the above-stated 
title, by the Marx-Engels-Lenin In- 
stitute, Moscow, in Volume XI of 
the Collected Works of J. V. Stalin. 
[The Foreword of the Institute re- 

fers to this essay as follows: “In the 
hitherto unpublished work, “The Na- 
tional Question and Leninism,’ which 
is devoted to the further development 
of the Marxist-Leninist theory and 
basis of the policy of the Bolshevik 
Party on the national question, J. V. 
Stalin sets forth the state of the new, 
Socialist nations, first formed in the 
Soviet Union; he shows the differ- 
ences in principle between the bour- 
geois and the Socialist nations; and 
he stresses the solidarity and vitality 
of the Socialist nations.” 
[ We present here, for the first time 

in English, Sections II and III (pages 
335-349 of Volume XI) of that pro- 
found contribution to the arsenal of 
Marxism-Leninism.—Editor.] 

THE RISE AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF NATIONS 

One of your serious mistakes con- 
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sists in throwing into one heap 
all presently existing nations and in 
failing to perceive the difference in 
principle between them. There are 
varying nations in the world. There 
are nations that have developed in 
the epoch of rising capitalism, when 
the bourgeoisie, in destroying feudal- 
ism and feudal fragmentation, was 
concentrating the nation into a unit 
and was cementing it. These are the 
so-called “modern” nations. 
You assert that nations arose and 

existed prior to capitalism. But how 
could nations arise and exist before 
capitalism, in the epoch of feudalism, 
when the countries were divided into 
separate independent principalities 
which not only were unconnected by 
national bonds but resolutely denied 
the need of such bonds? Your er- 
roneous assertions notwithstanding, 
no nations existed nor could they 
exist in the pre-capitalist period, since 
there were as yet no national markets, 
there were neither economic nor cul- 
tural national centers; hence, there 
were not in existence those factors 
which liquidate the economic frag- 
mentation of a given people and draw 
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together the hitherto disjointed parts 

of this people into an integrated na- 
tional whole. 

Clearly, the elements of the nation 
—language, territory, community of 
culture, etc—did not drop from the 
skies, but were already forming them- 
selves by degrees in the pre-capitalist 
period. But these elements were in 
an embryonic state and at best repre- 
sented a potentiality, in the sense of 
the possibility of forming the nation 
in the future under certain favorable 
conditions, The potentiality became 
actuality only in the period of rising 
capitalism, with its national market, 
its economic and cultural centers. 
We should note in this connection 

the remarkable observations of Lenin 
on the question of the rise of nations 
which are contained in his pamphlet, 
What the “Friends of the People” 
Are and How They Fight the Social- 
Democrats. Polemizing against the 
Narodnik [Populist] Mikhailovsky, 
who derived the rise of national 
bonds and national unity from the 
development of gentile bonds, Lenin 
wrote: 

And so, national ties are a continua- 
tion and generalization of gentile ties! 
Mr. Mikhailovsky, evidently, borrows 
his ideas of the history of society from 
the fairy tale that is taught to school- 
boys. The history of society—this copy- 
book maxim runs—is that first there 
was the family, that nucleus of all so- 
ciety, then the family grew into the 
tribe, and the tribe grew into the state. 
If Mr. Mikhailovsky impressively re- 
peats this childish nonsense, it only goes 
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to show—apart from everything else— 
that he has not the slightest inkling of 
the course even of Russian history. 
While one might speak of gentile life 
in ancient Russia, there can be no doubt 

that by the Middle Ages, the era of the 
Muscovite tsars, these gentile ties no 
longer existed, that it to say, the state 
was based on territorial unions and not 
gentile unions: the landlords and the 
monasteries took their peasants from 
various localities, and the communities 

thus formed were purely territorial un- 
ions. However, one could hardly at that 
time speak of national ties in the true 
sense of the word: the state was divided 
into separate “territories,” sometimes 

even principalities, which preserved 
strong traces of fermer autonomy, pe- 
culiarities of administration, at times 

their own troops (the local boyars went 
to war at the head of their own com- 
panies), their own customs frontiers, 
and so forth. It is only the modern 
period of Russian history (beginning 
approximately with the seventeenth cen- 
tury) that is marked by an actual amal- 
gamation of all such regions, territories 
and principalities into a single whole. 
This amalgamation, most esteemed Mr. 
Mikhailovsky, was not brought about 
by gentile ties, nor even by their con- 
tinuation and generalization, but by the 

growth of exchange between regions, 
the steady growth of commodity circu- 
lation and the concentration of the small 
local markets into a single, all-Russian 
market. Since the leaders and masters 
of this process were the merchant capi- 
talists, the creation of these national 

ties was nothing but the creation of 
bourgeois ties.* 

eV Lenin, What the “Priends of the Peo- 
ple’ Are and How They Fight the Soctal-Demo- 
crats, Moscow, 1946, pp. 33-35. 



Thus stands the question of the 
rise of the so-called “modern” na- 
tions. 

The bourgeoisie and its nationalist 
parties were, and remained during 
this period, the chief directing force 
of such nations. Class peace within 
the nation for the sake of “national 
unity”; expansion of the territory of 
the nation through seizure of foreign 
national territories; mistrust and hos- 
tility toward foreign nations; repres- 
sion of national minorities; a com- 
mon front with imperialism—such 
is the ideological and socio-political 
equipment of these nations. 

Such nations should be character- 
ized as bourgeois nations. Of this 
kind are, for instance, the French, 
English, Italian, North-American and 
other similar nations. Before the es- 
tablishment of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat and of the Soviet system 
in our country, the Russian Ukrain- 
ian, Tartar, Armenian, Georgian and 
other nations in Russia were also such 
bourgeois nations. 

Naturally, the fate of such nations 
is bound up with the fate of capital- 
ism, and with the fall of capitalism 
such nations must leave the scene. 

It is precisely to such bourgeois 
nations that Stalin’s pamphlet Marx- 
ism and the National Question refers 
when it states that “a nation is not 
merely a historical category but a 
historical category belonging to a 
definite epoch, the epach of rising 
capitalism”; that “the fate of the na- 
tional movement, which is essen- 
tially a bourgeois movement, is na- 
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turally connected with the fate ¢ 
the bourgeoisie”; that “the final cg. 
lapse of the national movement \ 
possible only with the collapse of th 
bourgeoisie”; that “only under th 
reign of Socialism can peace be fully 
established.”* 

That is how matters are with refer. 
ence to the bourgeois nations, 

But there are also other nations jp 
the world—the new, Soviet nations 
which have developed and crystal 
lized on the basis of the old, bour. 
geois nations after the overthrow o 
capitalism in Russia, after the liqui- 
dation of the bourgeoisie and its na. 
tionalist parties, after the establish. 
ment of the Soviet system. 
The working class and its interna 

tionalist party constitute the force 
which cements these new nations and 
guides them. The alliance of the 
working class and the toiling peas 
antry within the nation in order to 
liquidate the remnants of capitalism 
for the sake of the victorious construc 
tion of Socialism; the elimination of 
the remnants of national oppression 
for the sake of the equality and free 
development of the nations and ne- 
tional minorities; elimination of the 
remnants of nationalism for the sake 
of establishing friendship between 
the peoples and strengthening inter- 
nationalism; a united front with all 
oppressed and disfranchised nations 
in the struggle against the policy of 
conquest and wars of conquest, i 
the struggle against imperialism— 

* Joseph Stalin, Marxism and the Nationa 
Question, International Publishers, New York, 
1942, p. 17 and p. 24.—Ed., Political Affast. 
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this is the spiritual and socio-political 
physiognomy of these nations. — 

Such nations must be characterized 

as Socialist nations. 
These nations originated and de- 

veloped on the basis of the old, bour- 

geois nations as a result of the liqui- 
dation of capitalism, along the course 
of their radical transformation in 

the spirit of Socialism. No one can 
deny that the present Socialist na- 
tions in the Soviet Union—the Rus- 
sian, Ukrainian, Byelorussian, Tartar, 

Bashkir, Uzbek, Kazakh, Azerbaid- 

jan, Georgian, Armenian, and other 

nations—differ radically from the 
corresponding old, bourgeois nations 
in old Russia, both in respect to their 
class composition and cultural physi- 
ognomy and in respect to their socio- 
political interests and aspirations. 
These are the two types of nations 

known in history. 
You do not agree with the view 

which links the fate of nations, in 
this case the fate of the old, bourgeois 
nations, with the fate of capitalism. 
You do not agree with the thesis that 
the old, bourgeois nations will be 
liquidated with the liquidation of 
capitalism. But with what, indeed, 
can the fate of these nations be linked, 
if not with the fate of capitalism? Is 
it dificult to comprehend that with 
the disappearance of capitalism the 
bourgeois nations engendered by it 
must disappear? Or do you mean, 
perhaps, that the old, bourgeois na- 
tions can exist and develop under the 
Soviet system, under the dictatorship 
of the proletariat? 
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You fear that the liquidation of 
the nations existing under capitalism 
is tantamount to the liquidation of 
nations in general, to the liquidation 
of every nation. Why, on what 
ground? Are you perchance not 
aware that besides the bourgeois na- 
tions there exist also other nations, 
Socialist nations, which are much 
more solidified and vital than any 
bourgeois nation? 

Indeed, in this precisely lies your 
error—that you fail to see other na- 
tions besides the bourgeois nations, 
and thus you have overlooked the 
whole epoch of the formation of 
Socialist nations in the Soviet Union, 
which have risen on the ruins of 
the old, bourgeois nations. 

This is the issue, namely, that the 
liquidation of the bourgeois nations 
does not signify the liquidation of 
nations in general, but merely the 
liquidation of the bourgeois nations. 
On the ruins of the old, bourgeois 
nations rise and develop new, Social- 
ist nations which are much more 
solidified than any bourgeois nation, 
since they are free of the irreconcil- 
able class contradictions which cor- 
rode the bourgeois nations and are 
much more expressive of the people 
as a whole than any bourgeois na- 
tion. 

THE FUTURE OF NATIONS AND 
OF NATIONAL LANGUAGES 

You permit a serious error in equat- 
ing the period of the victory of So- 
cialism in one country with the period 
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of the victory of Socialism on a world 
scale, in asserting that the disappear- 
ance of national differences and na- 
tional languages, the fusion of na- 
tions and the formation of one com- 
mon language, are possible and neces- 
sary, not only with the victory of 
Socialism on a world scale, but also 
with the victory of Socialism in one 
country. In this connection, you con- 
found utterly different phenomena: 
the “abolition of national oppression” 
with “liquidation of national differ- 
ences,” the “abolition of national- 
state barriers” with the “dying out of 
nations,” with the “fusion of na- 
tions.” 

It is necessary to remark that it is 
absolutely impermissible for Marx- 
ists to confound these diverse con- 
cepts. We in our country have long 
ago abolished national oppression; 
but it does not at all follow from 
this that national differences have 
disappeared and that the nations of 
our country have been liquidated. 
We in our country have long ago 
liquidated national-state barriers with 
frontier guards and customs houses, 
but it by no means follows from this 
that the nations have already fused 
and the national languages have dis- 
appeared, that these languages have 
been replaced by some one language 
common for all our nations. 

You are dissatisfied with my speech 
at the Communist University of the 

* Joseph Stalin, “The Political Tasks of the 
University of the Peoples of the East."" Leninism, 
International Publishers, Vol. 1, pp. 181-196.— 
Ed., Polstical Affases. 
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Peoples of the East (delivered jy 
1925) * in which I denied the correg. 
ness of the thesis that under Socialism 
victorious in one country, for instance. 
in our country, national languagy 
would die out, nations would fug 
and in place of the national lap. 
guages one common language would 
appear. 

You are of the opinion that such, 
statement on my part contradicts 
Lenin’s well-known thesis that the 
goal of Socialism is not only th 
abolition of the fragmentation of 
mankind into small states and of 
national aloofness, not only the draw. 
ing together of the nations, but als 
their fusion. 
You are, further, of the opinion 

that it contradicts also another Lenin. 
ist thesis: that with Socialism vic 
torious on a world scale national dit- 
ferences and national languages will 
begin to die out, that after sucha 
victory the national languages wil 
begin to give way to one common 
language. 

That is absolutely untrue, com- 
rades. It is a profound error. 

I stated above that it is impermis 
sible for Marxists to confound and 
lump together such diverse phenon- 
ena as the “victory of Socialism in 
one country” and the “victory of 
Socialism on a world scale.” It should 
not be forgotten that these diverse 
phenomena reflect two completely 
different epochs that are distinct, not 
only as regards time (which is very 
important) but in their very essence. 
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Of course, national mistrust, na- 

tional aloofness, national hostility, 

national conflicts are stimulated and 

supported, not because of some “in- 

nate” sense of national wickedness, 

but due to the striving of imperial- 
ism to subject foreign nations and the 

fear of these nations in the face of 
the menace of national subjection. 
There can be no doubt that so long 
as world imperialism exists this striv- 
ing and this fear will exist; hence, in 
the vast majority of countries there 
will exist national mistrust, national 
aloofness, national hostility, national 

conflicts. Can it be asserted that the 
victory of Socialism and the liquida- 
tion of imperialism in one country 
signify the liquidation of imperialism 
and of national oppression in the 
majority of countries? Clearly, it can- 
not. But from this it follows that the 
victory of Socialism in one country, 
notwithstanding the fact that it seri- 
ously weakens world imperialism, 
nevertheless does not and cannot 
create the necessary conditions for 
the fusion of the world’s nations and 
national languages into a single, com- 
mon whole. 

The period of the victory of Social- 
ism on a world scale differs from 
the period of the victory of Socialism 
in one country primarily in that it 
liquidates imperialism in all countries, 
that it destroys both the striving to 
subject foreign nations and the fear 
of the menace of national subjection, 
that it tears up by the roots national 
mistrust and national hostility, unites 
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the nations in a single system of 
world-wide Socialist economy, and 
thus creates the actual conditions 
necessary for the gradual fusion of all 
nations into a single whole. 

Such is the basic difference between 
these two periods. 

But from this it follows that to 
confound these two different periods 
and to lump them together is to per- 
mit an inexcusable error. Let us take 
my speech at the Communist Uni- 
versity of the Toilers of the East. It 
contains the following statement: 

Certain persons (Kautsky for in- 
stance) talk of the creation of a uni- 
versal language and of all other lan- 
guages dying out during the period of 
Socialism. I am rather skeptical about 
this theory of an all-embracing language. 
At any rate, experience speaks against, 
rather than for, such a theory. Up till 
now, the situation has been that the 
Socialist revolution has not diminished 
but has increased the number of lan- 
guages; for, by stirring the profound 
depths of the masses of humanity, by 
pushing them into the political arena, 
the Socialist revolution has awakened 
to new life a number of hitherto un- 
known or little known nationalities. 
Whoever imagined that tsarist Russia 
consisted of no less than fifty nationali- 
ties and ethnic groups? However, by 
breaking the old chains of a number 
of forgotten peoples and nationalities 
and bringing them on to the scene, the 
October Revolution gave them new 
life and a new development.* 

From this quotation it is evident 

* Ibid., p. 187.—Ed., Political Affasrs. 
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that I took issue with people of the 
type of Kautsky, who has always been 
and remains a dilletante as regards 
the national question, who does not 
grasp the mechanics of the develop- 
ment of nations and has no concep- 
tion of the colossal force of the en- 
durance of nations, who deems the 
fusion of nations possible long before 
the victory of Socialism, while bour- 
geois-democratic systems are still in 
existence, who servilely lauds the 
assimilationist “work” of the Ger- 
mans in Czechia and frivolously as- 
serts that the Czechs have almost 
been Germanized, that the Czechs 

have no future as a nation. 
From this quotation it is further 

evident that in my speech I had in 
mind, not the period of the victory 
of Socialism on a world scale, but 
exclusively the period of the victory 
of Socialism in one country. And I 
asserted (and I continue to assert) 
that the period of the victory of So- 
cialism in one country does not pro- 
vide the conditions necessary for the 
fusion of nations and national lan- 
guages; that, on the contrary, this 
period produces a favorable environ- 
ment for the regeneration and flow- 
ering of the nations formerly op- 
pressed by tsarist imperialism and 
now liberated from national. oppres- 
sion by the Soviet revolution. 

Lately, from this quotation it is 
evident that you have overlooked the 
colossal difference between the two 
diverse historical periods, that in view 
of this you have not grasped the sense 
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of Stalin’s speech, and that as a x. 
sult of all this you have become e. 

tangled in the debris of your ow 

errors. 

Let us turn to Lenin’s theses q@ 
the dying out and fusion of nation; 

after the victory of 
world scale, 

Socialism On a 

Here is one of Lenin’s theses, cited 

from his article “The Socialist Revo 
lution and the Right of Nations t 
Self-Determination,” which was pub- 

lished in 1916 and which for som: 
reason is not quoted in full in your 
letters: 

The aim of Socialism is not only 1 

abolish the present division of mankind 

into small states, and all-national isols. 

tion, not only to bring the nations closer 
to each other, but also to merge them. 

. . Just as mankind can achieve the 
abolition of classes only by passing 
through the transition period of the dic 
tatorship of the oppressed class, so man- 

kind can achieve the inevitable merging 
of nations only by passing through the 
transition period of complete liberation 

of all the oppressed nations, /.e. their 

freedom to secede.* 

And here is another thesis of Lenin, 
which is also not cited in full in your 
letters: 

As long as national and state differ- 

ences exist among peoples and countries 
—and these differences will continue to 

exist for a very long time, even after 

the dictatorship of the proletariat has 

been established on a world scale—the 

*"V. IL Lenin, Selected Works, 
Publishers, Vol. V, pp. 270-271.—Ed. 
Affairs. 
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unity of international tactics of the 
Communist, working-class movement of 

all countries demands, not the elimina- 

tion of variety, not the abolition of 
national differences (this is a foolish 

dream at the present moment), but 

such an application of the fundamental 
principles of Communism (Soviet pow- 

er and the dictatorship of the prole- 

tariat) as will correctly modify these 

principles in certain particulars, will 

properly adapt, apply them to the na- 
tional and national-state differences.* 

It should be noted that this quota- 
tion is taken from Lenin’s pamphlet 
eft-Wing” 

fantile Disorder, which was pub- 
lished in 1920, that is, after the vic- 
tory of the Socialist revolution in one 
country, after the victory of Social- 
ism in our country. 

It can be seen from these quota- 
tions that Lenin relates the process 
of the dying out of national differ- 
ences and of the fusion of nations, 
not to the period of the victory of 
Socialism in one country, but exclu- 
sively to the period after the realiza- 

tion of the dictatorship of the prole- 
tariat on a world scale, that is, to the 

period of the victory of Socialism in 
all countries, when the foundations 
will have been laid for a world So- 
cialist economy. 

From these quotations it is further 
clear that Lenin characterizes as an 
“absurd dream” the attempt to relate 
the dying out of national differences 

Communism, an In- 

* Ibid., Vol. X, p. 135.—Ed., Political Affairs. 
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to the period of the victory of Social- 
ism in one country, in our country. 
From these quotations it is evident, 

besides, that Stalin was absolutely 
right in denying in the course of his 
speech at the University for the 
Toilers of the East the possibility of 
the dying out of national differences 
and national languages in the period 
of the victory of Socialism in one 
country, in our country, and that you 
were absolutely wrong in defending 
something that was in direct opposi- 
tion to Stalin’s thesis. 

Lastly, it is evident from these 
quotations that, in confounding the 
two different periods of the victory 
of Socialism, you did not com- 
prehend Lenin, you distorted Lenin’s 
line on the national question and, 
as a result. unintentionally, took the 
path away from Leninism. 

It would be wrong to assume that 
the abolition of national differences 
and the dying out of national langu- 
ages will occur right after the defeat 
of world imperialism, at one blow, 
by way, as it were, of a decree from 
above. Nothing could be more er- 
roneous than such a view. To at- 
tempt to achieve the fusion of na- 
tions by a fiat from on top, by means 
of coercion, would be to play into 
the hands of the imperialists, to 
frustrate the cause of the liberation 
of nations, to bury the cause of or- 
ganizing the collaboration and 
fraternity of the nations. Such a 
policy would be tantamount to an as- 
similationist policy. 
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You are, of course, aware that the 
assimilationist policy is absolutely 
excluded from the arsenal of Marx- 
ism-Leninism as a policy that is di- 
rected against the people, a pernici- 
ous, counter-revolutionary policy. 

Furthermore, it is well known that 
nations and national languages are 
distinguished for their extraordinary 
tenacity and their colossal force of 
resistance to the policy of assimila- 
tion, The Turkish assimilators—the 
most brutal of all assimilators—tor- 
mented and mutilated the Balkan 
nations for centuries, but they not 
only failed to achieve their assimila- 
tion but were forced to capitulate. 
The Czarist-Russian Russifiers and 
the German-Prussian Germanizers, 
who were scarcely less brutal than 
the Turkish assimilators, for more 
than a century mauled and tortured 
the Polish nation, just as the Persian 
and Turkish assimilators for cen- 
turies mauled, tortured and mur- 
dered the Armenian and Georgian 
nations; but they not only failed to 
achieve the destruction of these na- 
tions, but, on the contrary, they, too, 
were forced to capitulate. 

It is necessary to take all these cir- 
cumstances into account in order to 
foresee correctly the likely course of 
events from the viewpoint: of the 
development of the nations imme- 
diately after the defeat of world 
imperialism. 

It would be erroneous to assume 
that the first stage of the period of 
the world dictatorship of the proleta- 
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riat would mark the beginning 
the dying out of nations and natioy 
languages, the beginning of the fy. 
mation of a single common langug 
On the contrary, the first stage, i 
the course of which national opprs 
sion will be finally liquidated, yj 
be one of the growth and efflor 
cence of previously oppressed nation 
and national languages, the stage ¢ 
the affirmation of the equality of » 
tions, the stage of the liquidation ¢ 
mutual national mistrust, the sag 
of the establishment and strengthe. 
ing of international bonds betwen 
the nations. 
Only in the second stage, th 

period of the world dictatorship ¢ 
the proletariat, as a unitary worl 
Socialist economy, will be cryst- 
lized in place of the world capitals 
economy, only during this stage wil 
there begin to be formed somethin; 
in the nature of a common languag, 
for only in this stage will the nation 
feel the need of having, alongsite 
with their national languages, on 
common international language, to 
facilitate communication and t 
facilitate economic, cultural an 
political collaboration. Hence, in this 
stage the national languages and the 
common international language wil 
have a parallel existence. It is po 
sible that at first there will arise, no 
one common world economic centt! 
with one common language for a 
nations, but several zonal economt 
centers for separate groups of o 
tions with a separate common langu- 
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age for each group of nations, and 

only subsequently these centers will 

combine into one common world 

center of the Socialist economy with 

one common language for all na- 

tions. 
During the ensuing stage of the 

world dictatorship of the proletariat, 
when the world Socialist system of 
economy will have become sufficient- 
ly strong and Socialism will have 
permeated the peoples’ mode of liv- 
ing, when the nations will have be- 
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come convinced in practice of the 
advantages of the common language 
as against the national languages, 
then the national differences and 
languages will begin to die out and 
give way to the common, universal 
language. 

This, in my opinion, is an approx- 
imate semblance of the future of the 
nations, of the development of the 
nations on the path toward their 
fusion in the future. 



By A. S. Fulbright 

INTRODUCTION 

Turoucuout the capitalist world the 
share in the national income of the 
working people, representing the 
overwhelming majority of the péo- 
ple in any country, remains steadily 
low and continues to fall. At the 
same time the share of the capitalists, 
representing but an_ insignificant 
part, in numbers, of the population 
of any country, remains steadily 
high and continues to rise higher. 

The struggle of the workers 
against the bosses in the capitalist 

world, for a slightly more equitable 
share of the national incomes, ac- 
tually just a race between falling real 
wages and rising prices, is marked 
by wave after wave of strikes. In 
the first year after World War II, 
over four million American workers 
participated in strikes. And despite 
the two hundred anti-labor 
laws passed by Congress, especially 
the reactionary Taft-Hartley Law 
of 1947, the postwar strike move- 
ment has continued. In 1947, 2,170,- 
ooo workers struck; in 1948—2,280,- 
000; in 1949—over 3 million. 

At the same time American work- 
ers daily have to face and to fight 
against unemployment, the capital- 

over 

How People Live in the Soviet Unio 

ist way of life, against discriminat 
in the employment and remuner:. 
tion of Negroes and of wome, 

against discrimination in the hiring 

of older workers, against a rising 
cost of living. 

Before the Korean adventure, ther 
were 45 million unemployed ap 
partially employed in the capitalis 
world—18 million in the USA 
Everywhere workers have to fac 

the fact that the age of 36-40 marks 
the limits of their working-life span 
Signs in employment offices inform 
applicants that those over 40 need 
not apply. Negroes are paid consider. 
ably less than white workers for the 
same work; the average wage o! 
women is 16-20% lower than that 
men in the United States. 
The U.S. rearmament program 

which, it seems, after Wall Street’ 
aggressive war in Korea will inten 
sify rather than decrease, has been 
bringing us higher taxes, higher 
prices, lower production of con- 
sumers’ goods. We are now prom 
ised steady increases in what we have 
to pay out to help defray rearme 
ment expenditures, expected to ris 
from 14 billion dollars this year to 
30 billion next year, and 40-50 bil 
lions the year following. 
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During this period of a rising 

cost of living and falling real wages, 

our outward standard of living has 

been deceptively kept up through a 

most vicious element of the “Ameri- 

can way of life,’—installment buy- 

ing. This “way” has put half the 

country in debt (to installment 

houses). This indebtness, euphemis- 

tically called installment buying, has 

reached 21 billion dollars. 
This same postwar period has had 

different meaning to the So- 
ci; Unemployment had 

been wiped out in the Soviet Union 
by 1930, thus eliminating an item 
which in 1929 represented 11% of 
the social insurance budget—136.4 
million rubles—money which from 

spent on the con- 
homes, sanatoria, 

quite a 

list W 

then on could be 

struction of rest 

clubs, schools, etc. 

By 1939-40 the Soviet population 
had begun to attain the high stand- 

ard of living envisaged in their 5- 
year Plans. Promises fulfilled had be- 
come a way of life. The war inter- 
vened, and not only checked the pro- 

gressive rise in the living standards 

of the people, but set them back. 

While in the land of Socialism no 

one made profits from the war, 
losses were extremely great. But 
immediately after the war the Soviet 

Union undertook the rapid rehabili- 

tation from the war devastation and 
resumed its steady advance. A new 

Five-Year Plan was charted by the 
great Bolshevik Party led by Stalin. 
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In living attestation of the superior- 
ity of the Socialist system, the Plan 
was launched to fulfill the task of 
completing the structure of the class- 
less Socialist society and of effecting 
the gradual transition from Social- 
ism to Communism. The systematic 
advance in the material and cultural 
standards of the Soviet people must 
be viewed as an integral part of this 
historic task. 

THE STANDARD OF LIVING OF 
THE SOVIET CITIZEN 

The month of March has taken 
on special meaning of late for the 
Soviet consumer. Each March in the 
past two years the Council of Min- 

the U.S.S.R. has decreed 
sweeping price reductions in food, 
clothes, automobiles, bicycles. This 
past March saw the third reduction in 
prices since the end of war-time ra- 
tioning in 1947. And Soviet people 
have into the 
habit of expecting to see each March 
a further rise in their steadily im- 
proving living standards through 
lowered prices on food, clothing and 
other goods. 

This regularity may remove the 
element of surprise from this aspect 
of Soviet living, but, on the other 
hand, it strengthens the feeling of 
security of the Soviet citizen. 
They have seen their country rise 

out of the ruins of civil war and 
foreign intervention and the heritage 

isters of 

now set themselves 
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of a backward czarist economy, to a 
high point of industrialization, to a 
collectivized, mechanized agricul- 
ture, to full Socialism and the laying 
of the foundations for the Commu- 
nism that is the next stage of devel- 
opment of Soviet society. 

Conditions of peace in the world 
have helped accelerate the progress of 
the Soviet citizen toward the attain- 
ment of his aim for a good, full 
Socialist life; whereas the threat of 
war or the fact of war have worked 
only as a brake on this program, 
causing switches in the economy 
from production of goods for con- 
sumers’ needs to goods for war 
needs, as was the case in the late 
war. In the midst of the third 5-Year 
Plan, which had as one of its main 
aims the widening of the produc- 
tion of consumers’ goods, the ripen- 
ing war situation made necessary 
increased steel production and low- 
ered consumers’ goods production. 
This was in 1939, at a time when the 
living standard of the average man 
in the street (city and village) had 
risen to a very high point, as we have 
already pointed out. 
By 1939 the annual national in- 

come had increased sixfold, as com- 
pared to 1913, that is from 21 billion 
rubles to 128 billion rubles (based 
on the 1926-27 price index). The 
average base pay had risen from 
708 rubles per year in 1928—the first 
year of the first 5-Year Plan—to 
4,100 rubles per year. 

For the same period the ny, 
ber of industrial and white col, 
workers had risen from 11.2 milli, 
to 30.4 million men and women, 

In the countryside the changes we, 
no less sharp. Before 1917 the po 
and middle farmers had a total ¢ 
137 million hectares of land portion: 
out among them. By 1939 the colle, 

tive farmers had 342 times as mud 
or 488 million hectares of land unt: 
tillage. Before 1917 the poor a 
middle farmers had produced x 
billion poods* of grain a year, }j 
1939 socialized agriculture was pp 
ducing 7.2 billion poods of grain; 
year. 
The indivisible** funds of the ci 

lective farm had risen, by 1939, 
21 billion rubles, of which only 1/x 
constituted previous peasant prop 
erty (brought into the collective) ani 
the remaining 9/10 the Socials 
property accumulated by the colle: 
tive farms. 

Before 1917 the poor and middk 
farmers had produced annually i 
poods of grain to a family, of whid 
part had to be turned over to th 
landlords as land rent. By 1939 eat 
collective farm-family was annual) 
producing an average of 360 poot 
of grain. 

For just the years 1936-1939 th 
money income of each farmer ros 
1% times. 

* 1, pood—36 Ibs. ; 
** That part of the collective farm incom 

which is not distributed but is set aside to be uxt 
for the farm as a whole. 
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Indication of the rising living 

standards of the working people of 

both city and countryside was the 
rise in production of consumers’ 

goods. From 108 billion rubles 
(1926-1927 prices) in 1913 it rose to 
53-7 billion rubles by 1940, or five- 
fold. For this same period the popu- 
lation increased 40% (inclusive of 
Western Byelorussia, the Western 
Ukraine, Bessarabia and the Baltic 
republics). For just the years 1933- 
39 the sale of products of consump- 
tion to the people rose 2.9 times 
(food products—3.2 times and other 
products 2.5 times) : meat—5-7 times, 

butter—8.4 times, clothing—2.4 times, 
shoes—2.4 times. 
Savings accounts rose from 261 

million rubles in 1929 in the cities to 
over 5 billion rubles by 1939, and 
from 55 million rubies in 1929 in the 
countryside to 976 million rubles by 
1939—an average of a sixfold rise. 

In 1913 there were only 8 million 
children in elementary and middle 
schools. For the school year 1938-39 
there were 3142 million children in 
Soviet schools. Literacy which in 
1913 had been 24% had risen by 
1939 to 81.2%. 

WAR DAMAGE AND 
POSTWAR PLAN 

The war inflicted on the Soviet 
people by the German fascists (1941- 
1945) could not but reflect itself on 
the standard of living of the coun- 
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try. The national economy suffered 
destruction to the value of 679 bil- 
lion rubles. The country lost 7 mil- 
lion men and women in dead. De- 
stroyed were 32 thousand industrial 
enterprises, 65 thousand kilometers* 
of railroad lines, 98 thousand collec- 
tive farms, almost 2,000 state farms, 
about 3,000 Machine and Tractor 
Stations, 1,710 cities, over 70,000 vil- 
lages, 66.2 million square meters** 
of living quarter space (depriving 
25 million people of shelter), 82,000 
schools, 6,000 hospitals, 976 sanatoria, 
656 rest homes, go2 bath houses. 

During the war years the coun- 
try’s economy and its national in- 
come had to serve the needs of the 
war, of the front. As Stalin put it 
during the war: “The Soviet people 
gave up many necessities, consciously 
accepted serious deprivation so as 
to give more to the front.” 

But by February 9, 1946, Stalin in 
discussing the new 5-Year Plan 
(adopted by the Supreme Soviet of 
the U.S.S.R., March 18, 1946) in his 
pre-election speech could promise the 
Soviet people that: 

The principal aims of the new Five- 
Year Plan are to rehabilitate the rav- 
aged areas of the country, to restore 
the pre-war level in industry and agri- 
culture, and then to surpass the level 
in more or less substantial measure. To 
say nothing of the fact that the ration- 

* 1 kilometer = .621 miles 
** 1 meter — 1 yard, 3.37 inches 

1 square meter = 10.764 square feet 

> 
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ing system will shortly be abolished, 
special attention will be directed to 
extending the production of consumers’ 
goods, to raising the living standard of 
the working people by steadily lower- 
ing the price of all goods, and to the 
widespread construction of all manner 
of scientific research institutions that 
can give science the opportunity to de- 
velop its potentialities. 

The Plan called for the comple- 
tion of the transition from the ration- 
ing system to unrestricted Soviet 
trade by 1946-1947. The 1946 drought 
caused a postponement from the 
earliest possible date. But by Sep- 
tember of 1947 General Malenkov, a 
member of the Politburo of the 
C.P.S.U.(B), could state, in an ad- 
dress to the Conference in Poland 
which formed the Information Bu- 
reau of Communist Parties, that by 
the end of the year rationing would 
be abolished in the U.S.S.R. and that 
prices would be reduced. This report 
was made public through the pages 
of Pravda, December 9, 1947. 

And on December 14, 1947, the 
Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. 
and the Central Committee of the 
C.P.S.U. jointly issued a decision on 
the abolition of rationing simultane- 
ously with a wide monetary reform, 

to take effect as of December 16 of 
that year. Reductions in the retail 
prices of foodstuffs and clothing 
were also concurrently introduced. 

This was followed by further reduc- 
tions in 1948 (this time in the prices 

a 

of automobiles, bicycles, _ radigs 

Watches, cigarettes, caviar, vodk, 

wine, but not of basic foodstuffs 

then again in 1949 and 1950. Th 

first food price cut (1947) maj 
for a yearly saving by the peopk 
of 86 billion rubles. ' 
cut (March 1949) 
saving of 71 billion rubles thy 

The third and _ latest fog 
price reduction will ensure the po; 

ulation a saving of 110 billion rubles 
Between the second and third cu 

and as a direct result of these cu 
the purchasing power of the rubk 

increased twofold and, further, re 
wages increased twofold. 

Overall per capita incomes of in 
dustrial and white collar worker 
have risen 24% over their 1940 in 
comes, and of farmers—more than 
20% over their 1940 incomes. 

The total national income had riser 
(in comparative prices) from 21 bi 

lion rubles in 1913 to 128.3 billio 
rubles in 1940 and is climbing to 17 
billion rubles this year. In 1913 bu 
a small fraction of the national ix 
come fell to the share of the worker 

and the toiling peasantry, the bulk 
of it going to the ruling classes. h 
Soviet times the entire national in- 

come is at the disposition of the 
working people. Twenty-five to 27 
of the national income is used up 
the expansion of the national econ 
omy and the formation of reserve 
(whereas in capitalist countries unde 
the best of conditions only 8-12% is 
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thus expended). And 73-75% of the 

national income is consumed by the 

workers, the farmers and the intel- 

lectuals. 

CRITERIA FOR LIVING 

STANDARDS 
A full evaluation of the standard 

of living of a people requires an 
analysis of the following elements: 

1) the ownership of the means of 

production; 2) the size of the na- 
tional income and the working peo- 

ple’s share in it; 3) the rate of em- 

ployment and of unemployment (full 
and, connected with 

this, the number of dependents sup- 
ported by each person working; 4) 
working conditions (length of work- 
ing day, vacations, intensity of labor 
and conditions of labor safeguards, 
injury rate, sickness rate, sanitary 
and hygienic conditions, work dis- 
abilities, protection of the labor of 
women and minors, etc.); 5) living 

conditions (housing, public services, 
public health, education, social insur- 
ance, social security, etc.); 6) size of 
savings accounts; 7) actual volume 
of consumption. But the most impor- 

tant consideration is the question of 
security of employment. 

and partial) ; 

Also to be considered in character- 
izing the standard of living are data 
on death and birth rates, the life 
span, the age until which men and 
women are capable of working, the 

physical development of the youth, 
etc. 

SHARING THE NATIONAL 
INCOME 

The basic law of the Soviet Union 
states: 

The economic foundation of the 
U.S.S.R. is the socialist system of econ- 
omy and the socialist ownership of the 
instruments and means of production, 
firmly established as a result of the 
liquidation of the capitalist system of 
economy, the abolition of private own- 
ership of the instruments and means of 
production, and the elimination of the 
exploitation of man by man. (Art. 4 
of the Constitution of U.S.S.R.) 

The distribution of the national 
income is based on the Socialist own- 
ership of the means of production. 
Before the October Socialist Revolu- 
tion, 15.9 percent of the population 
controlled the entire country’s means 
of production. 

Before 1917 three-fourths of the 

entire national income went to only 
one-tenth of the population. National 
income in the U.S.S.R. is shared in 
its entirety by the working people 
of the U.S.S.R. There is no exploit- 
ing class in the U.S.S.R., 25-27 per- 
cent of the national income is used 
in the expansion of the country’s 
economy, for social insurance, for 
education and physical education, 
culture, defense, etc., in the inter- 
ests of the working people, and 73-75 
percent of the national income re- 
verts directly to the workers, farm- 
ers and intellectuals of the U.S.S.R. 
What portion of the national in- 



come goes to each Soviet individual 
is more difficult to determine. The 
principle applied in the U.SS.R. 
in remuneration for work done 
is the principle of Socialism ex- 
pressed in the motto: “From each 
according to his ability, to each ac- 
cording to his work.” Salaries, col- 
lective farm workday remuneration, 
fees and honoraria for actors, artists, 
writers, thus naturally vary widely. 
A system of payment has been 
worked out in the U.S.S.R. which 
takes into account the difference be- 
tween skilled and unskilled labor, 
between heavy and light work. (At 
the same time every opportunity for 
full training and education in all 
fields is ensured through free voca- 
tional, technical and agricultural 
training both at one’s place of work 
and in the classes and schools con- 
ducted throughout the country, 
through free education through the 
seventh grade, through a system of 
state stipends for all students in in- 
stitutes and universities who have 
good marks.) 

In industry the piece-work system 
prevails with progressively higher 
wages as individual quotas are over- 
fulfilled as well as bonuses to Stak- 
hanovites when the plant as a whole 
exceeds its planned output. Workers, 
technicians and engineers directly in- 
volved in production are paid higher 
than those working in offices. Those 
employed in remote regions (e.g., the 
Far North) receive higher wages. 
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That applies also to workers, tech. 
nicians and engineers employed i 
centers of new basic industrial cop. 

struction—(in the Urals, in Siberia 
in the Far East, etc., where wages 
are higher by 20 percent). In harm. 
ful or dangerous trades, such as min. 
ing, workers get additional bonuses 
of from 10 to 30 percent, depending 
on their years of service. 

In 1928 the average wage for the 
entire Soviet economy was 708 rubles 
a year, or 59 rubles a month. In 
1940 it was 4,100 rubles a year, or 
341 rubles 66 kopeks a month. Las 
year it was 5,084 rubles a year (2 
percent higher than in 1940), or 423 
rubles and 66 kopeks per month. 
This year, it is expected, the statistical 
average individual annual income 
will reach 6,000 rubles (or 500 rubles 
a month). Actual average factory 
earnings, however, are between goo 
and 1,000 rubles a month, since the 
average output is 180 percent of the 
set quota and many produce 200 per- 
cent and more of the quota. 

In addition, bonuses are paid work- 
ers by a plant when the monthly plan 
as a whole has been overfulfilled 
These bonuses are divided among 
the workers in the plant’s offices, as 
well as among the production staff, 
and usually amount to about 50 
rubles a month. 
Average wages were 12 percent 

higher in 1949 than in 1948 (24 per 
cent higher than in 1940), but it may 
be of interest to note some basic wagt 
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rates for 1948 that we have at hand 

for the Stalin Auto Plant and the 

Kaganovich Ball-Bearing Plant, both 

in Moscow. 

Stalin Auto Plant 

Basic ag ped Wage 
Job Category (In Rubles) 

Molder goo-1600 
Shaft Maker 650-1700 
Smelter . 1200-1600 
Pourer 1400-1600 
Punch Operator . 800-1400 
Sand Blaster 750-1000 
Universal Fitter ......... 700-1400 
Plumber 500-1100 
Gas Welder 600-1200 
Electric Welder ......... 700-1200 
Electrician .............. 500-1200 
SINE seskinsesce sess 450-700 
Painter 450-700 
BEE sinascvanscnusdna 600-750 
er Te 600-800 
Crane Mechanic ........ g00-1000 
Driver eer TTT 
Locomotive Mechanic ... 1100-1600 
Train Assembler . 1000-1100 
Maintenance Man (part 
time) 500-650 

1st Moscow Kaganovich 
Ball-Bearing Plant 

Basic Monthly Wage 
Job Category (In Rubles) 

Punch Operator 700-120u 
Roller 700-1000 
Trimmer 500-900 
Rigger 500-800 
Molder 700-2000 
Steel Worker 1000-2000 
Model Maker 800-1500 
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Shaft Maker .......... . 800-1200 
 -. ere, 800-1500 
Machine Tool Worker 400-1000 
Pnepetter ......... 450-600 
SO ae 600-1500 
Milling Machine enon 500-1000 
Peer ....... 500-900 
Polisher ..... 700-1600 
errr 600-1100 
Electrician 600-900 
UE ea vcseiscan ... 500-800 
Automobile Mechanic 600-1000 
EE hacen kes Wea souks 850-1000 
ere 600-1000 
Machine Operator ....... 500-900 
EE saxxteccnenaes 700-1000 
EE accenbapenennn 600-900 
Mason .................. 600-900 
Ree 500-1000 
Concrete Worker ........ 500-900 
Furnace Tender ......... 500-700 
Cleaning Woman ....... 300-350 
errr: 800-1000 

BRITISH DELEGATION 
FINDINGS 

A few months ago a British work- 
ers’ delegation of twenty spent two 
weeks in the U.S.S.R. collecting data 
on the Soviet standard of living. At 
the Caliber Precision Instrument 
Plant in Moscow, for instance, they 
found the average wage to be 876 
rubles a month (ranging from 500- 
3000 rubles a month). They found 
young workers of 17 making 800-900 
rubles a month. 
Members of the delegation visited 

building sites and questioned con- 
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struction workers about their wages. 
They found a girl of 22 operating all 
the machinery from the mixer plat- 
form and receiving an average wage 
of 1,000 rubles a month. Bricklayers 
were making 
month, carpenters, 
laborers, 600-780 rubles. 

1200-2000 rubles a 

g00-1200 rubles, 

found 

Qso 

In the metal industry they 

whose , 

month 75 
rubles a month with bonuses includ- 
ed; base pay of 

smelters 

rubles a 
base pay was 

reaching 2700-7500 

rollers was found to 

be 980 rubles a month, of shearers, 
750 rubles. 

Average wages at the Stalingrad 
Tractor Works found to be 
1500 rubles a month. Stakhanovites 
during the period around the dele- 
gation’s visit 

were 

were averaging 
rubles a month. Workers in mainte- 

3000 

nance were averaging 1200-1500 ru- 
bles a month, tool makers 2000-2500 

rubles. 
At a candy factory in Kiev, average 

wages were found to be 660 rubles 
a month, with the highest wage 1300 

rubles for the month. 
People, however, are not mean or 

average, but real individuals, and to 
get a true picture of the Soviet citi- 

zen’s income it will be helpful to 
examine the incomes of specific indi- 
viduals. 

TYPICAL INDUSTRIAL 

FAMILY INCOMES 

Let us take railway engineer Alek- 
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sci Zharenov, of the Moscow-Rybno 

line, for instance. His basic month] 
wage is 1,300 rubles. In an averag 

month he makes an additional 1 

rubles for exceeding his norm (6 
a te 

quota), a 1200 rubie bonus a mont 

for saving fuel, another 100 rubk 

if he repairs his engine on the ru 
In addition, he receives regularly 2» 

1 ’ c _ . 1° ] - 

rubles a month for his high qualific. 
tion and a 260-ruble seniority bony 

} 
for having worked on the line ove 

10 years. In all, his total earnings fo 
a month will amount to 4,582-4,6% 
rubles. 

Beyond this in the month of M 
last year, for example, he received 
3,500 rubles as a premium for h 
faultless work for the year 1948. 
Or let take the Kuzminsky 

family of Kharkov, consisting 

mother, father, and 
daughter. All but the mother wor 
at the Kharkov Tractor plant. Afa 
nasi Kuzminsky, the father, instruc 

us 

two sons, 

young workers; Vitali, the elder son 
is a junior equipment servicing en- 
gineer; Evgeni, the younger son, is 
a lathe operator; Lidia, the daugh 
ter, is a draftsman. Together the 
bring in 4000 rubles a month. 
On the other hand, Ivan Griaznoi, 

a miner in the Moscow Region, alone 
makes 3800-4009 rubles a month. 

In another mining family, that o 
Georgi Vasnikov in the Donbas 
there are two earners: Georgi, a mit- 
ing technician with a working ste 
tus of forty-four years, and his wile, 

Evdoki 

teacher. 

They 

son. V 

tor in | 

a baby 
Antoni 

ing stu 

month! 
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2950 rl 
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a state 
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Fvdokia, an elementary — school 

teacher. 

They have two daughters and a 

son. Viktoria, the eldest, is a doc- 

tor in Chernigov, married and with 
a baby son. The younger children, 
Antonia and Evgeni are both min- 
ing students in Stalino and receive 
monthly state stipends. 

Together Georgi and his W ife earn 

2859 rubles a month. He earns an 
average of 2200 rubles a month, plus 

a state pension of 550 rubles. His 
wife’s salary is 1100 rubles a month 
(including a long service monthly 

bonus of 200 rubles). 

K. Smirnov, who operates cigarette- 
the Dukat To- 

bacco Factory, makes 2,500 rubles a 

casing machines at 

month on an average. 

FARM FAMILY INCOMES 

On the collective farms the farm- 

ers receive returns for their labor in 

kind and in money on the basis of 
the number of workdays put in in 

a year per individual farmer. A work- 
day represents an average quota of 
work accomplished within one day. 

Farmers accomplish the equivalent 

of one and one-half, two, three and 
more workdays within one calendar 
day, so that the possible number of 
workdays does not depend on cal- 
endar days but on one’s work capa- 

city. Much farm work is done in 
Te ; brigades, the members of the bri- 
gades receiving returns based on the 

collective work of the brigade. Addi- 
tional remuneration is made for rais- 
ing harvest yields and for raising the 
productivity of live stock. 

A typical farm family of six last 
year would have made about 16,500 
rubles for the year, or 1375 rubles a 
month. Ninety-four percent of this 
income would represcnt the family’s 
share of the collective harvest (21 

percent in payment for workdays put 
in and 73 percent from the sale of 
their share of the crops) an 16 per- 

the produce 
In the case 

cent, the return on 

raised on its own plot. 

of the Vasili Afanasevich Bezin fam- 
ily of the “Stakhanovite” Collective 
Farm of the Novo-Pokrovsky Dis- 

trict in the Saratov Region of the 
R.S.F.S.R. (taken as a typical collec- 
tive farm family), the income from 
the collective harvest 
1,000 workdays put in by Collective 
Farmer Bezin and those members 

of his family who helped in the 

collective farm work. For the year 
the family’s share of grain was 330 
poods; of potatoes, 111 poods; of 
milk, 4200 liters;* of meat, 12 poods. 

The family of Prokop Safsai, a 
collective farmer in the Kharkov Re- 

gion in the Ukrainian S.S.R., con- 
sists of Prokop, a brigade leader, and 

his wife, Hanna, both of whom are 
working members of their collective 
farm in the village of Rogan, and 
two daughters, Aleksandra, who is 

represented 

* 

* 1 liter 1 qt., % gill 
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a doctor in a rural hospital, and Irina, 
who is a student at a teacher’s Train- 
ing Institute in Kharkov. 

In 1949 this family received as their 
share of their farm’s income, for 
their workdays—11,542 rubles in 
cash, 3 tons 750 lbs. of grain, 450 
lbs. of apples, 3 tons of vegetables, 
137 lbs. of vegetable oil, the necessary 
fodder for their own two cows, for 
their four sheep and for their pigs. 

It is important in this connection 
to note that the income of the aver- 
age farmer is now over 14 percent 
higher than it was last year and 30 
percent higher than it was in 1940. 

However, the income of the Soviet 
population does not consist solely of 
direct remuneration, in money or in 
kind. To this must be added up to 
another 38 percent, representative of 
social and cultural benefits provided 
free by the Socialist government of 
the U.S.S.R., if we are to get a true 
picture of the real income of the So- 
viet population. Included in these 
benefits are: social insurance, sick 
benefits, pensions — administered 
through trade unions for industrial 
and office workers from funds to 
which they do not contribute. In the 
case of members of collective farms 
and co-operatives such benefits are 
disbursed from mutual benefit funds 
accumulated from their collective in- 
comes and deducted from these in- 
comes before they are distributed 
among the members of the collective. 
It is required that 2 percent of the 
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gross income of collective farms y 
co-operatives be set aside for ths 
fund. 
The social benefits include, furthe 

state pensions; free or reduced ra 
passes (the worker paying 30 percey 
of the cost for 80 percent of ty 
passes, the remaining 20 percen 
being issued free) to sanatoria, reg 
homes and children’s rest home 
benefits to mothers with many chil 
dren (beginning with the birth ¢ 
the third) and to all unmarried 
mothers; free medical services; fre 
elementary education and free vou 
tional training, as well as free train 
ing for the raising of skills; paymen 
of stipends to all institute and uni 
versity students with good marks. 

In 1949 the State spent 110 billion 
rubles on social and cultural py. 
ments and benefits, almost thre 
times as much as in 1940 when 41,40 
million rubles were spent, which ia 
turn was five times as much as tk 
8.3 billion spent in 1932. 

This year 22 billion rubles ar 
being spent on health services alone, 
19 billion rubles on social insurance, 
59-5 billion rubles for education. 
all, 120.7 billion rubles (28.2 percent 
of all expenditures) have been a 
signed from this year’s budget fo 
social and cultural needs (over 1 
billions more than last year). 

JOB SECURITY 

Perhaps of the most outstanding 
significance among the elements ¢t- 
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tering into a total evaluation of the 

well-being of a country's citizens, 1s 

the employment status of that peo- 

he Soviet Constitution (Article 

118) guarantees Soviet citizens the 

right to work, that is, the right to 

employment. The basis for this guar- 

antee, as the Constitution states, 1s 

« _. the Socialist organization of the 

national economy, the steady growth 

of the productive forces of Soviet 

society, the elimination of the pos- 

sibility of economic crises, and the 
abolition of unemployment.” 
Twenty years ago, in 1930, Soviet 

social insurance offices made pay- 
ment for unemployment benefits for 
the last time. After that year, this 
item of expenditure was completely 
eliminated from the budget of the 
State social insurance of the U.S.S.R. 
Unemployment had been wiped out 
in the first two years of the 1st Five- 
Year Plan. 

Soviet citizens do not have to 
worry about dark, rainy days. In the 
capitalist world it is not only the 
unemployed who suffer from unem- 
ployment, but the employed as well, 
since the existence of this large un- 
employed reserve of labor makes 
them insecure and unsure of the 
morrow. The worker employed today 
never knows but what tomorrow 
will bring him a discharge slip. 

In 1928, the first year of the first 
Five-Year Plan, there were 10,800,000 

people employed in all branches of 

the national economy, exclusive of 
agriculture. In 1913, there had been 
an employment figure of 11,200,000. 
Before World War II, in 1940, there 
were 31,200,000 employed, exclusive 
of the collective farmers, and now 
there are 33,500,000 men and women 
employed full-time in all branches 
of Soviet economy, again exclusive 
of the collective farmers. 

The economy of the Soviet state 
is industrial-agricultural, but the 
larger part of the population, per- 
haps 60 percent, is still engaged in 
agriculture, over go percent of which 
has been collectivized. 

Other sections of the population, 
in very small part, are made up of 
members of co-operative, individual 
artisans and individual peasantry, the 
private sector making up only 2.6 
percent (as of the last Soviet census 

in 1939). 
The average family now has more 

than one earner, usually at least two. 
On the basis of the Socialist econ- 
omy the number of dependents each 
earner supports has been reduced 
by a third. 

WORKING CONDITIONS 

Of no less importance to an under- 
standing of a people’s welfare is a 
measurement of its working condi- 
tions. 

The Soviet citizen’s working day 
is now limited by law to eight hours 
for factory and office; to seven, six, 
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or, in some cases, five hours for dan- 
gerous and arduous trades, as for 
example, in the mines, in X-ray in- 
dustrial laboratories, etc.; and to four 
hours in shops where conditions of 
work are especially dangerous, as 
for example, in the production of 
mercury. 

Various categories of intellectual 
workers and professionals, whose 
work is an especial strain on the 
nervous system, also have a short- 
ened working day. Educational and 
scientific workers in higher schools 
of learning work a six-hour day, of 
which only 2.25-3.5 hours are de- 
voted to educational work, the rest 
to research. Elementary and _ sec- 
ondary school teachers work three 
to four hours per day. 

Certain medical workers work 
from five and one-half to seven hours 
a day; pharmacists—seven hours, 
hospital workers—six and one-half 
hours, polyclinic doctors—five and 
one-half hours. 
The Soviet citizen works a six-day 

week, with the seventh day (Sun- 
day) off and is guaranteed a yearly 
paid vacation of from a minimum of 
12 working days to 48 working days 
(depending on work category). 
Minors (boys and girls under 16) 

may only work a six-hour day and 
are guaranteed a yearly vacation of 
24 working days. This affects gradu- 
ates of some Labor Reserves voca- 
tional training schools who are not 
quite 16 on graduation, as well as 
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student-apprentices who may ad. 
nately work one day and study 
day during the latter period of ty 
vocational training. Minors betwe 
14 and 16 (but none younger ty 
14 under any conditions) are p 
mitted to work by trade mie 
under extraordinary circumstany 
Anyone under 18 is accepted & 
work only after a thorough medi 
examination and is required to pa 
a yearly medical examination the, 
after until he has reached 18. Ceri 
trades and categories of work yi 
accept no one under 18. 

Nursing mothers are given tir 
off regularly to nurse their babic- 
two half-hour breaks. This time ¢ 
shortens the working time withe 
any reduction in their pay. 
During the years of the first Fiy 

Year Plan and up to 1940 Sov 
workers worked a seven-hour wot 
ing day, six-day week. But in img 
the threat of war required this tox 
raised to an eight-hour day and: 
seven-day week. The serious wot 
of reconstruction of the county 
economy after the ravages of Worl 
War II has required the maintena 
of the wartime work week. But ov 
time permitted by the unions dur 
the war (with time and a half bf} 
the first two hours of overtime a 
double time for working  beyet 
that) is now no longer permit}? 

In addition to vacations with f 
pay, Soviet workers receive free « 
reduced-rate passes to sanatoria a 

rest hon 
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bies- 

rest homes run by the government 

and the trade unions, as indicated 

earlier in this article. There are now 

1,195 such institutions functioning 

under the trade unions. Twenty per 

cent of the passes are issued free of 

charge, and 80 per cent at charges 

representing but 30 per cent of the 

actual cost of the pass. Last year 
2,100,000 men and women rested 

and received medical treatment at 
these various resorts. During the 
years of this first postwar Five-Year 
Plan, over 11,500,000 industrial work- 

ers and office workers will have been 
cared for in these institutions. 

Of the 5,000,000 children who 
spent their summer holidays in 

-}icamps in the U.S.S.R. in 1949—2,406,- 
ooo children of factory and office 
workers were accommodated in 
trade-union Pioneer camps. This year 
2,500,000 children of factory and of- 
fice workers were accommodated in 
the 6,000 trade-union Pioneer camps 
and a total of 6,000,000 Soviet chil- 

paren spent their holidays at all chil- 
dren’s camps. Parents pay only 30 
per cent of the costs. The main part 
of the expenses is defrayed out of 
the social insurance funds adminis- 
tered by the Soviet trade unions. 
Women factory and office work- 

ers receive maternity leaves of 77 
galendar days (35 calendar days be- 
fore birth and 42 after birth). Dur- 
ing this period they receive benefits 
paid out of social insurance funds 
and equalling from a minimum of 
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two-thirds of their regular pay up 
to full pay. 

Collective farm women are granted 
maternity leaves of one month be- 
fore birth and one month after birth. 
For this two-month period they re- 
ceive payment equalling the re- 
muneration for half of their aver- 
age number of standard workdays 
for such a period. This is paid out 
of funds especially set aside for mu- 
tual benefit. 

Directly related to working con- 
ditions, naturally, is the question of 
labor protection. Over 15 years ago 
control over the observance of labor 
legislation, over the rules and stand- 
ards of safety techniques and indus- 
trial hygiene was entrusted to the 
trade unions. To fulfill these func- 
tions, the trade unions have estab- 
lished a system of technical inspec- 
tion. Inspectors have wide author- 
ity. They have the right to close 
down a shop or even an entire en- 
terprise if these constitute a danger 
to the life or health of the work- 
ers. Some 940,000 active trade union- 
ists are engaged in labor protection 
work, supervising the observance of 
labor laws and the conuditions of 
safety devices in their enterprises. 

Over the years the Soviet trade 
unions have founded 20 research in- 
stitutes and laboratories for the scien- 
tific study of the problems of labor 
protection and safety techniques. 
Safety measures, based on findings 
of these institutes, have been widely 
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introduced into industry. 
During the period of the first Five- 

Year Plan, 460 million rubles were 
expended by the Soviet government 
on safety measures; during the sec- 
ond Five-Year Plan, over 500 mil- 
lion rubles; during the third Five- 
Year Plan up to and through World 
War Il—over 2,551 million rubles. 
During the first year of the current 
Five-Year Plan (the 4th) alone 732 
million rubles were assigned for such 

measures. The Plan stresses the tj, 
ing of measures for the further ip, 
provement of safety devices, venti; 
tion, illumination, sanitation. 
The roth Congress of the Tr: 

Unions of the U.S.S.R., which m 
last year, set as one of the main taj 
of the trade unions the eliminai, 
of the causes of accidents and om 
pational diseases completely. 

(To be concluded in the next issw 
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uroucHouT the thirty-two years of 

he existence of the Soviet Union 

the role of the young people in So- 

jet life has been one of the best 

easures of what living Socialism 
eans. The history of the activity of 

the youth of the Soviet Union, both 

in pre-revolutionary days and in the 
winning of working-class power and 
the building of the Socialist system, 
js of the greatest importance as a 
guide and lesson to Communists, and 
to class-conscious young people in 
particular. Knowing and appreciat- 

ing the experiences and accomplish- 
ments of the Soviet youth give our 
Party the key to understanding the 
leading role which Soviet youth in 
general, and the Communist Youth 
League (Komsomol) in particular, 
is playing among the young people 
of the world in the struggle for peace 
and democracy. One of the keys to 
international solidarity in defense of 
peace is the friendship of the youth 
of the Soviet Union and of the 
United States. For it is American 
youth who are being called upon by 
American imperialism to prepare for 
war against the Soviet Union. It is the 

young people who are being used as 
cannon-fodder in the military ad- 

A Generation of Soviet Youth 

ventures of Wall Street, and who are 
being drafted into an army dedicated 
to aggression. “Here,” say the Tru- 
mans and Dulleses, pointing to the 
Soviet Union, “is your enemy. The 
Soviet Union and the Socialist sys- 
tem are the enemies of the youth. 
Therefore, be ready to fight and hate 
this enemy.” But American youth 
will not be taken in by this talk. 
They know their enemy is unemploy- 
ment and war; they know their 
enemy is poverty and atomic death. 
The bonds of international solidarity 
that were formed in the struggle 
against fascism will not be easily 
broken. Nor will the lesson of the 
heroic struggle of the young people 
of the Soviet Union in the fight for 
peace be lost upon American youth. 
However, the frantic attempts of 
the American imperialists to break 
these bonds and undo this lesson 
present a great danger to the youth 
of the United States. Therefore, it is 
urgent that our Party in its guidance 
to Marxist youth, and in its leadership 
to the young people of our country, 
cement the solidarity of Soviet and 
American youth. This friendship will 
stand as a bulwark against the atom- 
happy destroyers of youth, and will 
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frustrate their plans for still another 
world war. The knowledge of the 
history and the accomplishments of 
a Socialist generation of youth should 
serve to arm us in the struggle against 
the attempt of the imperialists to use 
American young people as sacrifices 
to a new anti-Soviet crusade. 

REVOLUTIONARY ROLE OF 
THE YOUTH 

Young people have ever been a 
vital factor in the revolutionary move- 
ment in all countries. In answer to 
the question as to why there were 
so many young people in the Party, 
Lenin once declared: 

Is it not natural for young people to 
predominate in our party, the party of 
revolution? We are the party of the 
future and the future belongs to the 
youth. We are a party of innovators 
and innovators are always followed 
most eagerly by the youth. We are a 
party of self-sacrificing struggle against 
the rotten old system, and the youth 
are always the first in self-sacrificing 
struggles. 

Under czarism, young people par- 
ticipated actively in revolutionary 
struggles. In the early period of the 
rise of capitalism in Russia, before 
the development of class-conscious 
proletarian activity, young people of 
the lower-middle classes gave forth 
many fighters for a better system, 
spokesmen of the revolutionary peas- 
ant sentiment of the times, such as 
the young critics Belinsky, Cherny- 

shevsky, and Dobrolyuboy. Mz 
study circles sprang up, and you, (pr2™244 
Socialist intellectuals — contribs JF" re 
much to the development of dy po “¥ 
consciousness among the works he 4 
The most significant developn: “ meat 
came after the rise of an indusjMhe unde 
proletariat in Russia. The change: party. 
the social composition of the wifi .. 
circles reflected the developing di} When 
consciousness of the Russian worke, Petersbu 
More and more, workers from 4 phe Em 
mills and shops formed their oy Class, he 
study circles or joined those alres five. Sta 
in existence. The study circles when b 
came centers of working-class actitiy O27" 
and struggle. The predominance ¢ft¥e"')* 
young workers in such groups j age 
noted by M. I. Kalinin in a yup of 
description of their organization ai sisted 
activity: leadersh 

youthfu 
Workers groups and circles, conse of activ: 

ing almost entirely of young peokWto rely | 
were formed in the mills and facto J young | 
and even in small shops. In most asf oory na 
these groups and circles were ome ecrvin 
ized at the initiative of the partye}.. 7 
ganization, and under its leadership — 

but often they were started by & the % 
workers themselves, who were eager! this ch 
learn more, establish libraries, nde} Of pn, 

like. These spontaneously organiat people 
groups and circles, however, also look} sround 
to the workers’ party, and sought ot} of rom 
nections with it. And this was qt ordinar 
natural: once the first step on the 1 Band sel 

to organization had been taken, andi} older f 

circle had been organized, the work Pf the rar 
could no longer continue to stew 29 scared 

their own juice. They felt their is?) organiz 
ticn just as keenly now as before &} the ris 
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brganization of the circle, and there- 

ore tried to establish connections with 

bther factories, so as to broaden the 

ope of their activities. The inevitable 

esult of this was that they found ways 

nd means of getting into contact with 

the underground organization of the 

party. 

When Lenin organized the St. 
~ WPetersburg League of Struggle for 

he Emancipation of the Working 

Class, he was a young man of twenty- 
five. Stalin was a youth of nineteen 
when he started a revolutionary or- 
ganization in Transcaucasia, and at 
twenty-three led the Batum demon- 
stration of some 6,000 workers. The 
core of the newly rising Party con- 
sisted of young workers, and the 
leadership to a great extent was also 
youthful. During this early period 
of activity when the Party was forced 
to rely on illegal organization, many 
young people were attracted by the 
very nature of this activity. Far from 
decrying this “revolutionary roman- 
ticism,” Kalinin, in his analysis of 
the period, speaks very highly of 
this characteristic of the youth: 

Of no little importance to the young 
people was the fact that the under- 
ground party organization had a halo 
of romance, that it demanded extra- 
ordinary will-power, courage, stamina, 
and self-sacrifice. Although some of the 
older people in particular, even from 
the ranks of the working class, were 
scared away from the underground 
organization by the danger it involved, 
the risk of falling into the hands of 
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the gendarmes, and landing up in pris- 
on or at hard labor, others, especially 
the youth—and not only the working- 
class youth—were attracted to the un- 
derground organization, were fascinat- 
ed and aroused by this very danger and 
risk. 

The main thing, of course, was not 

revolutionary romanticism; the main 
thing was exploitation and class op- 
pression, which were felt keenly and 
most painfully by the working class 
youth . . . “the proletarians have 
nothing to lose but their chains; they 
have a world to win.” . . . It is this that 
has ever inspired the working-class 
youth, it is this that creates the soil for 

revolutionary romanticism. 

The fact was, at this time, that the 
attempts to find legal means of strug- 
gle were unsuccessful; for under the 
conditions of czarist terror, every 
form of struggle was defined by the 
authorities as anti-state activity. This 
did not mean that the struggle for 
legality was given up. On the con- 
trary, the fight of the rising Party, 
particularly the effect it had in the 
field of mass activity, in the demand 
for reforms and for better conditions 
for the workers, resulted in forcing 
the authorities to grant, in time, legal 
means of struggle which were of 
the greatest importance in the early 
history of the Bolshevik Party. 
Throughout this period, the young 

people gave a great deal of their 
energy to dogged and persistent study 
of Marxism, in illegal study circles 
led by Party educators. The condi- 
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tions under which this study took 
place were very difficult; nevertheless, 
some of the best theoretical and or- 
ganizational leaders of the revolution 
got their profoundest and earliest 
training in Marxist theory in this 
way. Books were read and discussed, 
and according to Kalinin, “much 
attention was devoted to philosophy, 
political economy, to the history of 
the revolutionary movement, .to the 
controversy between the materialists 
and the idealists.” 

LENIN STRESSED THE ROLE 
OF THE YOUTH FOR 
THE PARTY 

The rise of the Russian Social- 
Democratic Labor Party as the leader 
of the Russian working class had 
the greatest significance for the youth. 
The Party, from its inception, gave 
leadership and attention to the young 
people, showed it the path of struggle, 
and guided it along this path unceas- 
ingly. At all times the Party was 
aware of the special qualities of the 
young people, the special nature of 
their oppression under capitalism and 
czarist autocracy. In a 1905 letter, 
Lenin wrote: 

The youth will decide the issue of 
the whole struggle, the student youth, 
and still more the working-class youth. 
. .- Do not fear their lack of training, 
do not tremble at their inexperience 
and lack of development. If you are 
unable to organize and stimulate them 
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to action, they will turn to the Meng 
viks and the Gapons, and this iney 

ence of theirs will cause five ; 

more damage. - Only you xy 
unfailingly organize, organize an}, 
ganize hundreds of circles. . . , Bi 
you create new, young, fresh, ener 
militant organizations everywhen’, 
revolutionary Social-Democratic yp 
of all sorts and kinds, and amon 
strata, or you will perish, envelopes 

the glory of “committee” bureau 
(My emphasis.—E.F.) 
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Lenin’s admonition to the Py 
organization that it develop y 
work under all conditions, and wi 
a bold and variegated mass approxi 
gave the line for the Party’s attin) 
toward youth work throughou if 
whole existence. Under the Pan 
guidance, hundreds of such yor 
circles were established, and in af 
1905 Revolution the young works 

B This Six 

roughov 

vely in : 
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and the revolutionary students ff 
ticipated in and led many of off 
struggles, developing ever greater ts 
with, and confidence in, the Par 

in Petrograd, the question of uf 
“youth-leagues” was discussed, a 
a resolution of the greatest impr 
ance for the future development: 

in part: 

. - - Our Party must strive to seta 
independent organizations, bound tot 
party in spirit only, and organizate 
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ganizations bear a Socialist nature 

liom the very day of their foundation; 

at the future Young Workers’ Social- 

League of Russia become a section 

the Youth International from its very 

undation; and that the main aim of 

local organizations be to develop the 

ss-consciousness of the proletarian 

buth by propagating the ideas of So- 
lism, fighting energetically against 

bauvinism and militarism, and at the 

me time defending the economic and 
olitical rights and interests of the 
pung workers. (My emphasis.—E.F.) 

“BE This Sixth Congress made it oblig- 
“Rory upon all Party organizations to 
“BBsist. in setting up such youth 
“Becagues.. These Leagues, set up 

roughout Russia, participated ac- 
vely in all struggles, in mass gath- 
ings, in the distribution of litera- 
re and leaflets, and at all times 

‘Were the militant assistants of the 
arty. But more than this, in their 

‘Pedependent mass character, they 
ought Marxist education and train- 
g to new thousands of young work- 
s, developing the class-conscious- 
ess of the youth and bringing them 
oser to the Party. 
The great trust reposed in the 

fouth during the actual Revolution 
self is shown by Lenin’s placing of 

e young workers from the youth 
agues among the shock troops, and 
ith the best detachments, in the 
Ost strategic positions. From the 
ata on the Red Guards of Petro- 
ad, it is estimated that about forty 
er cent of the Red Guards were 
oung people. 

In the period when the internal 
and international counter-revolution- 
ary forces launched the attempt to 
crush the Revolution through civil 
war, and intervention, the many So- 
cialist youth groups began to press 
for a consolidation and a central- 
ization of their activities. An all- 
Russian organizational bureau was 
set up, on the initiative of the youth 
leagues of Moscow, Petrograd, and 
the Urals; and at a conference held 
in Moscow, October 29-November 4, 
1918, the Komsomol was founded. 

LESSONS OF THE 
EARLY PERIOD 

What are the main lessons of this 
early period with respect to Marxist 
training and activity among the 
youth? First it is clear that at all 
times, the youth, and particularly the 
young workers, constituted an area of 
special concern for the Party, during 
all periods of legal, semi-legal, and 
illegal activity. This is natural; for 
the very nature of the special oppres- 
sion of young people, and the revo- 
lutionary readiness and spirit of the 
youth made this inevitable. The 
Party, in realizing this, was therefore 
able to draw upon the youth as a 
militant reserve, and was able to 
grow and become stronger. Had the 
Party failed to do this in Russia, it 
would have failed in one of its prime 
tasks in organizing the working 
class. 

Secondly, the masses of youth were 
organized in their own independent 
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organizations, of the most varied, 
mass character. The key task of these 
organizations was the development 
of class-consciousness and Marxist 
education among the young workers 
on the basis of special youth activi- 
ties. The attempts to force the youth 
organizations into a narrow pattern 
of activity, a kind of replica of the 
Party, were fought by Lenin and the 
leadership of the Party. However, 
the youth were brought into close 
connection with the Party and were 
taught devotion to it, through the 
guidance which it gave them, and 
the leadership it offered in their 
struggles. The independent character 
of the Komsomol based on special 
activities best suited for the youth, 
and the constant guidance of the 
Party, assured its success in organiz- 
ing the masses of working youth 
and developing their class conscious- 
ness. 

Thirdly, the basis of organization 
among the youth was in the mills 
and factories, where the many study 
circles sprang up and developed con- 
tact with one another and with the 
Party. The working-class youth stim- 
ulated the student and peasant youth 
to greater activity. 

THE ROLE OF THE YOUTH IN 
THE PERIOD OF SOCIALIST 
CONSTRUCTION 

After the consolidation of Soviet 
power, the role and function of the 
youth organizations and of the Kom- 
somol became greatly enhanced. The 
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very young people who had by 
brought into the struggle for Soy 

ism by the rottenness of the olj», 
tem, were now given the opportu 
for achieving a richer, more abunty 
life, in a country ruled by the wo 
ing class. Now it was the youth wy 
were given great responsibilitic ; 

rebuilding the shattered econp, 
The Komsomol was given a gy 
part of the responsibility for develgf 
ing the education and training; 

ip. It 

the children and youth. It was gf 
the responsibility of work with) 
Young Pioneers, the boys’ and gi 
organization that took in most off 
children in the lower schools. twit 
given patronage over the Red Naf 
and Air Force; it had responsbii:§ 
for the political work in these ata 
and contributed many of the leadoff 
of these armed services. But basicaff. 
all these responsibilities and ope 
tunities, the young people thn 
themselves into the task of buildg 
a Socialist economy. 
Throughout the period of Social 

pread 
he Sov 

construction, it was the Commun} 
Party under Stalin's leadership tu 
gave guidance to the young peop 
and to their organization, the Ce 
munist Youth League. All of # 
Party leadership, whatever its 9 
cific assignments were, was «& 
cerned with rearing the Socials 
generation. At every milestone 1 
the march to Socialism in the Soul 
Union, the young people looked 
Stalin and to the Party for lead 
ship, guidance, and warm comm 
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ip. It was this relationship which 

elped steel the youth for its valor- 

us role in the Great Patriotic War 

gainst the fascist aggressors. It is 

his attention and guidance which 

repared the Soviet youth for its lead- 
g role among the world youth in 

e struggle for peace. 
The extent of the political matur- 
y of the younger generation and of 
s contribution to Socialist construc- 
fon was nowhere more clearly shown 
han in the achievements of the youth 

carrying through and populariz- 
ing Socialist emulation. The Soviet 
beople, having laid the foundations 
f heavy industry, threw itself into 

Hthe task of raising the productivity 
Bf labor, and the Socialist miracle of 

e most rapid growth of industry 
and agriculture the world had ever 

“een was achieved. It is noteworthy 
hat the Stakhanov movement, which 
pread the length and breadth of 
e Soviet Union, was named in 

honor of the achievements of a young 
yorker, Alexei Stakhanov, whose 

brst records of high productivity 
ere dedicated to International Youth 

‘Way, and were attained in the Kom- 
omol section of the Central Irmine 
ine. The first Stakhanovite records 

"fin textile were set by Komsomol 
“}members Dusya Vinogradova and 

‘Pp asya Odintseva, and similarly, Peter 
“PKrivonoss and Pasha Angelina of 
- Ps Komsomol set the first Stakhanov 

ecords in transport and in tractor- 
piving respectively. The large num- 
er of young workers in Soviet in- 

dustry was a notable factor through- 
out the Five-Year Plans, and the 
percentage of young workers in in- 
dustry is steadily increasing, particu- 
larly in the skilled fields. 

SOVIET YOUTH FACE A 
SECURE FUTURE 

The difference in the prospect of 
young workers under Socialism and 
that of young workers under capital- 
ism, as in the United States, makes 
clear the real meaning of Socialism 
for young people. The great fear and 
threat of unemployment to young 
workers in this country does not 
exist for Soviet youth. At the present 
time, young workers in the United 
States face a perspective of depres- 
sion and unemployment, or imperi- 
alist war; these are the two threats 
that hang over the young workers 
of the United States. When unem- 
ployment hits, it is the young work- 
ers, and particularly the Negro youth 
and young women, who are hit hard- 
est. 

Soviet youth, on the other hand, 
are guaranteed the right to work by 
the Stalin Constitution. And this is 
no mere paper guarantee. For under 
Socialist planned economy there can 
be no economic crises, and thus un- 
employment, and the tremendous 
waste of the energies and abilities of 
young people that are inevitable un- 
der capitalism have been banished. 
Furthermore, Soviet youth are guar- 
anteed the opportunity of job-train- 
ing, in the field which they choose 
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and in which they show the greatest 
capability. The lack of job-training 
among the working youth in the 
United States handicaps the young 
people who are looking for jobs in 
a market that demands experienced 
or trained labor. This serves to main- 
tain a reserve army of unemployed 
and unskilled young workers, who 
constitute a source of cheap labor. 
In the Soviet Union, the rule is equal 
pay for equal quantity and quality of 
work, regardless of the worker’s age. 
Special attention is given to training 
and integrating young workers in 
industry and agriculture. Where 
United States capitalism cannot util- 
ize a constantly growing skilled la- 
bor force, the constantly expanding 
economy of the U.S.S.R. has no fear 
of “flooding” this or that field with 
“too many” technicians and skilled 
workers. The great scourge of the 
decaying capitalist system, so-called 
technological unemployment, which 
throws thousands of workers on the 
labor market with each technologi- 
cal improvement, is non-existent in 
the Soviet Union, where there is con- 
stant demand for better organiza- 
tion of production. Whereas in this 
country, rationalization means lay- 
offs, particularly for young people, 
and greater exploitation of the em- 
ployed workers, in the U.S.S.R. it 
means increased welfare for the 
whole Soviet people. This is sharply 
brought out by the fact that in a 
recent year, one out of every three 
Soviet workers in the automotive 
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and shipbuilding industries jp, 
duced some rationalization in hj, 
her field! In this country, sy 
worker would be hated by his fe 
workers, because they woul ‘ 
thrown out of work by the inn, 
tion. In the Soviet Union, the pay 
respect and are grateful to sud, 
worker for increasing the amg 
of wealth for the entire populace 

Offered the opportunities of jj 
training, the assurance of congy 
employment, and the absence of § 
crimination in earnings becaus; 
age, sex, color, or national org 
Soviet youth have dedicated ty 
energies to building the Soca 
economy, and are ready to defen! 
with their lives. 
A basic factor conditions the x 

tude of Soviet youth to their woi 
They are the first generation in bf 
tory to fulfill the Socialist ided ¢ 
collective labor, labor for the whe 
of one’s people. The young wot: 
under capitalism knows well enow} 
that the profits of his labor aret 
property of a boss, who lords it ot 
him with the power to hire and& 
him. At his work, the young Ami} 
ican worker is not producing ifs) 
himself, but is forced to produce i 
a boss, with whom he has to wa 
a relentless struggle through his» 
ion in order to get paid enoughif} 
exchange for his labor power to mf 
the costs of keeping alive and 
in the face of profiteering and hg 

f gener: 

prices. The relation between tf 
worker and his boss is one of ef 
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tant struggle, of class struggle. Cre- 

tive labor, pride in one’s work, the 

eeling that one is working for one’s 

ountry and people is ruled out un- 

Her these conditions. 

On the other hand, the Socialist 

ndustry in the Soviet Union func- 

ions, not for the enrichment of a 

ew monopolists, but for the benefit 
pf all the people. Hence, for the So- 
tiet vouth, labor is a matter of honor 
nnd creative initiative. The practice 

pf Socialist labor brings about an 
ntirely different relation between the 
vorker and his work, and between 

ellow-workers. In this labor for the 

ollective, the morale of Socialist la- 
bor is born. The love, respect and 
reverence of one’s fellow-worker and 

it fellow-citizen becomes the character- 
Mt Mstic of the new Socialist man. The 

oviet worker, and the youth in par- 
‘(Rticular, glories in constructive, cre- 
itMative work. 

In sharp contrast are the attitudes 
; toward one’s fellow-man fostered 
WMby United States imperialism and by 

Soviet Socialism. Here, the cult of 
EMbrute force, brutalization and mili- 
mtarization, is inculcated by every pos- 

sible means; by a film industry which 
features as its special menu, murder, 
the invincibility of the “gat” and the 
strong arm; by a press and radio 
which serve up the same poison; and 
by the glorification of imperialist 

"figenerals and statesmen who pose as 
the new supermen rarin’ to hurl the 

patom bomb at humanity. Glorifica- 
‘Ption of war is being constantly 
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dinned into the ears of the youth, 
in a frenzied attempt to rally sup- 
port for Wall Street’s aggression. 
The “morality” of imperialist war, 
mass destruction of civilian pop- 
of North Korean population centers 
—such is the poison-propaganda fed 
to the American youth. 

Not only the right to work is 
guaranteed Soviet youth. With this 
most fundamental of all Soviet rights, 
there are also assured to the young 
people, as to all Soviet workers, the 
right to leisure. Soviet youth have 
been given the facilities for, and 
have created, a recreation, rest and 
sports program that has no equal 
anywhere. In every phase of this 
program, the adult organizations 
and the Party work with the 
youth, making available to them 
ever-increasing facilities. The Cen- 
tral Council of Trade Unions, for 
example, has a_ tourist-excursion- 
ist office, which has developed many 
vacation-travel itineraries for the 
youth, visiting sites of historic inter- 
est, where the battles against the in- 
vaders took place, where great indus- 
tries have been built. One itinerary 
covers all the places of Stalin’s revo- 
lutionary activity in the Caucasus. 
Together with travel, skiing and 
mountain climbing circles have de- 
veloped widely among the youth, 
and hostels and Alpine stations have 
sprung up everywhere. Camps and 
sea and lake resorts where workers 
may rest are provided equally for the 
youth, with special attention given 
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to the children in this regard, as in 
every other. And characteristic of 
the breadth of the recreation program 
among Soviet youth, is the mass 
character of sports in the U.S.S.R. 
Literally miliions engage in every 
sport, with teams based in the fac- 
tories and farms competing for cham- 
pionships, and taking the tests for 
the various badges which mark the 
degree of skill in each sport: It is 
no wonder that at the recent Brussels 
“Little Olympics,” Soviet young ath- 
letes won a majority of the points. 
The vast expansion of educational 

and cultural facilities under Soviet 
power is universally acknowledged. 
The working-class and peasant youth 
have been the prime beneficiaries of 
the entire system of educational in- 
stitutions, from elementary schools 
to universities, as well as vocational 
and technical schools. It was thus 
that the Soviet youth was enabled 
to replace the bourgeois specialists 
and to fill vastly grown ranks of the 
qualified professions, as well as of 
the skilled trades. This is one of the 
factors that has enabled it to play a 
leading and decisive role in all 
spheres of Soviet life. 
Thus have Soviet youth benefited 

from Socialism. In every field, they 
are given the love and devotion of 
the Party and the Soviet govern- 
ment. 

In defense of this life, the Soviet 
youth showed the greatest courage 
and heroism in the war against the 
fascist invaders. The term Patriotic 
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War was no idle name. Soviet you seg 
and in particular the members of — 
Komsomol showed the greatest a» = 

age in all the armed forces ani; ubjuga 
the partisans. They became an beri ar 
example honored by the antic a 
youth the world over, with the nat 4 - 
of such heroes as Zoya Komols “| 
yanskaya and the Young Guard; — ) 
Krasnodar becoming _ internatigy owed “ 
bywords of the anti-fascist yg ~ i 
movement. It is as a result of tell 
Communist education that So 
youth were able to fight so heroics 
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ism, where human exploitation ls 
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drive capitalist states to war hu 
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can imperialism, to bring the entt 
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world under its domination. The So- 

iet Union, by its Socialist essence, 

s in no way impelled to seek the 

ubjugation of other countries; on 

he contrary, its way is founded on 
he principle of peace and respect 

lor the integrity, sovereignty, and 
reedom of nations. The Soviet 

“Bouth, as the whole Soviet people, 
Guat Know that war can only interfere 
‘atte Byith, and set back, their steady prog- 
St yor Ress along the historic road of grad- 
of tktfival transition from Socialism to 
t Sceiommunism. They are the builders 
roids Ff Communism, the youth of Lenin 

pnd Stalin. They are the youth of 
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cialism, and appreciation of its 
leading role in the struggle for 
peace, democracy and Socialism, 
thus becomes the touchstone of 
true internationalism among the 
young people of all countries; for it 
is this international bond between 
the youth who have already estab- 
lished Socialism, those youth who 
are building it now, and those youth, 
as in our own country, who still have 
the task of bringing Socialism about, 
that is the guarantee of a Socialist 
world in the future. Without this in- 
ternational bond there is a weak link 
in the chain of resistance against im- 
perialist aggression. It is particularly 
important here, in the center of world 
imperialism to bring this under- 
standing to the young people who 
are studying Marxism-Leninism, to 
our Party which helps to guide these 
youth, and to the masses of Amer- 
ican youth. 
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